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SOMMAIRE 
Cette these aborde deux problemes parmi les plus importants et les plus complexes 
dans la vision artificielle, qui sont la segmentation d'images et le suivi d'objets dans les 
videos. Nous proposons plusieurs approches, traitant de ces deux problemes, qui sont 
basees sur la modelisation variationnelle (contours actifs) et statistique. Ces approches 
ont pour but de surmonter differentes limites theoriques et pratiques (algorithmiques) de 
ces deux problemes. 
En premier lieu, nous abordons le probleme d'automatisation de la segmentation par 
contours actifs "ensembles de niveaux", et sa generalisation pour le cas de plusieurs 
regions. Pour cela, un modele permettant d'estimer l'information de regions de maniere 
automatique, et adaptative au contenu de l'image, est propose. Ce modele n'utilise au-
cune information a priori sur les regions, et traite egalement les images de couleur et de 
texture, avec un nombre arbitraire de regions. Nous introduisons ensuite une approche 
statistique pour estimer et integrer la pertinence des caracteristiques et la semantique 
dans la segmentation d'objets d'interet. 
En deuxieme lieu, nous abordons le probleme du suivi d'objets dans les videos en 
utilisant les contours actifs. Nous proposons pour cela deux modeles differents. Le pre-
mier suppose que les proprietes photometriques des objets suivis sont invariantes dans le 
temps, mais le modele est capable de suivre des objets en presence de bruit, et au milieu 
de fonds de videos non-statiques et encombres. Ceci est realise grace a l'integration de 
1'information de regions, de frontieres et de formes des objets suivis. Le deuxieme modele 
permet de prendre en charge les variations photometriques des objets suivis, en utilisant 
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un modele statistique adaptatif a l'apparence de ces derniers. 
Finalement, nous proposons un nouveau modele statistique, base sur la Gaussienne 
generalised, pour une representation emcace de donnees bruitees et de grandes dimensions 
en segmentation. Ce modele est utilise pour assurer la robustesse de la segmentation des 
images de couleur contenant du bruit, ainsi que des objets en mouvement dans les videos 
(acquises par des cameras statiques) contenant de l'ombrage et/ou des changements sou-
dains d'illumination. 
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Introduction 
1 Segmentation d'images et suivi d'objets en videos 
La segmentation d'images et le suivi d'objets dans les videos sont deux problemes 
en vision par ordinateur qui ont regu une attention particuliere durant les dernieres 
decennies. Depuis la periode des developpements en psychologie visuelle de Gestalt [53, 
75, 76], il a ete reconnu que la perception visuelle fonctionne en grande partie par la 
capacite de segmentation visuelle (i.e. partitionnement de l'environnement en regions 
"homogenes") du systeme de vision humain. Dans la definition commune de la segmen-
tation, l'objectif est de diviser une image statique en regions connexes et disjointes, et 
satisfaisant un critere d'homogeneite et/ou de contraste (dans le sens de l'intensite, de 
la couleur ou de la texture) [2, 36, 42, 45, 55]. Formellement, si / est une image dont le 
domaine est designe par Q, la segmentation de / a pour objectif de creer une partition 
de l'image en K regions Cl\,..., Q,K, telles que : 
2. Toutes les regions f4 sont connexes, Vfc G { 1 , . . . , K}. 
3. Vi, j e { 1 , . . . , K) : Qi n Uj = 0 si i ^ j . 
4. Vke {1,...,K} :P(n f c) = vrai,etVi,j e{l,...,K} : P ( ^ U ^ ) = fauxsii^j, 
ou P est un predicat relie souvent au critere d'homogeneite et/ou de contraste utilise 
[42, 82]. Dans le suivi d'objets en mouvement, l'objectif est de separer (segmenter) les 
objets d'interet en mouvement du fond statique (ou mobile) d'une sequence video [9, 29]. 
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Le suivi d'objet se veut comme une fonction d'un observateur qui acquiert continuelle-
ment des images de son environnement, et pour lesquelles il est capable d'analyser le 
mouvement, la trajectoire, voire le comportement d'objets (independants) projetes dans 
son systeme de vision. Le suivi d'objet peut etre alors vu comme une segmentation d'ob-
jets d'interet en mouvement versus le fond de la scene. Par contre, un objet peut etre 
compose d'une ou plusieurs couleurs/textures homogenes. 
II est connu que la segmentation d'image est une operation de bas niveau qui est 
importante pour plusieurs applications, telles que la recherche d'images basee sur le 
contenu [23, 37, 50], le codage et la compression d'images [52], et la reconnaissance 
d'objets [35, 79]. L'estimation du mouvement et la stereovision sont deux applications qui 
requierent aussi des regions, pouvant etre obtenues par la segmentation, pour effectuer 
la correspondance entre images [21, 43, 74]. Enfin, le suivi d'objet dans les video est 
important pour differentes applications de haut niveau, telles que le codage video [74], la 
surveillance [9, 29, 74], et la recherche/indexation de videos basees sur le contenu [14]. 
2 Modeles variationnels, segmentation d'images et 
suivi d'objets dans la video 
2.1 Generalites sur les modeles variationnels contours actifs 
Au cours les dernieres annees, les modeles variationnels ont connu un developpement 
considerable en vision par ordinateur et en traitement d'image. Plusieurs applications 
basees sur ces modeles ont vu le jour, notamment dans la segmentation de differents 
types d'images (e.g. a niveau de gris [24, 25, 64], couleur [5, 19, 62], SAR [17, 18], et 
medicales [33, 66, 68, 78]), la stereovision et la reconstruction 3-D [34, 48], ainsi que 
le suivi d'objets dans les sequences video [5, 62, 64]. L'approche communement utilisee 
dans ces applications est que le probleme est souvent pose sous forme d'une procedure 
d'optimisation, formulee par une minimisation d'une fonction objectif (ou fonctionnelle 
d'energie). La solution finale correspond alors a l'etat minimal d'un potentiel d'energie 
defini dans l'optimisation consideree. 
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En segmentation d'images et en suivi d'objets dans les videos, la solution est obtenue 
par une minimisation d'energie basee sur les contours actifs. La solution (la partition) 
optimale correspond a une position alignant les contours avec les frontieres des regions 
ou des objets d'interet [5, 9, 48, 62]. Pour ce faire, deux approches principales ont ete 
communement menees pour deriver les potentiels d'energie pour ces problemes, ainsi que 
la facon de minimiser les fonctions objectifs qui y sont associees. En general, les formula-
tions de la plupart de ces modeles ont ete inspirees du modele pionnier de Mumford-Shah 
[60]. Dans le reste de la section, nous presentons deux principales approches pour ce type 
de segmentation. Pour simplifier la presentation, nous parlerons du cas de segmentation 
a deux regions : 
- Approche basee sur Pinformation de frontieres : 
II s'agit de deformer une courbe initiale, ouverte ou fermee, vers une position ou 
le potentiel d'energie le long de cette courbe est minimal. La deformation de la 
courbe est realisee graduellement dans le temps, via la resolution d'une equation 
aux derivees partielles (EDP) [1, 18, 27, 48, 56, 78]. Le potentiel minimise est derive 
en general du contraste de la caracteristique consideree de l'image ou de la video 
(e.g. intensite, couleur, mouvement, etc.), souvent estime par des techniques de 
filtrage [32, 81]. L'inconvenient de cette approche est qu'elle est tres sensible au 
bruit et aux minima locaux. 
- Approche basee sur Pinformation de regions : 
Cette approche cherche carrement la region, delimitee par un contour deforme, a 
l'interieur de laquelle un potentiel d'energie est minimise. Ce potentiel est souvent 
defini par un critere d'homogeneite (e.g. la variance [19, 30], la probability d'ap-
partenance [25, 40, 51, 80]) de la caracteristique consideree (e.g. intensite, couleur, 
mouvement, etc.), a l'interieur de la region (objet) cible. Les methodes basees sur 
cette approche sont generalement plus robustes au bruit et moins sensibles aux 
problemes de minima locaux, en comparaison aux approches basees uniquement 
sur Pinformation de frontieres. 
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2.2 Contours actifs et ensembles de niveaux 
2.2.1 Le mo dele des Snakes 
Le premier modele de segmentation, utilisant les contours actifs, est sans conteste 
le modele des "Snakes" [48]. Formellement, un Snake est une courbe parametrique 2-D 
(l'equivalent en 3-D est une surface parametrique) deformee dans le temps pour epouser 
les frontieres d'une region cible. Dans le cas d'une courbe ouverte, l'objectif est de la 
deformer pour epouser, par exemple, un contour d'un objet, une route, etc. En general, 
la deformation du Snake est influenced par des forces internes de la courbe (controlant 
le lissage et la longueur de la courbe) et des forces externes derivees des donnees de 
l'image. Dans les premieres approches basees sur ce modele, les forces externes etaient 
basees principalement sur le contraste des images. Plus tard, d'autres approches ont uti-
lise 1'information de regions [25, 47]. 
Les applications du modele du Snake sont multiples. Un Snake peut etre utilise, par 
exemple, pour trouver une partie dans un lot de pieces en manufacture, pour delimiter un 
organe dans une image medicale, ou une zone cible (e.g. une route, un lac, un batiment, 
etc.) sur une image satellitaire, SAR, etc. [13, 18, 25, 27, 70]. Neanmoins, ce modele com-
porte des inconvenients majeurs qui limitent son utilisation pratique. En effet, le Snake, 
etant une courbe parametrique, est incapable de gerer les changements topologiques, tels 
que la division et la fusion de contours [24, 62]. Ensuite, pour assurer une bonne conver-
gence vers la region (objet) cible, le Snake doit etre initialise pres de la solution finale, 
ce qui necessite une certaine supervision (i.e. initialisation manuelle de la courbe). 
2.2.2 Le formalisme des ensembles de niveaux 
Le formalisme des "ensembles de niveaux" (level sets) est apparu pour surmon-
ter les contraintes topologiques mentionnees precedemment pour le modele du Snake 
[24, 62]. Dans ce formalisme, une courbe parametrique fermee 2-D (ou une surface 3-D) 
est representee comme le niveau zero d'une fonction implicite de plus haute dimension. 
La deformation de la courbe (niveau zero) est entrainee alors par la deformation de la 
fonction implicite. Ce formalisme permet aussi des schemas numeriques stables pour les 
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contours actifs [1, 62]. 
Durant la derniere decennie, un nombre important de modeles de segmentation et 
de suivi d'objets, bases sur les ensembles de niveaux, ont vu le jour [1, 24, 56, 62, 63]. 
Tandis que les premiers modeles ont utilise l'information de frontieres pour guider les 
contours [24, 56], des modeles recents ont tente d'incorporer l'information de regions 
[26, 58, 69, 71, 78]. De plus, plusieurs approches ont propose de combiner l'information 
de frontieres et de regions pour tirer profit de leur complementarity [5, 9, 38, 64]. Parmi 
les methodes utilisant l'information de regions dans les contours actifs, il faut noter que 
la modelisation basee sur la description statistique des regions est la plus populaire. Dans 
la section suivante, nous presentons les differentes approches statistiques utilisees. 
3 Modelisation statistique pour la segmentation et 
le suivi d'objets par contours actifs 
Durant la derniere decennie, plusieurs approches statistiques ont ete proposees pour 
incorporer l'information de regions dans la segmentation basee sur les contours actifs. Les 
premieres techniques proposent de modeliser l'intensite (la couleur) des images avec un 
champ markovien (Markov Random Field (MRF)) [22, 25, 31, 40, 49, 57]. Ces methodes 
sont generalement tres robustes au bruit, mais elles ne sont pas tres pratiques a cause du 
temps de calcul qu'elles requierent. Les techniques de classification (clustering) [46] sont 
apparues ensuite comme une alternative aux MRFs, et sont devenues tres populaires de 
nos jours [5, 64, 80]. 
Dans la segmentation basee sur la classification, les regions de l'image sont representees 
par un ensemble de caracteristiques calculees directement sur l'image (e.g. couleur, tex-
ture, etc.), ou sur la video (e.g. mouvement) [64, 80]. Ces caracteristiques sont ensuite 
decrites par un ensemble de classes (clusters), ou chaque region de l'image (video) est 
associee a une classe [9, 80]. Notons ici, qu'en partant de la definition precedente des 
regions, une classe peut comporter plusieurs regions connexes de l'image (la video). Dans 
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le passe, deux approches principales ont ete proposees pour l'estimation et 1'incorporation 
de l'information statistique de regions dans la segmentation par contours actifs. Alors que 
la premiere approche calcule les statistiques des regions de maniere fixe avant revolution 
des contours, la deuxieme approche estime les statistiques des regions au fur et a mesure 
que les contours evoluent. Dans le reste de la section, nous presentons en detail ces deux 
approches. 
3.1 Approche fixe pour l'estimation des statistiques des regions 
Dans cette approche, l'information statistique des regions est calculee de maniere fixe, 
avant revolution des contours. La segmentation revient alors a classer chaque pixel selon 
l'information statistique calculee. Un exemple typique de cette representation statistique 
de regions est une mixture de densites de probabilites, ou chaque composante de la mix-
ture decrit une ou plusieurs regions de l'image [64, 65, 71]. Dans le suivi d'objets en 
video, vu qu'un objet peut etre compose de differentes couleurs/textures, les pixels d'un 
objet peuvent appartenir a une ou plusieurs composantes de la mixture. 
L'avantage de cette approche est que la segmentation peut se faire d'une maniere 
automatique. Cependant, elle ne tient pas compte de l'information spatiale sur les regions. 
En efFet une composante de la mixture, calculee a l'avance sur toutes les donnees de 
l'image (la video), peut representer tout simplement un bruit qui n'a pas une grande 
signification comme resultat pour la segmentation [5, 42]. D'autre part, le nombre exact 
de regions doit etre calcule au depart pour ne pas sur-segmenter l'image (la video) si on 
a plus/moins de regions qu'il y en a reellement dans l'image (la video). 
3.2 Approche adaptative pour l'estimation des statistiques des 
regions 
Dans cette approche, le calcul de l'information de regions est realise adaptativement 
a revolution des contours [26, 58, 69, 73, 78]. En efFet, en deforciant ces derniers dans le 
temps, les regions acquierent continuellement de nouvelles donnees. La mise a jour des 
statistiques des regions peut alors etre realisee via deux methodes. Dans la premiere, la 
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fonctionnelle d'energie gouvernant la segmentation est minimisee alternativement sur les 
contours et les statistiques des regions [26, 69]. Dans la deuxieme methode, les parametres 
statistiques sont carrement definis comme fonction des contours evolues, et la minimi-
sation de l'energie sur ces contours entraine la mise a jour des statistiques des regions [19]. 
Cette approche se veut comme alternative a la croissance des regions [42, 82] qui a 
l'avantage d'inclure l'information spatiale et d'offrir en plus une description statistique 
adaptative aux regions. Cependant, la convergence de l'approche reste tres sensible aux 
minima locaux. En general, une bonne convergence des contours requiert une initialisation 
adequate des contours et du nombre reel de regions, ce qui necessite une supervision 
humaine. Finalement, dans le cas de la segmentation a plusieurs regions, une gestion 
appropriee de revolution des contours est requise pour eviter le chevauchement de ces 
derniers [58, 64]. 
3.3 Limites pour la modelisation statistique des regions pour 
la segmentation 
Les deux approches precedentes comportent des avantages et des inconvenients qui 
font qu'elles peuvent etre applicables uniquement pour certains types d'images (videos). 
Lorsque les regions a segmenter se distinguent bien du fond, la premiere approche peut 
donner de tres bons resultats, et la segmentation peut se faire de maniere automatique. 
Par contre, si l'image comporte du bruit ou de la texture, la deuxieme approche serait 
plus appropriee. Cependant, on perd l'automaticite de la segmentation. Avoir une fagon 
de rassembler les avantages des deux approches (i.e. automaticite de la segmentation 
et adaptation spatiale aux donnees) serait alors souhaitable. D'autre part, en utilisant 
uniquement l'information statistique, la segmentation ne garantie pas l'alignement des 
contours des regions avec les fortes discontinuites de la couleur/intensite de l'image. Par 
exemple, un objet homogene de nature peut exhiber une couleur non uniforme lorsqu'il 
est partieilement illumine [54]. Par consequent, il est important d'utiliser une informa-
tion guidant les contours evolues vers les vraies (fortes) discontinuites de l'information 
de regions. 
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II est a noter, enfin, qu'il existe une limite quant a l'approche meme de segmenta-
tion en utilisant la classification statistique. En effet, un probleme se pose lorsqu'on veut 
utiliser plusieurs caracteristiques en meme temps pour segmenter l'image en regions (la 
video en objets). La question suivante se pose alors : Est-ce que l'utilisation de plusieurs 
caracteristiques garantit toujours l'obtention d'une "bonne" segmentation? Ici le quali-
ficatif "bonne" peut etre interprets de deux manieres. 
Tout d'abord, si l'objectif est de segmenter l'image (video) sans tenir compte de la 
semantique du resultat attendu de la segmentation, alors "bonne" revient juste a savoir 
si la segmentation respecte le critere d'homogeneite defini sur la ou les caracteristiques 
considerees. Si on veut tenir compte de la semantique, alors il serait judicieux de definir 
la semantique qu'on voudrait avoir, et utiliser un moyen approprie pour combiner les 
caracteristiques afin de l'atteindre dans la segmentation. Dans le passe, il a ete demontre 
que la combinaison d'un tres grand nombre de caracteristiques peut augmenter l'insta-
bilite et la complexity de la classification de donnees (fleau de la dimensionnalite (curse 
of dimensionality)) [39, 44]. Done, avoir le moins de caracteristiques possible permettant 
d'effectuer la classification desiree serait souhaitable. Ce procede est communement ap-
pele probleme de selection de caracteristiques ("feature selection"). Bien que ce probleme 
a regu beaucoup d'attention pour la classification [41], il n'a pas ete considere dans le 
contexte de la segmentation. 
II faut noter, d'autre part, que dans le systeme de vision humain, la detection et 
la reconnaissance d'objets ou de regions d'interet se fait, dans une grande partie, en 
associant une pertinence aux differentes caracteristiques des regions (objets) d'interet 
[61]. L'apprentissage de cette pertinence repose sur la capacite du cerveau a extraire des 
concepts generaux sur un objet, base sur des exemples specifiques de cet objet [16, 72]. 
Un animal peut etre reconnu en distinguant, par exemple, sa forme et/ou sa texture 
de son environnement. Dans l'approche de Ren et al. [67], les auteurs ont propose une 
methode pour calculer la pertinence de differentes caracteristiques definissant une bonne 
segmentation. Une approche similaire a ete proposee pour le suivi d'objets dans la video 
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[28]. Cependant, l'objectif de ces approches n'est pas dirige vers l'obtention d'un sens 
semantique pour la segmentation (suivi d'objet), mais uniquement a determiner l'expres-
sion de differentes caracteristiques dans une bonne segmentation en regions homogenes 
(ou suivi d'objet). Pour avoir un sens semantique, un apprentissage des caracteristiques 
pertinentes (les plus informatives), permettant de caracteriser la semantique et distinguer 
une/des regions (objets) d'interet, se pose done bel et bien. 
4 Contributions 
Motives par les problemes mentionnes pour la modelisation statistique et variation-
nelle de la segmentation, nous proposons dans cette these plusieurs approches pour en 
surmonter les differentes limites. Dans chaque contribution proposee, nous exposons l'etat 
de l'art et notre apport pour ameliorer la segmentation (le suivi d'objet). 
Dans la premiere partie de la these, nous abordons le probleme de combinaison des 
deux approches, fixe et adaptative, pour le calcul de l'information statistique dans la seg-
mentation par contours actifs. Dans un premier article, nous developpons une methode 
automatique pour initialiser les contours des regions et faire evoluer les statistiques de 
maniere adaptative a la segmentation. L'approche proposee tire profit de la dualite de 
l'information de regions et de frontieres, et peut segmenter une image avec un nombre 
arbitraire de regions (de couleur et de texture). Ceci permet de surmonter les limites des 
approches (fixe et adaptative) pour l'estimation statistique de l'information de regions, 
et de segmenter des images sans aucune supervision d'un utilisateur. Dans un second 
article, nous proposons une approche qui adapte meme le nombre de regions a la seg-
mentation. Finalement dans un troisieme article, nous proposons une maniere dynamique 
d'optimiser la combinaison de l'information de regions et de frontiere, afin d'ameliorer la 
convergence et la qualite de la segmentation. 
Dans la deuxieme partie de la these, nous proposons une approche pour incorporer 
la selection de caracteristiques et integrer la semantique dans la segmentation d'objet 
d'interet [12]. A partir d'exemples negatifs et positifs de segmentation d'un meme objet 
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d'interet, realises manuellement, nous pouvons extraire la pertinence de differentes ca-
racteristiques distinguant l'objet. Cette pertinence est ensuite utilisee pour ameliorer la 
segmentation de nouvelles images ou l'objet d'interet est present. 
Dans la troisieme partie de la these, nous etendons les modeles variationnels de seg-
mentation proposes pour le suivi d'objets deformables dans les videos. Le premier modele 
est capable de suivre des objets sur des arriere-plans non-statiques et encombres de videos, 
mais suppose que l'apparence des objets (couleur, texture) est constante dans temps [8, 9]. 
Le deuxieme modele propose va plus loin, en rendant possible le suivi d'objets avec des 
changements d'apparence, dus par exemple aux changements d'illumination et/ou de la 
geometrie de la camera [11]. Ceci est realise grace a un modele statistique decrivant 
l'objet suivi, qui est capable de s'adapter recursivement dans le temps aux changements 
d'apparence de l'objet. Au meilleur de nos connaissances, aucun modele jusqu'a date, 
utilisant les contours actifs, n'est capable de prendre en charge les changements d'appa-
rence des objets suivis dans la video. 
Dans la derniere partie de la these, nous abordons le probleme de classification non-
supervisee et robuste pour la segmentation. La classification en tant que telle est souvent 
sensible a la presence de donnees aberrantes et de bruit, qui peuvent induire des erreurs 
d'estimation des parametres statistiques (e.g. le nombre exact de classes existantes dans 
les donnees). Ces erreurs se manifestent generalement par la sur-segmentation de l'image 
(video) si, par exemple, le nombre exact de regions est surestime. Nous proposons dans 
cette these deux approches pour augmenter la robustesse de la representation statistique 
des regions lors de la segmentation. Dans la premiere, un nouveau modele de mixture 
de probabilites est proposee pour la segmentation, qui est base sur le formalisme de 
la Gaussienne generalisee. Le nombre de composantes dans ce modele est determine 
par une fonction objectif utilisant le principe du "minimum message length" (MML) 
[15, 59]. L'approche a ete ensuite amelioree pour inclure la selection de caracteristiques 
pertinentes, lorsque des espaces de grandes dimensions de caracteristiques sont utilises 
pour la segmentation. 
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Chapitre 1 
Segmentation d'images 
couleur/texture par contours actifs 
Dans ce chapitre, nous presentons deux contributions pour la segmentation basees 
sur les contours actifs. Dans la premiere contribution, nous proposons une approche pour 
l'extension de la segmentation pour un nombre arbitraire de regions. L'approche repose 
sur le formalisme des ensembles de niveaux, qui permet de gerer automatiquement les 
changements topologiques des contours. Pour avoir une segmentation non-supervisee, 
nous proposons une methode pour initialiser automatiquement les contours des regions. 
L'approche combine l'information de frontieres et de regions dans un modele unifie de 
segmentation, et estime les parametres statistiques des regions de maniere adaptative a 
revolution des contours. Dans cette approche, l'information de regions est formulee par 
une mixture de densites de probabilites. Contrairement aux methodes proposees dans le 
passe, qui sont dediees soit a la segmentation de textures (de maniere supervisee) ou de 
la couleur, notre approche s'applique pour les deux types d'images. 
Nous proposons deux variantes pour cette approche. Dans la premiere, le nombre 
de composantes de la mixture (determinant le nombre de regions) est garde fixe durant 
revolution des contours. Cette variante a ete publiee dans Int'l Workshop on Intelligent 
Computing on Pattern Analysis and Synthesis 2006 [3] et Int'l J. of Computer Mathema-
tics [4]. Dans la seconde variante, nous proposons une methode pour adapter le nombre 
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de regions a la segmentation, en combinant l'energie de frontieres et de regions comme 
critere a optimiser. Cette variante a ete publiee dans la revue Pattern Recognition Letters 
[5]. Dans une deuxieme contribution de ce chapitre, nous traitons du probleme d'estima-
tion des hyper-parametres determinant la contribution de l'information de regions et de 
frontieres lors de la segmentation. Une approche statistique est proposee pour optimiser 
la combinaison de ces deux informations, arm d'ameliorer la convergence et la qualite 
de la segmentation. Cette contribution est soumise a Int'l Conf. on Pattern Recognition, 
2008. 
Ma contribution dans ces articles reside dans le developpement des modeles de seg-
mentation proposes, la redaction des articles, ainsi que les tests effectues pour valider ces 
modeles. Mon directeur de recherche Djemel Ziou a supervise l'ensemble de ces contri-
butions. Dans la suite de ce chapitre, les deux articles de revues publies et Particle sur 
la deuxieme contribution, sousmis a une conference, sont presentes successivement. 
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A b s t r a c t : In this paper, we propose a fully automatic segmentation method for color/texture 
images. By fully automatic, we mean the steps of region initialization and calculation of the number 
of regions are performed automatically by the method. The region information is formulated by using 
a mixture of pdfs for the combination of color and texture features. The segmentation is obtained 
by minimizing an energy functional combining boundary and region information, which evolves the 
initial region contours toward the real region boundaries and adapts the mixture parameters to the 
regions data. The method is implemented by using level set contours which permit for automatically 
handling topology changes and stable numerical schemes. We validate the approach on examples of 
synthetic and natural color-texture image segmentation. 
Keywords: Automatic segmentation, color, texture, boundary, active contours. 
1 Introduction 
Image segmentation has been, and still is, the subject of an active research 
in computer vision and image analysis. In most of segmentation works in the 
past, the emphasis was put to develop algorithms based on either color [21,26], 
texture features [12,14,19] or the combination of the two [3,9]. Texture-based 
segmentation techniques require in general a prior step to learn about the 
type and number of textures to be segmented. This deprives the algorithms 
for operating in a fully automatic fashion. Indeed, automatic segmentation is 
very important for applications such as autonomous robotics, medical image 
analysis and remote sensing. It is also required for high-level image applications 
like tracking [7, 23]; 3-D reconstruction [15], recognition and content-based 
image retrieval [3,22]. On the other hand, there is a limited number of works 
that attempted to consider color, texture and boundary features together to 
build a unified segmentation framework. 
Recently, variational image segmentation has been substantially investigated 
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for segmentation. In variational models, one can integrate several features 
for region description such as color, texture and shape. Level set theory [18] 
permits to efficiently minimize these models. In [20,24], methods have been 
proposed for unsupervised texture segmentation with active contours. These 
methods extract the region information adaptively to contour evolution. How-
ever, their application is limited to bimodal image segmentation (an object 
lying on a background). In [4], a multi-phase approach was proposed to multi-
valued image segmentation. However, the number of regions is restricted to 
be a power of two. Generally, two issues come when extending variational 
segmentation to an arbitrary number of regions. First, the complexity of the 
algorithms increases with the number of regions. Second, the segmentation 
requires a careful manual initialization in order to avoid converging to unde-
sirable local minima [2,25]. Recently, we proposed in [2] an approach based 
on active contours for automatic segmentation of color images with an arbi-
trary number of regions. To mitigate the problem of local minima, we used 
a prior smoothing of textures with large color fluctuations. Furthermore, we 
combined region and boundary information to steer the region contours evo-
lution. However, since no texture information was used, the approach may 
produce erroneous segmentation if different textures with the same color are 
contained in the image. 
In the present work, we propose an automatic method for color-texture seg-
mentation based on active contours. The method segments images with an 
arbitrary number of regions without using any prior knowledge about the 
number of regions or their statistics. The segmentation is steered by a com-
bination of region and boundary information where the region information is 
based on mixture modeling of the combined color and texture features. The 
boundary information is modeled by using the polarity information of the pixel 
neighborhood. To perform the segmentation in a fully automatic fashion, the 
approach uses an algorithm that initializes automatically the region kernels 
together with their statistics. The segmentation is formulated by minimizing 
an energy functional that evolves the contours toward the region boundaries 
and adapts the mixture parameters to regions data. The minimization is per-
formed by using Euler-Lagrange equations and implemented by using level 
set contours [18]. We show on real world examples the performance of the 
proposed method in achieving correct and fully automatic segmentation of 
color-texture images with an arbitrary number of regions. 
This paper is organized as follows: section (2) presents the main steps of the 
proposed model for segmentation. In section (3), we give some experimental 
results. We end the paper with a conclusion and some future work perspectives. 
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2 Description of the segmentation model 
2.1 Region kernels initialization 
To initialize correctly the region contours, we proceed by the algorithm that 
we have proposed recently in [2], which is composed of three main steps. In 
the first step, we calculate the polarity information for the image pixels. This 
information helps to find the parts where the color/texure is homogeneous 
in the image. In the second step, the region contours are initialized by using 
homogeneous seeds. In the final step, a mixture of pdfs is calculated for the 
homogeneous seeds data and the region kernels are formed by grouping the 
seeds by using the Maximum a posteriori probability criterion. These steps 
are detailed as follows: 
(PcsO) ( P ~ l ) 
Figure 1. Different values of the polarity of a pixel represented by the circle point in the center of 
different images containing texture. 
1- In this step, we perform an adaptive smoothing of the image as proposed 
in [2,3]. The smoothing aims at diminishing the color fluctuations in texture 
areas in order to set homogeneous seeds that will form subsequently the region 
kernels. To detect if a pixel x = (x, y) lies on a homogeneous texture, we 
calculate the polarity of its neighborhood for different scales. Before that, 
we define v(x.) = (vx,vy) as the color gradient vector which is calculated as 
follows. Let / = (I\,..., Ic) be the color image constituted of c bands. We define 
the matrix J formed by the derivatives of the color bands with respect to the 
image coordinates x and y respectively as following: 
J dli/dx ... dlc/dx dh/dy ... dlc/dy (1) 
Then, the strongest change and direction of change in the color image I at 
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the pixel x coincide respectively with the largest eigenvalue of the matrix 
J JT and the direction of the corresponding eigenvector u(x) = (vx,vy) [6]. A 
structure matrix M. for the pixel x in a given scale a can, then, be defined by: 
M(x) = Ga * [vT(x)v(x)\ = Ga * 
where ^ ( x ) denotes the transpose of the vector u(x). Ga is a Gaussian kernel 
with a scale cr, which smoothes each element of the matrix M. by the convolu-
tion operation *. Assume now that v\ and v^ are the eigenvalues of M., where 
v\ > V2- When v\ ~S> V2 (i-e., v^/vi — 0), the neighborhood of x denoted by 
W(x), where |W(x)| = (2a + 1) x (2a + 1) pixels, has a dominant orientation 
in the direction of the eigenvector that corresponds to v\. This constitutes an 
index of the presence of a real region boundary. Let us denote the normal-
ized eigenvector corresponding to v\ by fj. The polarity P(x), which measures 
the extent at which the color gradient vectors in the neighborhood of x are 
oriented in the same direction, is given by: 
p ( x ) = Yl G«*(Z(P,I)-V) (3) 
(p,g)€W(X) 
The smoothing scale for the pixel neighborhood W(x) is chosen by looking at 
the behavior of P(x) to changing the value of a. In a region with homogeneous 
color or texture, an edge will hold the polarity near 1 for all the scale values; 
whereas, the polarity vanishes on a texture by increasing the scale (see figure 
(1) for illustration). This property characterizes a large amount of textures in 
natural images where the regions are homogeneous. Finally, by incrementing 
the scale a from amin to amax, we choose the smoothing scale a for each pixel 
(x) beyond which augmenting a does not change the polarity more than a 
fixed threshold •&. 
In figure (2), we show a comparison between the gradient magnitude and 
the polarity output for a texture image. We set amin — 1, crmax — 5 and 
•d = 4%. Clearly, unlike the color gradient that gives spurious edges inside 
texture regions, the polarity permits for capturing more accurately the real 
boundaries of these regions. We should put, however, an emphasis on the choice 
of the parameters i? and amax which, in fact, depend on the resolution of the 
image and the coarseness of the textures within. Indeed, the neighborhood 
size W(x) should at least capture the area of a texture pattern surrounding a 
pixel to perform an efficient smoothing (i.e., inhibiting the color fluctuations). 
Therefore, the value of amax should be proportional to the resolution of the 
image and the coarseness of the texture to be segmented. On the other hand, 
the threshold #, where 0 < •& < 1, controls the sensibility of the polarity 
vx -vx 
vv • vx 
vx 
v„ 
(2) 
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to changing the scale. Small values of # entail a large neighborhood size to 
stabilize the polarity and vice-versa. 
Figure 2. An example of pixel polarity calculation: (a) represents the original image, (b) 
represents the image of the gradient magnitude and (c) represents the image of the polarity. 
2- At this step, we set seeds at regular space intervals in the x and y coor-
dinates. We keep only homogeneous seeds to form the initial regions. Here, a 
seed is considered homogeneous if the variance of its data is inferior to a fixed 
threshold r . The value of r and the seed size depend essentially on the level 
of detail wanted for the segmentation. Indeed, having a small seed size with 
small inter-seed distance and low r would permit for the initial region kernels 
to cover a large proportion of the image with the risk of initializing seeds on 
the real region boundaries and over-fitting the number of regions (fine segmen-
tation). Conversely, having a large seed size with high r may result in missing 
some regions and under-fitting the number of regions (coarse segmentation). 
To have a compromise between these two extreme cases, one should set the 
threshold r proportional to the seed size with the latter set according to the 
level of detail the segmentation is expected to reach. On the other hand, the 
inter-seed size should be set as small as possible in order to cover a maximum 
area by the homogeneous seeds (i.e., region kernels ). In figure (3), we show 
an example of region initialization after setting homogeneous seeds with the 
seed and inter-seed size equal respectively to 7 x 7 and 3 pixels and r = 15. 
Remark that no seed was initialized on the real region boundaries, allowing to 
capture exactly the region kernels. 
Figure 3. Examples of region kernels initialization: (a) represents the original image and (b) 
represents the result of region contours initialization by using homogeneous seeds. 
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Contour f \ ^ * n e i g h b o r h o o d 
Figure 4. Representation of the neighborhood used to calculate the correlogram matrix. 
3- The final step of the region initialization algorithm consists of grouping the 
seeds into regions. Here, we use a combination of color and texture features to 
calculate a mixture of pdfs that models the distribution of these features. For 
color features, CIE-L*a*&* color space has been chosen for its uniformity. For 
texture features, for each pixel neighborhood (see figure (4)), a correlogram [11] 
is calculated. An element of the correlogram matrix Cd'e(cf,Cj) should give 
the probability that, given a pixel xi of color Cj, a pixel X2 at distance d and 
orientation 6 from Xi is of color Cj. We calculate the correlogram for four 
orientations {0, f > f , x } - ^ e t ^ '3e *^e total number of displacements. We 
derive from each correlogram three typical characteristics that are namely: 
Inverse Difference Moment (IDM), Energy (E) and Correlation (C). E and C 
measure respectively the homogeneity of the texture while IDM measures the 
coarseness of the texture. The formulation of these characteristics is given by: 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
where \xx = £ C i Q £ c . C^CiSC?), //„ = Y,CiciT.Cicdfi^ci) » s * = 
ECi(c* - M*)T(ci T M x J E c C ^ ^ c , - ) and T,y = E C j ( c j ~ Vy)T(c3 ~ 
/ i y)Ec Cd'e(ci'icj)- The first sum of the above equations is made over the 
color entries of the correlogram matrix. The second sum averages the features 
over all the considered displacements. For simplicity, we used only one size 
for the pixel neighborhood to calculate the correlogram matrix. By using two 
displacements d and combining the texture and color features, the vector of 
region features U(x.) will contain 6 dimensions. 
*=£^E(^(^))2 
d,^ d,e 
n — V* V^ (°i ~ Mx)(cj ~ My) ndfii„ , „ 
c
-2^2-. n\y.j\y...\ c [ChCj Ci,Cj d,6 D\T.X\ Ly\ 
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To model the distribution of the features, we use a mixture of General Gaus-
sian distributions (GGD). The formalism of the GGD permits to have a flex-
ible shape and, therefore, a better fit to data. Furthermore, it yields a good 
compromise between good representation of data and avoiding the over-fitting 
the number of components in the mixture [2]. Let U(x.) = (ui,...,un) be 
the combined color-texture features vector; the probability of the vector ?7(x) 
according to the mixture is given by: 
p(Cf(x)/efc) = n ^ L e x p 
i=l 
2aki 
-i>k% 
tti(x) - Hki 
&ki 
(7) 
A t i VF(I7 
r(i/A t i) 
3 and ipki = where the coefficients Q and ip are given by: gki = 
r\i/x ) 2 • We denote by T(u) the gamma function that is defined by the 
integral: T(m) = J0°° zm~1emdz, where m and z are real variables. In the 
function (7), /j,ki and ak% are the pdf location and standard deviation in the ith 
dimension of the feature vector t/(x). In the same dimension, the parameter 
Afei > 1 controls the tails of the distribution for being peaked or flat. Note 
that the Laplacian and the Gaussian distributions are particular cases for the 
GGD where A = 1 and 2 respectively. 
Having M regions, a mixture of M pdfs is calculated for the seeds data by 
using the Maximum Likelihood Estimation [2]. In order to estimate automat-
ically the number of components of the mixture, we use the AIC information-
theory criterion that is given by the following formula [1]: 
AIC = -log{L(G)) + 2£ (8) 
where G denotes the set of parameters of the mixture and log(L(Q)) is the 
log-likelihood of the data given the parameters. The log-likelihood reflects the 
overall fit of the mixture model (smaller values indicate worse fit). Thus, the 
first term of the AIC decreases with the number of mixture components. £ 
is the number of estimated parameters included in the model. The second 
term of the AIC penalizes the over-fitting of the number of components in 
the mixture. In a final step for region initialization, we group the seeds into 
regions by maximizing for each seed the membership probability of its features 
vectors, which is given by the following function: 
argmaxk ( J J (^vkp(U(x.)/dk)j (9) 
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where 7Tfc, k € { 1 , . . . , M}, designates the a priori probability of the kth mix-
ture component. Figure (5) shows the result of seed grouping. The first image 
shows the homogeneous seed initialization. The second image shows the seeds 
after being grouped into regions. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 5. Example of grouping the seeds into regions: (a) and (b) represent respectively the 
homogeneous seeds and the initial regions after grouping the seeds. 
The above algorithm for initialization has several benefits for segmentation, 
which can be summed up as following: 
• Having an initial smoothing of the image permits to set correctly the ho-
mogeneous seeds and capture the region kernels before evolving the region 
contours. This allows to mitigate the problem of undesired local minima that 
may be caused by a bad initialization [25]. On the other hand, contrary to re-
cent active-contours segmentation methods [4,20], our method initialize the 
region contours without any prior knowledge about the number of regions. 
• Using only the region kernels for the initial mixture estimation permits to 
find more accurately the correct number of regions. Indeed, the pixels in the 
vicinity of the boundary shared between two neighboring regions contribute 
the most importantly to the overlapping between the mixture components 
representing the two regions [10,13]. Having those pixels included in the 
estimation like in. [3] may over-fit the number of regions. 
2.2 Adaptive color-texture segmentation 
2.2.1 Variational model for segmentation. In what follows, we use the 
notation fi^ and 30fe to designate respectively a region and its boundaries. 
The objective of the segmentation is to create a partition V = {f^i,..., Q M } of 
the image composed of M regions, with M calculated as proposed in the last 
section. The formed regions are considered to be homogeneous with respect to 
color and texture characteristics variation. We formulate the segmentation by 
using a variational model which is formulated by using the following energy 
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functional: 
£(3^ e { i , . . . ,M},e) = 
V \a I g(P(s))ds + p [[ - log (p(Ok/&(x)j) dx\ (10) 
J~} L Jank JJnk v > 
where 0 designates the mixture parameters that include the parameters of 
each pdf of the mixture 9k and the mixing parameters TTke{i,...,M}' ^ n e DOUnd-
ary information is added in the first term of the functional (10) by using the 
formalism of GAC [5]. Here g is a strictly decreasing function of the absolute 
value of the polarity P , which is given by <?(P(x)) = -p 1 In this term s 
represents the arc-length parameter. The second term of the functional (10) 
represents the region information. This term has the objective of minimizing 
the Bayes error classification of the pixels. We note that we proposed a simi-
lar energy functional for color image segmentation in [2]. However, the model 
lacks the texture information and the region contours were evolved on the 
smoothed version of the image. Moreover, in the present paper the boundary 
information is derived from the pixel neighborhood, which makes this infor-
mation robust to noise and texture. Finally, the parameters a and /3, where 
a + (3 = 1, have the role of balancing the contribution of the boundary and 
region information in the segmentation. Setting higher values for a will give 
priority to the alignment of the contours with pixel having a high boundary 
plausibility. Conversely, setting higher values for (3 will give a high priority to 
minimizing the Bayes error classification. 
To minimize the energy according to the region contours, we calculate the 
Euler-Lagrange equations and obtain the following motion equation in the 
normal direction for each region contour dQ,k: 
d{dnk(x,t)) 
dt fl(P(x))«tf-(V(/(P(x))-/fytf 
-0 log (nkp(U(x)/9k)) - log ( T T ^ ( C 7 ( X ) / ^ ) ) A? (11) 
where K and N denote respectively the contour curvature and inward normal 
direction. After introducing the level set formalism for the contours [18], we 
obtain the following motion equation for each region contour: 
rf$fc(x,t) 
dt ff
(P(x))/c|V*fc| + V5(P(x)') • V$fc 
10 
-P log (tffcp^x)/**)) - log (irhP(U(x)/9h)) |V$fe| (12) 
Vr 
where $fc : K2 —> 3? is a level set signed distance function and the contour 
90fc is represented by its zero level set, i.e. dflk = {(x, t)/$fc(x,t) = 0}. 
The symbol K stands for the curvature of the zero level set. The term Vj, 
represents the boundary velocity that regularizes the curve and aligns it with 
the region boundaries. Meanwhile, the term Vr represents the region velocity. 
In the interior of a region, the boundary term vanishes and the contour is 
driven only by the region information. Here, for the purpose of having the 
best classification of the pixels, the region term is made as a competition for a 
given pixel (x) between the current region fi^ and the region fi/j / Q^ which 
has the maximum posterior probability for the pixel feature vector U(x). 
2.2.2 Adaptive mixture parameters. As the region contours evolve by us-
ing equation (12), the region are added new data. Therefore, adapting the 
parameters of the mixture to the new data is required. This is achieved by 
minimizing the functional (10) according to the mixture parameters in regular 
time intervals. That is, we suppose for a moment that the contours are fixed 
and we update the parameters of the mixture model in order to be represen-
tative to the regions data. 
The updating of the parameters is performed by using the Euler-Lagrange 
equations that minimize the functional (10): 0 = argmingk(E(dil,Q)). Iter-
ative updating of the parameters can be derived from these equations and is 
given as follows: 
' V / s € { l , . . . , M } , V t G { l , . . . , n } : 
. / / n f e (M x ) ~ Hki\)Xki~2Uj(x)dx 
m
~ Jfnk(\ui(x)-m\)x»-2dx [ } 
ou = ( j ^ t jja <MX) - m\)Xk'dx] ^ (14) 
JJnk dx % = „ „ " * , (15) 
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The parameter A that determines the shape of the distributions can be set 
by the user or calculated automatically with the other mixture parameters. 
In [2], we estimated it automatically for each distribution by using the Newton-
Raphson method. 
Note that in order update the parameters, the above equations are applied 
iteratively until convergence is reached. The convergence is detected when 
the distance between the parameters resulting from two successive updating 
iterations I and I + 1 is less than a certain threshold e'; i.e: ||6j — S/+i|| < e' 
or a maximum number of iterations is reached. 
3 Experiments 
In this experiments that we have conducted, we set experimentally the size 
of the seeds for region initialization to (7 x 7) pixels, the inter-seed distance 
to 3 pixels and the threshold r that discards non-homogeneous seeds to 15. 
Unless otherwise indicated, we set the weighting parameters a and /3 to 0.5. 
Finally, in the updating phase of the mixture parameters, we set the threshold 
e' to 0.05. Note that, to reduce the computation time, the polarity and texture 
features calculations for all the test images are performed in an off-line process 
before region initialization where we set $ to 4% and the neighborhood size 
for calculating the correlogram to 19 x 19 pixels. 
In the first experiment, we illustrate the advantage of combining color and 
texture features for segmentation. In figure (6), the segmentation of mosaic 
images composed by four regions each is shown. In the first and second line of 
the figure, the images have the following property: each region has the same 
color as its horizontal/vertical neighboring region, while the vertical/horizontal 
neighboring region has the same texture. In the third line, the' segmentation of 
a synthetic image from the benchmark data in [17] is shown. In all the images, 
separating color and texture features yielded incorrect segmentations, where 
the real number of different regions was missed; whereas the combination of 
these features led to correct segmentations. In figure (8), we show the segmen-
tation of images with different number of regions. The first row of the figure 
shows three segmentations of mosaic Brodatz textures. The second and third 
rows of the figure show the segmentation of examples of natural images. The 
salient regions (with homogeneous color and texture) have been successfully 
retrieved in both synthetic and natural images by the algorithm, which proves 
the performance of the approach. 
To show the advantage of combining the region and boundary information 
for segmentation, we give an illustration in figure (7) by a segmentation ex-
ample where we varied the parameters a and (3 for the energy functional (10). 
We can notice that in the absence of boundary information (i.e, small value 
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(c) (d) 
Figure 6. Advantage of combining color and texture features: (a) represents the original image, (b) 
and (c) represent respectively the segmentation by using only texture features and only color 
features, (d) represents'a segmentation by using the combination of texture and color features. 
of a) the contours lacks the required smoothness and the alignment with the 
real region boundaries. Augmenting this parameter emphasized the role of the 
boundary term in the functional where the contours became smoother and 
well-aligned with the region boundaries. 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Figure 7. Advantage of combining boundary and region information: (a) represent the image with 
the contour initialization, (b) to (d) show respectively the result of segmentation by using (a, 0) 
equal to (0.1,0.8), (0.3,0.7) and (0.5,0.5). 
In the second experiment, we measure the performance of the proposed 
method by comparing it to the Boloworld method [3]. We recall that the 
(a) (b) 
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Figure 8. Examples of color-texture image segmentation with an arbitrary number of regions by 
using the proposed approach. 
Blobworld segments automatically an image into blobs which roughly corre-
spond to objects or parts of objects. However, the method does not make use 
of texture characteristics and boundary information, which affects the seg-
mentation accuracy. We show on figure (9) four examples of segmentation by 
using our method and the Blobworld's. Four different criteria have been used 
to measure the quality of the segmentation by comparing each method to the 
ground-truth. The ground-truth, here, is a segmentation performed manually 
on the basis of distinguishing the contained salient regions in each image. 
We used three criteria from [17] which are region-based and named as: US = 
Under-segmentation, OS: Over-segmentation [8], LCE: Local consistency er-
ror [16]. We add also the Execution time: ET as a criterion. The US, OS and 
LCE criteria are defined as following. For a given image, let Ri, i € {1,.. . , M} 
be the segments1 resulting from a tested segmentation method (TM). Let Rj, 
j £ {1,.. . , N} be the ground-truth (GT) segments. A segment Rj in the GT 
and a set of segments in the TM image Rm\,..., Rmx, where 2 < x < M, are 
1 A segment, here, is a set of pixels that belong to one connected component; thus a region £1^ in the 
sense tha t we defined it in our model may be constituted of one or several segments. 
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considered as an instance of over-segmentation iff: 
• Vi G {1, . . . ,x}, \Ilmi C\Rj\ > k\Rmi\ 
where the symbols | • | and n denote respectively the cardinality and intersection 
of sets. A; is a threshold that we set here to 0.75. The under-segmentation 
is detected in the same fashion, but by applying the above conditions to a 
set of segments in the GT image under-segmented by a segment in the TM 
image [8]. The LCE criterion measures the error of boundary localization of 
the segments but tolerates the over-segmentation if one segmentation is a 
refinement of the other. It is defined as following: Let us denote by Ri(x) 
and Rj(x.) the segments that contain the pixel x respectively in the TM and 
GT segmentations. We have: LCE = l^minle^TM^^^xiGT^M)] 
where ex(TM,GT) = ^ j ^ , ex(GT,TM) = ^ p 1 , the symbol - denotes 
the set intersection and L is the number of pixels in the image. In figure (9), the 
first and the second columns represent respectively the original images with 
the ground-truth segments and the smoothed version of the images. The third 
and fourth columns show respectively the result of segmentation by using 
Blobworld and our method. The value of the above-mentioned criteria are 
reported for each image and method in table (1). In the OS and US columns, 
each value corresponds respectively to the number of segments in GT over-
segmented in the TM segmentation (for OS), and vice-versa (for US). 
We remark that, globally, for all the images our method was less prone to 
over-segmentation than the Blobworld. This can be explained mainly by two 
factors. Firstly, using the region kernels initially prevents the over-fitting of the 
mixture components and, therefore, reduced the over-segmentation. Secondly, 
using the combination of texture and color features permitted for an accurate 
separation of the salient regions. For the under-segmentation, the two models 
are of equivalent performance. For the LCE criterion, however, for all the 
images the Blobworld yielded a higher error than our method. In fact, in 
addition to the combination of color and texture features that yielded a good 
separation of different regions, our method uses boundary information that 
permits for having smooth contours and a good alignment with the region 
boundaries. Finally, for computation time, the Blobworld outperformed our 
method for all examples. The additional time by our method is incurred by 
the contours evolution and the updating of the mixture parameters during 
the segmentation. Nevertheless, the accuracy of the segmentation brought by 
our method is certainly a strong point that we can not neglect in front of the 
additional time cost. 
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Figure 9. Examples showing the performance of our method: (a) shows the original images, (b) 
shows a smoothed version of the images by using an adaptive scale, (c) shows the segmentation of 
the images by using the Blobworld method and (d) shows the segmentation by using our method. 
4 Conclusions 
In the presented approach, we proposed a new framework for unsupervised 
color-texture segmentation by using active contours. The method takes ad-
vantage of boundary and region information sources to perform a segmenta-
tion of color/texture images with an arbitrary number of regions. The method 
operates in a fully automatic fashion and without using any prior knowledge 
about the number of regions and their statistics. The experiments showed a 
good performance for the method in achieving correct and accurate image 
segmentation. Reducing the computation time of the method will be our ob-
jective in the future in order to make it applicable, for instance, to automatic 
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Image 
horse (156 x 253) 
plane (118 x 177) 
fish (142 x 244) 
squirrel (196 x 292) 
man (253 x 168) 
OS 
0 
2 
2 
1 
2 
3 
B 
6 
8 
7 
4 
6 
US 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
2 
B 
2 
0 
1 
0 
2 
LCE 
0 
0.12 
0.17 
0.35 
0.24 
0.18 
B 
0.33 
0.43 
0.45 
0.31 
0.25 
ET 
0 
6.5 
5.1 
7.0 
7.6 
6.3 
B 
1.2 
0.9 
1.9 
2.4 
1.9 
Table 1. Value of the different criteria measuring the segmentation performance for the Blobworld seg-
mentaiton:B and our method:0. The first column shows the names of the images in fig. (9) and their 
segmentation of image collections. 
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Abst rac t 
In this paper, we propose an automatic segmentation of color-texture images with 
arbitrary numbers of regions. The approach combines region and boundary infor-
mation and uses active contours to build a partition of the image. The segmentation 
algorithm is initialized automatically by using homogeneous region seeds on the im-
age domain. The partition of the image is formed by evolving the region contours 
and adaptively updating the region information formulated using a mixture of pdfs. 
We show the performance of the proposed method on examples of color-texture 
image segmentation, with comparison to two state-of-the-art methods. 
Key words: Color, texture, polarity, level sets, automatic segmentation. 
1 Introduct ion 
In the last decades, image segmentation has been the subject of active research 
in computer vision and image processing. While most of the past work has 
focused on developing algorithms based on either color [3,6,36,41] or texture 
features [20,23,32], some attempts have been made to combine texture and 
color features to build a unified segmentation framework [7,15,34,35]. Indeed, 
real-world images generally contain a combination of color and texture and, 
therefore, combining color and texture features would be of significant benefit 
in distinguishing between regions having the same color but different textures 
and vice versa [3,15,25]. Also, the ability to perform the segmentation in un-
supervised fashion is desirable for several applications, but remains a great 
challenge. Indeed, texture segmentation methods in their own right require 
the number and type of textures to be given a priori [10,32], and hence the 
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segmentation is not fully automatic. Finally, to the best of our knowledge, no 
work in the past, attempted to exploit together region and boundary informa-
tion for unsupervised color-texture images segmentation. 
Recently, there has been considerable investigation into the use of active con-
tours for color and texture segmentation. In this approach, the segmentation 
problem is formulated by minimizing an energy functional according to a single 
or multiple region contour(s) to build a partition of the image into uniform 
regions [9,10,32,34,41]. The advent of level set formalism has permitted for 
handling automatically topology changes for the contours and developing sta-
ble numerical schemes for the segmentation methods [30]. Among the recent 
methods, some use the boundary information to guide the contour evolution 
[8,11,39], while others are guided by the statistics of the regions enclosed by 
the contours [6,10,27,34,40]. In the latter group, two different approaches have 
been investigated for extracting and modeling region information. In the first 
approach, the region information (the number and statistics of the regions) is 
calculated prior to curve evolution, using the whole image data. Region con-
tours are then evolved to build a partition of the image that conforms to the 
a priori-extracted information [31,32,36]. In the second approach, the segmen-
tation is data-driven; that is, the region information is extracted adaptively to 
the region contour evolution. In general, however, the approach assumes the 
number of regions is fixed a priori by the user, which means the segmentation 
is not fully unsupervised [6,10,34,40]. 
In this paper, we propose an automatic method for color-texture segmentation 
based on active contours. The segmentation is steered by the combination of 
region and boundary information. The region information is based on mixture 
modeling of the combined color and texture features, while the boundary in-
formation is modeled using the polarity information. Based on an automatic 
region initialization that we proposed in [3], the segmentation evolves the ini-
tial regions and updates the mixture parameters adaptively to the data. The 
algorithm starts with an initial number of regions that constitutes the number 
of mixture components. As the region contours evolve, all the mixture param-
eters, with the number of components, are adaptively updated to the image 
data. The implementation of the method is based on the level set approach. 
We present real-world image segmentation examples to show the performance 
of the proposed method in achieving a fully automatic segmentation of color-
texture images with an arbitrary number of regions. 
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, some work related to the pro-
posed method is presented. In Section 3, we present the proposed variational 
model for segmentation. Finally, in Section 4, some experimental results are 
given, followed by conclusions and a discussion of future work. 
2 
2 Related work 
Most of the segmentation methods in the past considered only color or tex-
ture features into build a partition of the image to homogeneous regions. A 
great number of methods have been proposed for color segmentation [24], and 
texture segmentation in its own right has been the focus of several studies. 
The methods explored for texture segmentation fall into two main groups. Su-
pervised texture segmentation rests on a prior knowledge about the type and 
number of textures to be segmented [10,16,32,37]. In contrast, unsupervised 
segmentation does not use any prior knowledge. Most often, clustering tech-
niques are used to build an image partition composed of regions with uniform 
textures. 
Among the previous studies dealing with unsupervised texture segmentation, 
we find those that consider the texture image as arising from probability dis-
tributions on Markov random fields (MRFs) [17,21,26]. Furthermore, knowing 
the parameters of the underlying distribution, such methods are able to syn-
thesize textures by using sampling techniques. The major drawback of MRF-
based segmentation, however, is that it is computationally prohibitive. The 
authors in [12] and [22] propose unsupervised texture segmentations based, 
respectively, on the response of filter-banks of Gabor functions and wavelet 
coefficients as texture features. Although the approaches do not use prior 
knowledge about the type of texture to be segmented, they require the num-
ber of regions to be known. A remark should be made on the above approaches: 
they are generally dedicated to intensity image segmentation. 
In [41], a model is proposed to unify the above unsupervised approaches in 
a probabilistic framework. The authors of that work refer to their model as 
"region competition". The contour evolution was implemented using the snake 
model, via the minimization of an energy functional. Since then, variants of 
this approach have been proposed. The authors in [35,38] propose approaches 
for bimodal image segmentation by deformation of a single active contour. 
Although the approaches perform well for segmenting a single object lying 
on a background, generalization to an arbitrary number of regions remains 
complex for two reasons. In [38], for example, the segmented regions are as-
sumed to be connected which is not the case in general. In [35], the deformed 
contour is guided by using texture boundary information. The model allows 
for segmenting a textured object lying on a uniform background. However, it 
doesn't permit discrimination of multiple textures in the image. In [10,34] an 
explicit representation of the image regions is used for segmentation, by means 
of multiple active contours and their intersections. This approach yields a par-
tition of the image into an arbitrary number of regions. However, the number 
of regions must be a power of 2. Recently, in [6,27] an approach to build a 
partition of an image, by simultaneously evolving multiple active contours 
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and controlling their intersection, was developed. The approach has been ap-
plied successfully to color and texture SAR image segmentation with arbitrary 
numbers of regions. However, the number of regions is assumed to be known. 
3 Description of the segmentation model 
3.1 Region initialization 
To automatically initialize the region contours, we proceed by the algorithm 
that we proposed recently in [3]. In this algorithm, an adaptive scale is used 
first to smooth texture regions while roughly preserving their boundaries. To 
detect whether a pixel lies on a texture, the method looks at the structure 
of the color gradient vectors in the pixel neighborhood, which is formulated 
using the polarity information. Let v = (vx,vy) be the vector pointing to the 
strongest first-order directional derivative of the color image, as proposed in 
[13]. A structure matrix S for the pixel x = (x, y) is defined by: 
T* / VXVX VXVV \ 
S(x) = G„*(iFi?)=G<,*\ " (1) 
\VXVyVyVy) 
where if denotes the transpose of the vector v and Ga is a Gaussian kernel 
with a scale a that smoothes each element of the matrix S in a neighborhood of 
the pixel, W(x), by using the convolution operation •. Assume now that vi and 
u2 are the eigenvalues of S, where V\ > v2. When vi ^> u2, the neighborhood 
W(x) has a dominant orientation in the direction of the eigenvector that 
corresponds to v\. Let us denote the normalized vector in this direction by ff. 
We express the polarity information P(x), that measures the extent to which 
the strongest first-order directional derivative vectors in the neighborhood of 
x are oriented in the same direction, by the following function: 
P(x) = £ Ga*{v{u,v),ff) (2) 
(u,u)ew(x) 
where () denotes the vector scalar product. The smoothing scale for the pixel 
x is chosen by looking at the behavior of the polarity to the changing of the 
value of a. In a typical image region, homogeneous in color or texture, region 
edges will be located where the polarity maintains values near 1 for all the 
considered scale values; whereas the polarity vanishes inside a color/texture 
region when the value of the scale is increased (since multiple vector directions 
will be included in the sum (2)). By varying the scale a from 1 to 6, we choose 
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the smoothing scale beyond which the polarity does not vary more than a 
fixed threshold r. 
In a second phase for region initialization, regularly-spaced seeds are initial-
ized on the smoothed image domain and only homogeneous seeds are retained. 
A seed is considered homogeneous if the polarity of all the pixels inside it is 
close to 0. The homogeneous seeds are used subsequently to initialize the re-
gion contours in the original image. In Fig. 1, we show two examples of polar-
ity calculation and homogeneous seeds initialization. To display the boundary 
plausibility and the polarity images, we have changed their dynamic range. 
We can note in the figure that the polarity information more accurately dis-
tinguishes the boundaries of the salient regions. 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Fig. 1. An example of polarity calculation: (a) represents the original image, (b) and 
(c) represent the image of the boundary plausibility and the polarity information. 
Finally, (d) represents the initialization of the homogenous seeds. 
The second step of our region initialization algorithm consists of grouping 
the seeds into regions. Here, we use a combination of color and texture fea-
tures to calculate a mixture of pdfs that models the distribution of these 
features. We use the CIE-L*a*b* color space, which is perceptually uniform. 
For texture, we use features calculated from the correlogram of the pixel neigh-
borhood [19]. An element of the correlogram matrix Cv'e{c.i,Cj) should give 
the probability that; given a pixel xi of color Q, a pixel X2 at distance v 
and orientation 9 from Xi is of color Cj. We calculate the correlogram for 
four orientations, 0 € {0, f, f, ^ } , and three displacements v € {1, 2,3}. We 
derive from each correlogram four typical features, namely: Energy(EN), En-
tropy(ET), Inverse-Difference-Moment(IDM) and Correlation(CR), where we 
average each feature over the number of orientations and displacements (see 
the appendix for the formulation of these features). By combining the color 
and texture features, we end up with a 7-dimensional region feature vector. 
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3.1.1 Fitting a mixture model to the regions 
To model the distribution of the features, we use a mixture of general Gaussian 
distributions (GGD) as in [3]. The GGD formalism generally yields a good 
compromise, fitting the image data while not over-fitting the real number of 
components in the mixture [4]. The GGD model is formulated as follows. Let 
U(x) = (wi(x),... ,u,i(x)) be a d-dimensional feature vector; the probability 
of the vector according to the mixture is given by 
P(u(x)i0fe)=n Qki 2cTfcj exp -ip, ki 
t t i(x) - Hki 
o~u 
(3) 
where the coefficients g and ijj are given by Qki 
Afci 
r(3/Afci 
r ( i / \ « 
r(l/A fc i) and ip, ki 
, 2ki 
\EBM] 2 . We denote by T(m) the gamma function that is defined by the Lr(iMfci) 
integral: T(m) Jo o° ~m—l„m e dz where m and z are real variables. In func-
tion (3), fiki and o~ki -are the pdf location and standard deviation parameters 
in the ith dimension of the feature vector U(x). In the same dimension, the 
parameter Xki > 1 controls the degree to which the tails of the distribution 
are peaked or flat (as shown in Fig. 2 for the case of 2 dimensions). 
"ntir 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Fig. 2. Different representations of a 2-dimensional general Gaussian pdf accord-
ing to the parameter A. ft and a are fixed at (23,24) and (7,7), respectively, (a) 
A = (1.1,1.1), (b) A = (2,2), (c) A = (1.1,2.8) and (d) A = (2.8,2.8). 
By assuming M regions, a mixture of M GGDs is calculated for the seed data, 
using the maximum likelihood estimation [3]. In order to estimate the num-
ber of mixture components, M, note that several criteria have been proposed 
in the past for the Gaussian mixture model, such as Akaike (AIC) [2], mini-
mum description length (MDL) [33] and minimum message length MML [5]. 
However, none of these criteria has been developed for the general Gaussian 
mixture. For simplicity, we use the AIC criterion which is easy to calculate 
and, in general, gives a good performance, compared to the other criteria (see 
[29]). The general AIC formula is given as follows: 
AIC = -log(£(9)) + 2£ (4) 
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where £(©) = (U.xeSeedsT,h=i^kP(^('x)\0k)) is the likelihood of the data, 
and £ is the number of parameters of the mixture. The log-likelihood gives 
the degree of mixture fit to the data (smaller values indicate a worse fit). 
The second term of the AIC is a regularization that penalizes over-fitting the 
number of components in the mixture. In a final step of region initialization, 
we group the seeds into regions by maximizing for each seed the membership 
probability of its features vectors, given by the following function: 
argmaxk J ] (7rfcp(U(x)|0fc)) (5) 
where itk, k € { 1 , . . . , M}, designates the a priori probability of the kth mix-
ture component. Fig. 3 shows the result of seed grouping for an image con-
taining two regions. The first image of the figure shows the homogeneous seed 
initialization. The second image shows the seeds after being grouped into re-
gions. 
;«>a,a • * H a • • • * 
/i nVrf 
Fig. 3. Grouping of the homogeneous seeds generated for the examples in Fig. 1 into 
regions. 
3.2 Adaptive texture-color segmentation 
In the following, we use the notation Qk and dQ,k to designate, respectively, 
a region and its boundaries. The objective of the segmentation is to create 
a partition of the image composed of M regions, P = {fii, . . . ,QM}> where 
Ui^i Qfe = S7 and the formed regions are considered to be homogeneous with 
respect to variation of color and texture characteristics. We formulate the seg-
mentation using a variational model, as we recently proposed in [3]. In the 
model, the region information, based on a mixture of general Gaussians, is 
calculated adaptively to the data as the region contours evolve. The objec-
tive function underlying the model is formulated using the following energy 
functional: 
M 
fc=i 
a j g(P(s))ds + p J J -log (p(0fc|U(x))) dx 
dQk Qk 
(6) 
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where <9fi = \J^=1dClk{s), and 6 designates the mixture parameters that in-
clude the parameters of each pdf of the mixture 6k and the a priori probabilities 
7Tfc, k G { 1 , . . . , M}. The boundary information is added in the first term of 
functional (6) using the geodesic active contours (GAC) formalism [8], where 
the color/texture boundary plausibility corresponds to the absolute value of 
the polarity information |P(s)|. Here, g is a strictly decreasing function of the 
polarity. The second term of functional (6) represents the region information. 
This term is minimal when each pixel is classified into the region that has the 
maximum posterior probability p(0fc|U(x)) oc 7ivp(U(x)|0fc). Functional (6) is 
minimized alternately according to the region contours <9Qfc and the mixture 
parameters 9 . To minimize the energy according to the region contours, we 
calculate the Euler-Lagrange equations. After introducing the level set formal-
ism for the contours [30], we obtain the following motion equation for each 
region contour: 
d$k 
dt 
where 
= (aVb($k) -PVr(*k)) ||V$fc|| (7) 
vb($fc)=$(P($fc))« + v5(P($fc)) W f c 
.y*k\\ 
Vr($fc) = log (**'• p(U(**)|0fc)) - log ( ^ • P(U(**)|0fc)) 
Here, <£*; : 3?2 —> 3ft is a level set function and the contour dQk is represented 
by its zero level set. The symbol re stands for the curvature of the zero level 
set. The term V& represents the boundary velocity that regularizes the curve 
and aligns it with the region boundaries. On the other hand, the term Vr 
represents the region velocity. In the interior of a region, the boundary term 
vanishes and the contour is driven only by this velocity in the direction that 
minimizes the Bayes error classification for the region features [14]. Here, with 
the objective of obtaining the best classification of pixels, the region term is 
formulated as a competition for a given pixel between the current region Qk 
and the region fi/, ^ &k that has the maximum posterior probability for the 
pixel region feature vector U(x). 
For the minimization of functional (6) according to the mixture parameters, 
we used the same approach that we proposed in [3], This minimization has 
the objective of fitting the mixture parameters to the region data enclosed by 
the contours after evolution. The updating equations for the parameters are 
given, as follows: VA; € { 1 , . . . , M},\/i e {l,...,d} 
(/+i) = jrnt(l«i(x)-/il?|)AM-2«i(x)rfx 
"* WMx)-/4?i)A"-a<fc 
T(<+1) _ 
Jki — JJnJx 
//(KW-/4W1I)^ (9) 
TTfc i M
x 
E £ i JTn, rfxy 
(10) 
The parameter A that determines the shape of the distributions is updated 
using the Newton-Raphson method [3,4]. The updating equation is given by 
the following formula: 
»(Ag)a ; a\<g (ii) 
where £(0) = [UXe[^=i Qk £f=17rfcp(U(x) |0fc) 
Initialization 05 iterations 10 iterations 
• -5 / n ^ f 
15 iterations 20 iterations 25 iterations 
Fig. 4. Example of curve evolution using eq. (7) and eqs. (8)-(10) for updating the 
mixture parameters. 
3.3 Adaptive number of regions 
So far, the number of regions used for curve evolution is the one initially 
calculated by the AIC criterion, using the homogeneous seed data (i.e., this 
number represents the number of components of the mixture of pdfs fitting 
the seed data). However, with the curve evolution, the mixture parameters 
are updated by the data newly added to regions. With the new set of region 
data, it is natural to formulate the number of regions, also, as a free variable 
to be determined adaptively by the segmentation model. 
To update the number of regions and make the segmentation fully unsuper-
vised, an explicit criterion is used in our work, which is based on the mini-
mization of functional (6). After evolving the level set functions by using a 
fixed number of regions, we check whether the fusion (i.e., M <— M — 1) of 
two contacting regions minimizes the energy functional. Let dQ,' and 0 ' be 
the resultant region contours and mixture parameters after a potential region 
fusion. The fusion is operated if the energy functional (6) decreases; that is, 
E(dtf, 0') < E(dQ, 0) (12) 
Using the energy functional (6) explicitly in determining the number of regions 
has the following advantages: 
• In past work, when the number of regions is unknown it is calculated in a 
preliminary stage for segmentation, using a mixture estimate of the image 
histogram [3,31]. By using the energy functional (6) for updating the number 
of regions, the contribution of the boundary information is also included as a 
regularization which penalizes the segmentation for having region contours 
lying on homogeneous parts of the image, thereby reducing the risk of image 
over-segmentation. 
• Since the initial seeds capture the homogeneous parts of the image, isolated 
seeds may create separate regions that could over-segment the image. This 
situation may arise in a region that contains small areas different in color 
from that of the main region. These areas could arise from specularities and 
shadows, for example. In this case, seeds lying on those areas may create 
their own isolated regions that could over-segment the image. The updating 
of the number of regions by the fusing step, using eq. (12), corrects such 
situations, by adding the small regions to their neighboring regions. 
3.4 Summary of the algorithm 
The following script summarizes the steps in segmentation algorithm: 
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Algorithm: 
Input: Color- texture image, 
Output: Segmented image. 
1. Calculate the p o l a r i t y of p ixe l s and smooth, the image. 
2. I n i t i a l i z e the mixture parameters and the region contours. 
3. While (The l eve l s e t s have not converged) do { 
- Propagate the l eve l set functions using eq. (7). 
-Update the mixture parameters using eqs. (8)-(ll). 
} End while. 
4. While (There are 2 regions t o fuse) do { 
- M <— M — 1 and update the mixture parameters. 
- R e - i n i t i a l i z e the l eve l set funct ions . 
- While (The l eve l s e t s have not converged) do { 
- Propagate the l eve l se t functions using eq. (7). 
-Update the mixture parameters using eqs. (8)-(ll). 
}End while 
}End while. 
The implementation of the curve evolution is performed using the narrow-band 
algorithm [1]. In this algorithm, the level set distance function is calculated 
only on a band surrounding the region contour, which is re-initialized whenever 
the zero level set reaches the limit of the band. In our algorithm, the re-
initialization of the level set functions is carried out along with the updating 
of the mixture parameters since the new delineation of the region contours is 
known at this step (i.e., after narrow-band re-initialization). The convergence 
of the level set functions is detected in the algorithm when the contours cease 
to evolve by eq. (7). Convergence of the statistical parameters is detected when 
the distance between the parameters resulting from two successive updating 
iterations £ and £ +1is less than a certain threshold e, i.e., | | 0 ^ — 6^ + 1 ) || < e, 
or a maximum number of iterations is reached. 
4 Exper iments 
In our experiments, 'we tested the performance of the proposed segmenta-
tion method using real-world images containing texture regions. For all the 
segmentations, the size of the seeds in the region initialization was fixed to 
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(9 x 9) pixels and the inter-seed distance was set to 3 pixels. Moreover, for 
all the segmentation examples, we set a = j3 = 0.5. It is to note, however, 
that for the seed size, for example, it is desirable to set as much as possible of 
seeds in order to cover all the homogenous parts of the image. The setting of 
a and /? has been obtained experimentally, using several images with different 
texture content. These values yielded, in general, a good compromise between 
region homogeneity, formulated by minimizing the Bayes error classification, 
and good boundary localization, formulated using the polarity information. 
Finally, we note that texture features and polarity information for each image 
are calculated in a pre-processing step, prior to curve evolution. The pixel 
neighborhood size used for calculating the correlogram texture features was, 
also, set experimentally to 32 x 32 pixels. 
In Fig. 5, we show some examples of image segmentation obtained using the 
proposed method. For each example, we show the result of region initialization, 
and the results of curve evolution using the initial number of regions and after 
region fusion (i.e., after adapting the number of regions). Below each resultant 
segmentation, we show number of regions with which it is obtained. We can 
note that updating of the number of regions did in fact enhance the accuracy 
of segmentation in almost all the examples. See for instance the first and last 
examples, where the bodies of the animals were initially over-segmented, and 
then the segmentation was corrected after the number of regions was updated. 
The over-segmentation in the first example was due to the non-uniform color 
of the hair on the left animal body; whereas in the last example, it was due 
to self-shadowing of the right animal body. 
To show the performance of the proposed approach, we also ran the seg-
mentation using two recent methods proposed in [7] and [27]. In [7], color-
texture images are segmented into regions (blobs) in an unsupervised fashion 
by first smoothing texture regions, then fitting a mixture to the smoothed 
image histogram by means of maximum likelihood estimation. In [27], an ef-
fective partition of the image is built using active contours, where an explicit 
correspondence is established between the contours and the regions of the im-
age. Furthermore, the region data are described by a multivariate Gaussian 
distributions. We note, however, that in both of the methods in [7,27], only 
region information is used to steer the segmentation algorithms. 
In Fig. 6, we show the segmentation of the images in Fig. 5 using the above-
mentioned methods; we also show the ground-truth, which is a segmentation 
performed manually on the images. We note that for the method in [27], we 
used the same region features as our approach and we set the number of re-
gions equal to the one of the ground truth. We perform the initialization of 
that method using M — 1 contours (see Fig. 6), which correspond to M — 1 
regions plus the background. In Fig. 7, we show the graphs of evolution of 
energy functional (6) according to the number of iterations. The graphs are 
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generated for all the images in Fig. 5, using our algorithm, run without chang-
ing the number of regions and with the change, and the method in [27]. Two 
main observations can be made regarding the graphs of the figure. First, for all 
the examples, running our method with dynamic number of regions decreased 
the energy functional below the value achieved without using the dynamic 
number of regions or by the method in [27]. This generally yielded optimal 
segmentations with regard to boundary and region information. Second, in 
comparison to [27], our method converges faster, since we use a region initial-
ization that is nearer the optimal solution. The same argument holds for the 
initial energy value, which is greater for [27] than for our method. 
To measure the accuracy of segmentation of our method, two objective criteria 
are used. Before defining these criteria, let us first denote by Si, i = 1, ...,K 
and S'j, j = 1,...,K' the sets of segments composing the segmentation of a 
tested method and the ground truth. A segment, here, is a connected set of 
pixels delineated by a closed contour. The first objective criterion measures 
the accuracy of boundary localization and is defined as follows [28]: Let Si(x) 
and S'j-(x) be the segments that contain the pixel x in a tested segmentation 
(TS) and in the ground truth (GT), respectively. The error is given by: 
ei = y£min [e x ( rS , GT),ex(GT,TS)] (13) 
L
 x 
with ex(T5, GT) = ^ g ^ , ex(GT, TS) = ^ p , where the symbols " | • |" and 
" — " denote, respectively, the set cardinality and set intersection. Finally, L 
is the number of pixels in the image. The second criterion measures the over-
segmentation of an image. A set of segments in the TS image Smi, ...,Sme, 
where 2 < £ < K, are considered as an instance of over-segmentation of a 
segment S'm in the GT iff [18]: Vz G {1,...,^} : \Smi n SJ > k\Smi\ and 
XX=i \Smi H SJ > k\RJ, where A; is a threshold that we set here to 0.75 as 
suggested in [28]. We define the error e2 as the number of segments in the GT 
over-segmented in the TS, and vice versa. 
In Table 1, we show the values of the above criteria for the examples pre-
sented in Figs. 5 and 6. For the accuracy of boundary localization (i.e., error 
ei), of the three tested methods our approach yielded the least error for all 
the examples. This performance can be justified by two main factors. The first 
factor concerns the algorithm of segmentation itself, whose initialization step 
captures the main salient regions of the image (i.e., the homogeneous seeds 
yield a good approximate for the optimal solution). This makes a big differ-
ence with the method in [27], which aims to obtain a partition of the image, 
but with less regard for the alignment of the final contours with the real region 
boundaries. Further, the updating of the number of regions allows for refining 
the segmentation by explicitly using the value of the energy functional as a 
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Fig. 5. Examples of image segmentation using the proposed method: (a) represents 
the original image, (b). and (c) represent, respectively, the region initialization and 
the result of curve evolution using the initial number of regions. Finally, (d) repre-
sents the final segmentation after region fusion. 
criterion. Finally, since the functional contains boundary information, it pe-
nalizes contours not aligned with pixels having high boundary plausibility (see 
especially the examples in rows 2, 4 and 5 in Fig. 5 where these contours were 
eliminated). For the over-segmentation error, our method and the method in 
[27] yield smaller values than the one in [7]. Indeed, since the last method per-
forms the segmentation directly on the smoothed image, a lot of blobs with 
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(a) ' (b) (c) (d) 
Fig. 6. Performance comparison of the proposed segmentation with recent methods: 
(a) represents the ground truth, (b) represents the segmentation obtained by the 
method in [7], (c) and (d) represent, respectively, the initialization and the final 
segmentation obtained by the method in [27]. 
homogeneous color were created inside the salient regions and their bound-
aries, which over-segmented the image. We should note, however, that among 
the tested methods, the one in [7] is the fastest, since it does't make use of 
curve evolution. For the shown examples, the execution time varied between 
4 to 7 seconds for our method, 5 to 9 seconds for the method in [27], and only 
1 to 3 seconds for the method in [7]. 
5 Conclusions 
We have proposed a new framework for unsupervised color-texture segmen-
tation using active contours. The method permits for segmentation of images 
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Fig. 7. Graphs of energy evolution for the segmentation of the images in Fig. 5 using 
our method, run with and without changing the number of regions, and the method 
in [27]. 
Image 
1 (179 x 268) 
2 (196 x 300) 
3 (200 x 300) 
4 (120 x 183) 
5 (142x244) 
ei 
Ml 
0.10 
0.11 
0.15 
0.09 
0.13 
M2 
0.25 
0.19 
0.20 
0.18 
0.45 
M3 
0.20 
0.24 
0.32 
0.11 
0.27 
£2 
Ml 
1 
3 
2 
0 
1 
M2 
4 
6 
5 
3 
4 
M3 
1 
4 
3 
0 
2 
Table 1 
Values of the different criteria measuring the performance of segmentation where 
Ml, M2 and M3 designate, respectively, our method, the method in [7] and the 
method in [27]. 
containing color-texture with an arbitrary number of regions, in a fully auto-
matic fashion. It combines boundary and adaptive region information to steer 
the curve evolution toward the real region boundaries. The performance of the 
method was demonstrated on real-world image segmentation, with compari-
son to two recent methods. In the future, we intend to investigate applying 
this method to the segmentation of large collections of natural images. 
(1) (2) 
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Appendix 
In what follows, we give the formulas used to calculate the correlogram fea-
tures. Consider a correlogram matrix obtained for a displacement v and ori-
entation (j>. The Energy(EN), Entropy(ET), Inverse-Difference-Moment(IDM) 
and Correlation(C) of the matrix are calculated as follows: 
EN(v,t) = J2(C^(ci;cj)Y (14) 
ET(v, </>) = £ - C ^ t e ;
 C j)log(C^(q; Cj)) (15) 
^ " ' ^ ( i + k ' - ^ r ^ (i6) 
0[«.»)-£(c,"^){g,7M')rc^(O.c,) (i7) 
where we have: 
M > ^ ) = Ec ,c J E C l C^(c i ; c j ) , 
£*(«, 4>) = Y.cM ~ M*?^ - M*) £ C j c ^ ( c - ci) 
and Vy(v, 4>) = E c , (CJ - My)T(Cj - Mv) £ C j C ^ f o ; Cj) 
with |SX | (resp. |S y | ) denotes the determinant of the matrix S x (resp. Ey ). 
Roughly speaking, EN describes the uniformity of a texture. ET measures 
the randomness of the elements of the correlogram. A homogeneous texture 
will have a low entropy and vice versa. I DM has relatively a high value when 
the high values of the correlogram are near the diagonal. Thus, I DM increases 
when there are small regions in the texture with the same color, which could 
be taken as a measure of the coarseness of the texture. Finally, C measures 
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the correlation between the different elements of the correlogram. Thus,- C 
increases when the texture is more complex. 
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Abstract 
Image segmentation combining boundary and re-
gion information has been the subject of numerous re-
search work in the past. This combination is usu-
ally subject to arbitrary weighting parameters (hyper-
parameters) that control the contribution of boundary 
and region features during segmentation. In this work, 
we investigate a new approach for estimating the hyper-
parameters adoptively to segmentation. The approach 
takes its roots from the physical properties of the energy 
functional controlling segmentation and a Bayesian for-
mulation of segmentation and hyper-parameters esti-
mation. 
1. Introduction 
Image segmentation is one of the most studied top-
ics in computer vision and still the focus of many re-
cent works. To enforce the precision and robustness 
of segmentation, several works in the past investigated 
the combination of boundary and region information in 
the segmentation [5]. These approaches aim to take ad-
vantage of the complementary information provided by 
boundary and region features to build homogeneous re-
gions whose boundaries lie on strong discontinuities of 
the image. 
Quite often, the combination of boundary and region 
information in those approaches is a weighted sum of 
two objective functions, each of which achieving a seg-
mentation by optimizing a criterion based on either re-
gion or boundary information [3, 5]. In this field, vari-
ational models have been used for their straightforward 
and natural way of formulating segmentation by energy 
minimization. The final solution for segmentation is 
archived by minimizing energy functionals with respect 
to the region contours, via partial differential equations 
(PDE) curve evolution [3, 7]. It remains that the com-
bination of boundary and region information in those 
functionals are often formulated as an arbitrary weight-
ing sum, where the weights are fixed in advance by the 
user. The influence of this on segmentation quality and 
the convergence of the energy functional minimization 
has not been shown in the past. 
In this work, we propose an automatic estimation 
of the hyper-parameters for a segmentation combining 
boundary and region information. We suppose the im-
age is composed of a fixed, but arbitrary number of re-
gions. The region information is formulated using a 
mixture of Gaussians, whose parameters are calculated 
adaptively to segmentation. Boundary information is 
formulated using a multi-band edge detector. We show 
on various examples that the approach speeds up the 
convergence of segmentation while enhancing the ro-
bustness to local texture, shadowing and illumination 
changes. 
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 
presents the problem of fixed hyper-parameters in seg-
mentation. Section 3 gives a formulation of the pro-
posed model. Section 4 gives some experiments for the 
model validation. 
2. Problem statement 
Let U = (ui,... ,un) be a multi-valued image, 
which is defined on the domain fl = Z + x Z + ; where 
Z + is the set of positive integers and n > 1 is the 
number of dimensions of the vector U. We use the 
notation O/. and dflk t 0 designate, respectively, a re-
gion and its boundaries. The segmentation aims to 
build a partition of the image composed of M regions 
P = {Qi,...,QM}, where ( J ^ x Qk = ft. Variational 
segmentation combining boundary and region informa-
tion for segmentation has been formulated in several re-
search works [3, 7] by the minimization of following 
functional: 
M 
E{\J 8Cik(s),&) = aEb + pEr, (1) 
fc=i 
M . 
where: Eb = V * g(VI{dQk{s)))ds (2) 
k=1Jdnk 
M 
E
r = Y. -log [tk(x)\dxdy, (3) 
where © designates the mixture parameters, composed 
of the parameters of each pdf 6k and the mixing prob-
abilities 7Tfc, k e { 1 , . . . , M} . tfc(x) = p(0fc|C/(x)) = 
^A?p ( C /^lv^ f l ^ The boundary information is added 
in the first term of the functional (1) using the formalism 
of the GAC model [2], where the color boundary plau-
sibility VI{dQ.k(s)) is calculated by the method pro-
posed in [4], and g is a strictly decreasing function. The 
second term of the functional aims to assign pixels to re-
gions by minimizing the Bayes error classification. To 
segment the image, we minimize functional (1) using 
Euler-Lagrange equations. After introducing the level 
set formalism for the contours [2], the following motion 
equation is given for each region contour: 
dt {aVb-(3Vr)\V4>k\ (4) 
where 
Vb = 9 ( V 7 ( ^ ) ) « + V 5 ( V 7 ( ^ ) ) - ^ I (5) 
Vr =lOg(7r*-p(tf |0fc))- lOg(7Th-p(tf |0 f t)) 
where <j>k '• R —> R is a level set function associated 
with the contour dilk (0fc(x) < 0 if x is inside the con-
tour dflk and ^fc(x) > 0 otherwise), K is the curvature 
of the zero level set. The term Vb represents the bound-
ary velocity that regularizes the curve and aligns it with 
the region boundaries. The term Vr represents the re-
gion velocity and has the role of moving the contours 
inside the regions by minimizing the Bayes error classi-
fication of the pixels. Here, the region term is made as 
a competition for a given pixel between the current re-
gion Qk and the region Qh ¥= &k that has the maximum 
posterior probability for the pixel value. 
In Eq. (4), the hyper-parameters a and (3 control the 
contribution of the boundary and region terms. By set-
ting a small value for (3 and a large value for a, the con-
tour is driven mainly by boundary information, which 
stopped the contour at even small gradient magnitude, 
as shown in Fig. l.b. By setting a small value for a and 
maintaining a large value for (3, the contour was driven 
mainly by region information and it flicked to capture 
parts of the background, as shown in Fig. I.e. Finally, 
setting similar values for (a = (3 = 0.5) led to the re-
sult shown in Fig. 1 .d, where the contour captured the 
region of interest but still stopped by the eyes region, 
even though they does not constitute a real boundary to 
the face. 
o r> cs * i c$ 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Figure 1. Segmentations using fixed 
hyper-parameters a and (3: (a) represents 
the contour initialization; (b), (c) and (d) 
represent segmentation results obtained 
using (a = 0.9,(3 = 0.1), (a = 0.1,/? = 0.9) 
and (a = 0.5,(3 = 0.5), respectively. 
If we want to segment the eyes in the face, one can 
tune the hyper-parameters in such way that boundary 
information is activated only when the contour is in the 
vicinity of a true boundary. Our approach in this work 
tries to achieve this objective by formulating a model 
which gives priority to boundary information only if 
the neighborhood is characterized by a high gradient re-
sponse. Otherwise, the region module is favored. 
3. Formulation of the model 
To establish adaptive values for the hyper-parameters 
a and (3, we firstly rewrite the segmentation as proba-
bility maximization. The optimal segmentation of each 
region is given by a contour which minimizes functional 
(1). Let Eb and Er be the values of the energy having a 
state of the contour dQk- We may claim that the values 
of theses energies are dissipative (since the PDE min-
imizing them is in a parabolic form) [6]. Thus, these 
energies are expected to diminish over time, yielding 
exponentially decaying solution for the PDE. We, then, 
obtain the optimal location for any boundary dilk by 
maximizing the following probability over dQ.k and 0 : 
p(Eb, Er\£lk, 0 , a, (3) = aexp{ - aEb(dttk, ©)} 
xf3exp{-f3Er(dQk,&)} (6) 
The multiplication by a and (3 is for normalizing the 
probabilities. The above formulation of the energy dis-
tribution relies on the following assumptions. First, we 
supposed the boundary and region segmentation proba-
bilities are independent, which is reasonable in nature. 
Second, boundary and region energy probabilities are 
modeled using exponential distributions. The exponen-
tial distribution comes out as a natural choice since it 
gives the maximum of segmentation probability when 
the energy is minimized. 
Eq. (6) defines a probability of a global state of seg-
mentation for which we assume the hyper-parameters a 
and p are the same for all the pixels on which the en-
ergies Eb and Er are calculated. If we want to make 
the segmentation independent for each pixel, up to its 
neighborhood information, we can build a local seg-
mentation map for each pixel neighborhood where we 
suppose the hyper-parameters are constant only in this 
neighborhood, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Let us denote 
by W(x) a square window which surrounds the pixel 
x = (x, y). The size of W(x) is N = m x m. We 
denote by Eb(x) and Er(x) the pixel neighborhood en-
ergy with respect to boundary and region information, 
respectively. These energies are given by: 
^(x) = i E Eb{u) (7) N (u)ew(x) 
Er(x) 1
 T 
N ^ 
Er(u) (8) 
(u)ew(x) 
Figure 2. Neighborhood system used for 
hyper-parameters calculation. 
To make the segmentation formulated by function 
(6) independent of the hyper-parameters a and /3, a cor-
rect Bayesian treatment is to integrate them out over any 
prediction [1]. The evidence of each region contour lo-
calization is then given by integrating the probability of 
contour over a and (3. Restricting this integration to 
each pixel neighborhood, where the hyper-parameters 
are assumed constant, we obtain: 
(9) 
f-OC 
p{Eb{x)) = / p(a,Eb(x))da 
Jo 
/•OO 
oc / p(Eb{x)\a)p(a)da (10) 
Jo 
/>00 
p(Er(x)) <x / p(Er(x)\P)p(p)dp (ID 
Jo 
The integrals (10) and (11) represent the expectations 
of the boundary and region energies with respect to the 
hyper-parameters a and /?. The calculation of these in-
tegrals requires choosing specific priors for a and p. 
Since we assume that no information is available in 
advance about them, one proper choice is to use non-
informative priors, as proposed in [1]: 
In Eqs. (10) and (11), we assume the hyper-parameters 
are constant in the neighborhood, which simplifies the 
integrals to the following ones: 
(13) p{Eb(x)) oc / exp{-aEb(x)}da = [ E 6 ( X ) ] 
p(Er{x)) oc J exp{-/3Er(x)}dp = [i5r(x)] "* (14) 
By putting to logarithm, then differentiating the above 
equations with respect to each contour 8Qk, we obtain: 
-Vlog [p(Eb(x))p(Er(x))] 
Vlog [£6(x)j + Vlog [£ r(x) (15) 
If we perform the same differentiation but without inte-
grating the hyper-parameters (i.e., by defining p(Eb(x)) 
andp(£'r(x)) as formulated in Eq. (6)), we obtain: 
-Vlog [P(Eb(x))p(Er(x))\ 
a-VEb{x) + (3-VEr(x) (16) 
By comparing Eqs. (15) and (16) term to term, we ob-
tain the values of a and (3 as follows: 
a<x[Eb{x)}-1;P<x[Er{x) (17) 
Eq. (17) gives the values of a and p in Eq. (6)) which 
minimize the energy locally with respect to each region 
contour <9Q/.. Thus, replacing the values of a and p in 
Eq. (4) will yield better minimization of the energy and, 
therefore, better localization of the contour. Indeed, Eq. 
(17) means that whenever the parts inside and outside 
a contour are in the same region, the energy Er will 
be small and p should be increased. If the contour is 
in the vicinity of a region boundary, then Eb will be 
small and a should be increased. The final algorithm 
for segmentation is given as follows: 
1 - Initialize the region contours. 
2- Until the convergence of the contours do: 
a- Evolve the contours using Eq. (5). 
b- Re-initialize the level set functions. 
c- Re-estimate the region parameters 0 by: 
ff tk(x)dx 
TTk 
(J-k 
Efc = 
Jjnktk(x)U(x)dx 
ffnirtk(x)[U(.x)-,jLk][U(* 
(18) 
(19) 
• Hk]Tdx 
Ifnfc*fc(x)dx 
(20) 
(a) <x a 1;p{P) oc P (12) 
d- Re-estimate the hyper-parameters using Eqs. (17). 
In the previous equations, Trk, nk and Efc designate, re-
spectively, the mixing parameter, the mean vector and 
the covariance matrix of the region Qk-
image 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
fixed a, f5 
5.3 
4.6 
6.2 
4.1 
3.3 
5.2 
dynamic a, P 
4.1 
3.2 
4.6 
3.1 
2.4 
3.3 
Table 1. Values of time (in seconds) taken 
to perform the segmentations in Fig. (3). 
4. Experiments 
To show the effectiveness of the proposed model, we 
conducted experiments related to the segmentation of 
images (from the Berkeley dataset) composed of mul-
tiple regions. Fig. 3 shows six examples of segmen-
tations obtained using fixed and dynamic values for a 
and P, respectively. For the examples with fixed hyper-
parameters, we set a = /3 = 0.5. For the dynamic 
hyper-parameters, we use a neighborhood W(x) of size 
9 x 9 pixels. For each tested image, we set the number 
of regions and initialized manually the contours. For 
each region, we deform its contour from the initial state 
until convergence, using the previous algorithm. The fi-
nal partition of the image is defined by the union of all 
the contours, plus the region formed by pixels that do 
not belong to any inside of contour. Finally, since the 
segmentation is completely data-driven, we avoid over-
lapping between contours by stopping the evolution of 
the latter at contacting pixels. 
We can see in Fig. 3 that dynamic hyper-parameters 
diminished considerably poor boundary localization 
caused by self-shadowing or objets specularity. By hav-
ing fixed hyper-parameters, the contour was stopped by 
weak edges due to the these phenomena. Furthermore, 
as shown in Tab. 1, convergence of the contours has 
been enhanced by having dynamic hyper-parameters, 
since giving priority to one of the information permits 
to speed up energy minimization and, therefore, contour 
motion. 
5. Conclusions 
In this work, we proposed a principled framework 
for automatic estimation of hyper-parameters weighting 
boundary and region information in segmentation. We 
demonstrated that this approach has better convergence 
for segmentation as well as robustness to illumination 
changes and shadows. 
j f ^ , S^»M. %^u 
Nfft ft**! &tf 
\i&<& l&M L&M 
1St <f *tt 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 3. Examples of image segmenta-
tion: (a) represents the original image 
with the initialization, (b) and (c) represent 
segmentations obtained using fixed and 
dynamic hyper-parameters, respectively. 
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Chapitre 2 
Segmentation de regions (objets) 
d'interet basee sur la selection de 
caracteristiques et les contours actifs 
Dans ce chapitre, nous proposons une approche pour inclure la pertinence de ca-
racteristiques dans la segmentation d'objet d'interet. L'objectif est de trouver la meilleure 
combinaison d'un certain nombre de caracteristiques qui segmentent bien un objet du 
reste de l'image. Pour ce faire, la pertinence des caracteristiques est calculee de maniere 
supervisee sur un ensemble d'exemples positifs et negatifs de segmentations d'un meme 
objet. Un exemple positif est defini comme etant une bonne segmentation de Pobjet sur 
une image donnee. Un exemple negatif est defini tout simplement comme le complement 
de Pobjet d'interet sur la meme image. Pour chaque ensemble d'exemples, nous suppo-
sons que la distribution des caracteristiques est decrite par un modele parametrique de 
mixtures de probabilites. La pertinence d'une caracteristique est alors determined par la 
capacite de cette derniere a bien discriminer entre les exemples positifs et negatifs. 
Nous proposons ensuite une approche, basee sur les contours actifs, pour integrer cette 
pertinence dans la segmentation de collections d'images contenant l'objet au centre d'at-
tention. Cette approche est appliquee aussi pour augmenter la precision du suivi d'objets 
dans les sequences video. Dans cette application, les exemples positifs et negatifs sont 
42 
pris, pour chaque image courante ou le suivi est effectue, des resultats du suivi d'objet 
effectue dans les images precedant l'image courante dans la sequence video. 
L'approche proposee a ete publiee dans IEEE Conf. on Computer Vision and Pattern 
Recognition (CVPR : OTCBVS workshop), 2007 [12], et une version journal de Particle 
est en cours de redaction. Ma contribution dans ces articles reside dans le developpement 
du modele de selection et son integration dans la segmentation, les tests effectues pour 
sa validation, ainsi que la redaction des articles. Mon directeur de recherche Djemel Ziou 
a supervise l'ensemble de ces contributions. 
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Abstract 
Most image segmentation algorithms in the past are 
based on optimizing an objective function that aims to 
achieve the similarity between several low-level features to 
build a partition of the image into homogeneous regions. In 
the present paper, we propose to incorporate the relevance 
(selection) of the grouping features to enforce the segmen-
tation toward the capturing of objects of interest. The rel-
evance of the features is determined through a set of pos-
itive and negative examples of a specific object defined a 
priori by the user. The calculation of the relevance of the 
features is performed by maximizing an objective function 
defined on the mixture likelihoods of the positive and nega-
tive object examples sets. The incorporation of the features 
relevance in the object segmentation is formulated through 
an energy functional which is minimized by using level set 
active contours. We show the efficiency of the approach 
on several examples of object of interest segmentation and 
tracking where the features relevance is used. 
Keywords: Segmentation, object of interest (OOI), feature 
relevance, positive & negative examples, mixture model, 
active contours. 
1 Introduction 
Recently, we have seen the emergence of applications 
requiring an object-based segmentation. Among them, we 
find the content-based image retrieval (CBIR) using ob-
jects [4, 9, 12, 20], where the user seeks for images in a 
database having the same object content as his/her query 
image. Therefore, the performance of the image retrieval 
will depend largely on how the segmentation is capable of 
discerning the objects in the image [3, 8, 13]. Object track-
ing and coding in video sequences are also applications that 
require object-based segmentation [2, 6, 11]. In principle, 
the more information we have, the better a segmentation al-
gorithm is expected to perform. In practice, however, this 
is not the case, especially for the segmentation of objects of 
interest (OOI). In fact, some features may be more relevant 
to distinguish a specific OOI from the rest of the image, 
while others can be just "noise", thus not contributing to 
(or even degrading) the segmentation of the object. Gener-
ally, a human subject can detect and recognize an OOI in an 
image after seeing many instances of the same object (may 
be in different contexts) and attributing to it some relevant 
features that make straightforward the task of detecting and 
recognizing the object. For example, a "tiger" will have al-
most the same appearance in a lot of natural images. Based 
on this, knowing the features characterizing a specific OOI, 
e.g., the "tiger", is of a key importance toward its successful 
segmentation in new images. 
The subject of the present work is the integration of the 
user knowledge to learn the relevance of the features charac-
terizing an OOI, in order to enhance the accuracy of the OOI 
segmentation. We learn the feature relevance through a set 
of positive and negative examples of the same OOI. By pos-
itive example, we mean a segmentation of an image where 
one or several OOI sought by the user are well-localized. 
On the other hand, a negative example could be another set 
of objects, or simply the OOI background in the image. Ac-
cording to this, the feature relevance is calculated for the 
feature discriminative power between the defined positive 
and negative examples. In the sequel, the feature relevance 
is integrated in a segmentation framework based on active 
contours. We show on examples of OOI segmentation and 
tracking that the accuracy of segmentation is significantly 
enhanced by using the feature relevance. 
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we 
present the model for feature relevance calculation and how 
it is incorporated in the segmentation. In Section 3, we show 
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some experiments related to OOI segmentation and track-
ing. 
2.1 Estimation of the feature weights 
2 Learning the segmentation model 
We learn the features characterizing a given OOI using 
a set of images segmented manually or semi-automatically 
(using a segmentation algorithm and then correcting the 
segmentation result to form examples of the OOI). In these 
examples, the user indicates the good segmentation exam-
ples, where the OOI is well segmented, as well as the bad 
examples, which can be the background of the OOI or other 
segmented objects different from the one of interest. We 
call these two sets the sets of positive examples and nega-
tive examples, respectively. We suppose that, through his 
assessment, the user designated Np positive examples and 
Nn negative examples. In what follows, let (u\, wi,..., Ud) 
be a set of features associated with each pixel of the image 
(e.g., color, texture, edge orientation). Based on the exam-
ples, the aim is to extract the relevance of the features that 
influenced the user's assessment. In other words, we seek 
for the features which maximize the similarity within the 
sets of positive and negative examples and the dissimilarity 
between the sets of positive and negative examples. 
In what follows, the relevance of the features is ex-
pressed using a vector of weights a = (a\, ...,ad) e Rd, 
where a» > 0,Vi. Each component i of this vector ex-
presses the relevance of a feature u$. As mentioned before, 
we consider a feature is relevant if it has a good discrimina-
tion between the positive and negative examples, which is 
reflected by a high weight. We assume that the features are 
conditionally independent given the component labels, and 
that the sets of positive and negative examples can be com-
posed of one or multiple classes. This assumption enables 
us to consider for each feature two mixture models, one for 
the positive examples that we denote by Mi and one for 
negative examples that we denote by M[. We suppose that 
M and M' are the numbers of components in the mixture 
models Mi and M\. The probability distributions of the 
feature Ui in Mi and M'i are given by: 
M 
p{ui\Qi) = ^2,nkp{ui\0ik) (i) 
fc=i 
M' 
p(Ui\Q'i) = £ 4 p ( W i | ^ ) (2) 
1=1 
where 6 , = (nii,...,iTiM,0ii,-,diM) and G^  = 
(n'i1,...,iTiM',6'il,...,9'iMI), with Efcli wifc = l a n d 
S ( = i if'u = 1> designate respectively the parameters of the 
mixture models fitting the positive and negative examples 
data for the feature U*. 
To estimate the weighting parameters for the features, we 
minimize an objective function defined on the set of positive 
and negative examples according to the weights a\,..., Qd-
For each feature, a sample of data is extracted from the pos-
itive and negative examples as follows. We subdivide the 
region of the objects and the background in each image as 
illustrated in Fig. 1, where the feature vectors are calcu-
lated for each square (i.e., each square is associated a vector 
representing the mean of the feature). 
Figure 1. Example of features extraction from 
positive and negative example as defined by 
the user. 
In past work, the variance of the features was used as 
an index for determining the relevance of a feature in clas-
sification problems [18, 19]. However, the variance is in-
efficient for choosing the best features that determine the 
clusters in multi-class data [14]. In our case, we must find 
the features that best discriminate between the sets of pos-
itive and negative examples, each of which may be com-
posed of several classes. To this end, we define the follow-
ing functions: The inner likelihood Cj{i) for a feature Ui, 
i — 1, ...,d, which gives the product of the likelihoods of 
the positive examples with respect to MiP and the negative 
examples with respect to Min: 
Nv Nn 
£i(i) = I I P(uip\@i) I I P(v™\®'i) (3) 
p = l n=l 
where w,p and Vin denote, respectively, the values of the 
feature «j for the pth positive example and nth negative ex-
ample. The terms p(uiP\@i) and p(vin\@'i) are those given 
in eqs. (1) and (2). The outer likelihood Co(i) for the fea-
ture m gives the product of the likelihoods of the positive 
examples with respective to M\ and the negative examples 
with respect Mi: 
Nn N„ 
n=l p=l 
It is clear that a feature Ui has a good discrimination be-
tween the sets of positive and negative examples if the value 
of the likelihood factor
 c' vl is high (S> 1). Conversely, 
the feature u, is not discriminative if the value of the fac-
tor
 c' vl is low (—> 1). Formally, let us define the weights 
Qj, i = 1,..., d, that represent the relevance of the features 
Ui,i = 1,..., d, subject to J2i=i ai = 1- To determine the 
weights of the features, we propose to minimize the follow-
ing objective function according to each a*, Vi: 
„ 1 / Q . 
T(ai,...,ad) = Y[ Co{i) (5) 
subject to X)i=i Qi = 1- Note that since the logarithm is 
an increasing function, minimizing log(JT) is equivalent to 
minimizing T. We then define the following function: 
<p{au ..., ad) = V — (A - Ri) ~ A ( V Qi - 1 ) (6) 
where A is a lagrange multiplier to take into account the 
constraint on the a^'s to sum to 1. The terms Ai and Ri 
are given by Ai = log(£/(i)) and Ri = \og(Co{i))- After 
minimizing the function (6) according to the weighting pa-
rameters and straightforward manipulations, we obtain the 
following optimal weight ctj for the feature uc 
VTi 
!C,=i Vfj (7) 
with fi = Ai— Ri. Let us analyze the meaning of the equa-
tion (7). The term fi is proportional to the factor between 
the inner and outer likelihoods of the positive and negative 
examples with respect to the feature u», defined respectively 
in eqs. (3) and (4). Eq. (7) tells that a weight c^ for a fea-
ture should be high if its likelihood factor is higher than the 
likelihood factors of the other features. This corresponds 
exactly to our objective of obtaining a relevance of a fea-
ture by its power of discrimination between the positive and 
negative examples. 
2.2 The model for OOI segmentat ion 
The objective of this section is to build a model for seg-
mentation that takes into account the relevance of the fea-
tures calculated in the previous section. Suppose an image 
I containing the OOI in the focus-of-attention that we want 
to segment using the d features for which the relevance is 
calculated for the object. In what follows, we denote the 
domain of the image by fi and by R the domain of the ob-
ject to be segmented. We denote by Kj(x),Vi, the value 
of the feature u, at the pixel x = (x,y). We consider 
a modeling of the OOI and the background by using two 
mixture models Mi and M\ for each feature u%, with their 
set of parameters 6 , and 0^. The optimal segmentation of 
the OOI, which takes into account the features relevance, 
is the one that builds a partition V = {R, Rc} of the im-
age, made of the object region R and the background Rc, 
with R U Rc = fi and R n Rc = 0, which maximizes the 
following function: 
=^n 
t = i 
JJ p(«i(x)|eo n
 P(Ui(x)|eo 
(x)efi (x)ei?c 
(8) 
Putting to logarithm the function (8), the maximization of 
the above function is equivalent to the minimization of the 
following function E = — log(j7") given by: 
E • Y. ai J2 log[p(ui(x)\Qi)] 
(x)efl 
+ Yl iog[p(«i(x)|ej)] (9) 
To interpret the functions (8) and (9), note that the weights 
ai have the inverse effect than in the function (5). To ex-
plain this, let us look at the behavior of the functions (8) and 
(9) according to the feature weights. A partition V that does 
not separate well the OOI from the background would give 
low probabilities for the most relevant features (with high 
values of a). Putting these probabilities to a high power 
a will penalize highly the partition V with regard to these 
features. This is reflected in function (9) by increasing the 
energy with regard to these features, thereby emphasizing 
the features contribution to find the best partition that de-
creases the energy. 
To implement the above segmentation model, we use 
level set formalism [17]. The goal is to initialize a contour 
7 in the image and deform it in a direction that minimizes 
the function (9), according to the contour 7 and the mix-
ture parameters ©i and 8^. To this end, we can re-write 
the function (9) in a continuous form by replacing the sums 
by integrals and adding a regularization term that smoothes 
the object contour. The final energy functional is given as 
follows: 
E- v ds 
Jo 
£«< / / . log(p(ui(x)|e,))dx 
/ / , iog(p(ui(x)\en)dx (10) 
where L(j) is the length of the curve 7 and s is the arc-
length parameter. The constant parameter v controls the 
contribution of the smoothing term in the functional. To 
minimize the functional (10), according to the contour 7 
and the parameters 6^ and Q\, we use Euler-Lagrange equa-
tions. Let $ : R x K —> 1 be a level set distance 
function where 7 is represented by its zero level set, i.e.: 
7 = {x/$(x) = 0}. The minimization of the functional 
(10) according to 7 will lead to the following level set mo-
tion equation: 
Tt = *»v*ll ^2 oti\og 
pM$)|eQ) 
pM*)l©i)) | |V*| | (11) 
where K stands for the curvature of the zero level set. For 
the minimization of the functional (10) according the mix-
ture parameters, remark that the integrals given in the func-
tion (10) amounts to calculate the maximum likelihood es-
timation of the mixture parameters inside and outside the 
contour 7 given the data inside and outside the contour. By 
assuming each feature's distribution modeled by a mixture 
of Gaussian pdfs, the updating equations for the mixture 
parameters are given as following for the object and the 
background regions, Vz = l , . . . ,d,Vj = l,...,MiP,Vl = 
l,...,Min: 
l^ij — 
Hil = 
JJRP(0iAui(*))d* 
JJRd\ 
jjRcp(e'u\Ui(x))dx 
J/fic dx 
IIRP(9iAui(x))ui(x)dx 
JSRP{Oij\ui{x))dx 
HRcP^'il\Ui{li))Ui{x)dx 
JJTflcP(^|«<(x))dx 
ffRP(eij\uj(x))(ui(x) - jjjjfdx 
fJRp(6ij\ui{x))dx 
j j r f l . p ( ^ | « i ( x ) ) ( U i ( x ) - A ^ ) 2 d x 
JJRcp(e'u\ut(x))dx 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
where the posterior probabilities are given by: 
P(*i>iW) = v A ^ ' S L . ^d p(^Mx)) = 
7r;,p(Uj(X)|9<,) 
Er= i^p(« iWi9u) 
^w—, , ,„,,„, ,• The updating of the mixture pa-
rameters is performed iteratively until convergence, i.e.: 
||e<oW) - e i ^ n < e and | | e f d ) - e'{rw)\\ < e, 
where (<d\°ld\e>{°W)) and ( e < n " ° \ 0 ' ^ ) represent, 
respectively, the vector of parameters for the mixtures 
M.i and M't for two successive iterations in the mixture 
updating using eqs. (12)-(17). The threshold e is deter-
mined experimentally. The final algorithm for the proposed 
model for features relevance calculation and segmentation 
is summed up in the following script: 
Algorithm: 
Input(positive and negative examples, input image) 
Output (segmentation of the OOI) 
l-Calculate the features weighting parameters a, using eq. (7). 
2-Object contour initialization. 
3-For each feature «j , initialize the parameters for Mi and M'v 
4-Repeat until convergence: 
- Propagate the level set function * using eq. (11). 
- Update the mixture parameters using eqs. (12)-(17) 
until H G ^ - e^ c t u ) | | < e, and \\&{°ld) 
-End of the algorithm. 
•e'S"OTl i i<, 
3 Experiments 
3.1 Application to image segmentation 
In our experiments, we applied the proposed model for 
the segmentation of several OOI in natural images, includ-
ing cars, tigers, zebras and faces. For each OOI, we used 
a database containing different images of the object and we 
learn the relevance of the features on a set of positive and 
negative examples chosen by the user, as explained in Sec-
tion 2.1. For color information in the tiger, zebra and the 
car objects, we used the CIE-l*a*b* space, as it is perceptu-
ally uniform. For the face, we used the components H and 
S of the HSV color space as they allow for a good sepa-
ration between skin and non-skin pixels in an image [15]. 
For texture information, we used features derived from the 
correlogram matrix of each pixel neighborhood [1]. We re-
call that an element of the correlogram matrix, C"^^^ Cj), 
gives the probability that, given a pixel xi of color Cj, a 
pixel X2 at distance v and orientation 0 from xi is of color 
Cj [10]. We calculated the correlogram for 4 orientations 
cf) JO, \ , f, ^ j , and 4 displacements v {1,2 ,3 ,4}, and 
we derived from each correlogram the following features: 
Mean (ME), Variance (VR), Contrast (CT), Energy (ER), 
Entropy (ET), Homogeneity (HG) and Correlation (CR). 
We set the parameters (M,M'\ as follows: (3,8) for the 
red-car object, (3,5) for the face object and (2,5) for the 
tiger and zebra objects. 
In Fig. 2, we show a sample of images where the feature 
weights are calculated for the above OOIs. The extraction 
of the positive and negative examples is performed as ex-
plained in Fig. 1 where we used 15 different images for 
each OOI. In Fig. 3, we show the value of the calculated 
feature weights for each object. Note that, for the texture 
features, we averaged the value of each calculated feature 
over the number of orientations </> and displacements v. We 
remark that for the red-car object, the features 1* and a* of 
color and the features VR and ME of texture are the most 
relevant. For the faces, the features H and S of color and the 
feature EN of texture are the most relevant. For the tigers, 
the most relevant features are the feature a* of color and the 
features EN, ET and HG of texture. Finally, for the zebras, 
all the color features are relevant, while the features EL, VR 
and ME are the most relevant for texture. 
Figure 2. Sample images used for learning 
the segmentation of: (a) red-cars, (b) tigers, 
(c) faces and (d) zebras. 
To demonstrate the performance of incorporating the 
feature relevance, we run our segmentation model on a set 
of images with and without the feature relevance (to elimi-
nate the features relevance, the weights a*, Vi, are assigned 
the value 1). The database where the test is performed con-
tains 40 images cars, 100 images of faces, 50 images of 
tigers and 50 images of zebras. In each segmentation, the 
object contour was initialized using a rectangle with a cen-
ter aligned with the image center. The width and height of 
(a) (b) 
(c) I (d) 
Figure 3. Values of the color and texture fea-
ture weights for the: (a) red-cars, (b) tigers, 
(c) faces and (d) zebras. 
the rectangle in each segmented image are | of the width 
and height of the image, respectively. In Fig. (4), (5), (6) 
and (7) we show, respectively, the segmentation of a sam-
ple of red-cars, faces, tigers and zebras, where the perfor-
mance of the using features relevance was the most signifi-
cant. The first row of each figure shows the contour initial-
ization. The second and third rows show the final segmen-
tation of the images using and without using the relevance 
of the features in the segmentation. To evaluate how far 
the segmentation deviate from the ground truth, we mea-
sure the Kullback — Leibler(KL) distance between the 
mixture models resulting from the segmentation of the OOI 
and the learnt mixture models using the positive and neg-
ative examples (considered as as the ground-truth). Recall 
that the KL distance between two distributions / and g is 
given by: KL(f,g) = / f(z)log(f(z)/g(z))dz, where z 
is the variable of the distributions. 
We can note that, for all the segmented OOI, when us-
ing the feature relevance the segmented object statistics are 
much more closer to the ground truth than without using the 
feature relevance. Intuitively, this may be explained by the 
effect of weighting the features, in narrowing the space of 
mixture models in which the segmentation of the OOI may 
converge. In other words, having the segmentation guided 
most importantly by the relevant features, i.e., which have 
the best discrimination between the positive ad negative ex-
amples in the learning phase, allows us to drive the seg-
mentation toward objects that are "similar" to the positive 
examples and "dissimilar" to the negative examples. 
Finally in Fig. 8, we show some examples where the 
proposed model failed in capturing the OOI. In the first two 
examples, the segmentation of the tiger failed because no 
Ii=(M ]l=I'n.' lJ=JI.| D=l !',' I)=Ji>] 
D=5.4J4 D=.129.1 l)=7.«M D=4.692 D=5.102 
Figure 4. Extraction of the red-car object in 
a set of images: (a) shows the contour ini-
tialization, (b) shows the segmentation using 
the feature relevance, (c) shows the segmen-
tation without using the feature relevance. 
feature was discriminative enough to separate the OOI from 
the background. In the third example, the OOI was missed 
in two parts. The bottom part of image is highly illuminated 
and the zebra feet were erroneously segmented to the back-
ground. The top part is covered by a thick shadow produced 
by the trees behind the zebra. Having some light beams 
passing through the trees created a texture in the shadow 
area similar to the on of the zebra, which distracted the con-
tour to include pixels from the background to the interior of 
the object. In the fourth example, as the beard has the color 
and texture as the hair, the contour has missed the beard 
area of the face. Finally, the contour erroneously included 
the tinted hair into the face object. Indeed, the color and 
texture of the hair are very similar to be discriminated using 
the above color and texture features. We believe that us-
ing more features, such as prior shape information for OOI, 
should mitigate the above problems. 
3.2 Application to image object tracking 
in videos 
In the past, video object tracking using appearance mod-
els has been substantially investigated [7, 21]. Using ob-
ject histogram, for example, can achieve efficient tracking 
through partial occlusion and pose variation [7]. However, 
the tracking success or failure depends primarily on how 
distinguishable the object is from its surroundings. Indeed, 
as the target object moves, for several reasons (e.g., shad-
ows, illumination changes) the appearance of both the ob-
ject and background may change. 
The contribution of the present paper for tracking is 
threefold. First, we use an extensive set of features that 
D=2,MU 0=1.233 0=3,242 0=2.37.1 0=3.(131 
Figure 5. Extraction of the face object in a set 
of images: (a) shows the contour initializa-
tion, (b) shows the segmentation using the 
feature relevance, (c) shows the segmenta-
tion without using the feature relevance. 
include color and texture features for tracking. Thus, our 
model is capable of selecting the best features for tracking 
when the surroundings of the object changes from a tex-
ture to non-texture area and vice versa. Second, the feature 
weights for tracking are determined using our probabilistic 
model that selects though time the features which maximize 
the inner likelihood of the target object and the background 
and minimize the outer likelihood, according to eq. (7). Fi-
nally, using level set formalism for tracking allows us for 
tracking the boundaries of non-rigid objects and handling 
automatically topology changes for the objects. 
In Fig. 10, we show an example of tracking using 
the feature relevance. The sequence is composed of 102 
frames, where the immediate neighborhood of the target ob-
ject changes constantly color and texture. To determine the 
feature weights to be used for tracking in the current frame, 
we extract the positives and negative examples using the ob-
ject location resulting from the tracking in the C = 4 last 
frames. The extraction of the set of positive and negative 
examples in each frame is performed as follows. Suppose 
that the bounding rectangle B of the object contour has a 
height H and a width W in the frame as shown in Fig. 9, 
where the object contour is represented by the red line. The 
surrounding of the object is defined as the part of the back-
ground delimited by the rectangle B' having the same cen-
ter as B and having the height H+2L and the width W+2L, 
where L is chosen sufficiently high (60 pixels in our exper-
iments). Given the objects and their surroundings for the 
last C frames, the positive and negative examples are ex-
tracted from the objects and the surroundings, respectively. 
From these examples, we calculate the mixture models A4, 
and M'i for the feature m, and the feature weights using 
fo*0. 
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Figure 6. Extraction of the tiger object in a 
set of images: (a) shows the contour initial-
ization, (b) shows the segmentation using the 
feature relevance, (c) shows the segmenta-
tion without using the feature relevance. 
Figure 7. Extraction of the zebra object in a 
set of images: (a) shows the contour initial-
ization, (b) shows the segmentation using the 
feature relevance, (c) shows the segmenta-
tion without using the feature relevance. 
eq. (7). The tracking is then performed inside the rectangle 
B' by deforming the contour from the last position of the 
object using eq. (11). 
In Fig. 10, we show the result of tracking by, respec-
tively, using and without using the feature relevance. In-
deed, using the feature relevance allowed to overcome the 
distraction of the contour and having a successfully tracking 
for the object, whereas, without the use of feature relevance, 
we had to re-initialize the contour in the frames where the 
contour has been distracted (see Fig. 10). 
4 Conclusions 
In this paper, we proposed to incorporate the relevance 
of low-level features for the segmentation of OOI. We can 
summarize the main contributions in the present work as 
follows. First, we proposed a model for the calculation of 
the feature relevance. This is performed through a set of 
positive and negative examples where the feature weights 
are determined by optimizing an objective function. Sec-
ond, we incorporated the features relevance in segmentation 
and tracking of OOI using active contours. Several exam-
ples showed the advantage of using the feature relevance for 
enhancing the accuracy of object segmentation. 
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Figure 8. Examples of failure of the extraction 
of the OOI using the feature relevance. 
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Chapitre 3 
Suivi d'objets dans les sequences 
video par le modele des contours 
actifs 
Dans ce chapitre, nous proposons une extension des modeles de segmentation pro-
poses pour le suivi d'objets dans les videos. Deux approches, basees sur les contours 
actifs ensembles de niveaux, sont proposees pour le suivi. Dans les deux approches, le 
suivi est effectue en integrant l'information de regions, de frontieres et de forme de l'ob-
jet. L'information de regions est decrite par un ensemble de caracteristiques contenant la 
couleur et la texture, et la distribution de ces caracteristiques est formulee par une modele 
parametrique de mixtures de probabilites. L'information de frontieres est formulee par le 
gradient de l'image multi-valuee, dont les bandes sont les differentes caracteristiques de 
regions utilisees. Finalement, l'information de forme est decrite par le contour de l'objet 
suivi dans le temps, ou les changements brusques de forme sont penalises entre des frames 
successifs d'une sequence video. 
Dans la premiere approche proposee, nous supposons que les proprietes photometriques 
des objets suivis sont invariantes dans le temps, mais le suivi peut se faire en presence de 
bruit et/ou de fonds encombres de videos. Ceci est realise grace a l'utilisation de la com-
paraison de statistiques locales et globales pour classer les pixels de l'objet. L'utilisation 
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de 1'information de forme permet de limiter la distraction du contour d'un objet dans les 
fonds encombres de videos, et permet d'assurer une robustesse du suivi aux occlusions 
de courtes durees. L'approche a ete testee sur plusieurs sequences video, captees par des 
cameras statiques ou mobiles, et acquises dans le spectre visible et/ou l'infrarouge. Elle 
a ete publiee dans Int'l Workshop on Object Classification and Tracking in and Beyond 
the Visible Spectrum (organise conjointement avec CVPR 2006) [8], puis une version 
etendue de Particle a ete publiee dans une edition speciale (Detection et Suivi d'Objets 
en Combinant Plusieurs Senseurs) de la revue Signal, Image and Video Processing [9]. 
Dans la deuxieme approche proposee, le suivi est effectue en tenant compte des va-
riations des proprietes photometriques des objets. Pour ce faire, nous proposons une 
modele statistique decrivant la distribution des objets, qui est capable de s'adapter dans 
le temps aux variations d'apparence de ces derniers. La fonctionnelle d'energie minimisee 
pour le suivi permet de deformer le contour d'un objet vers les frontieres de ce dernier, 
et de mettre a jour les parametres statistiques de 1'information de regions en fonction 
des variations de l'apparence de l'objet. Ainsi, le suivi d'objet peut se faire en presence 
de changements d'illumination et/ou de geometrie de la camera, ou lorsqu'un objet entre 
(sort) dans (d') une zone d'ombre. Ce modele a ete publie la premiere fois dans IEEE 
Int'l Conf. on Advanced Video and Signal Based Surveillance (AVSS), 2006 [10]. Une 
version etendue de Particle est publiee a Neurocomputing [11]. 
Ma contribution dans ces articles reside dans le developpement des modeles proposes, 
les tests effectues pour leur validation, ainsi que la redaction des articles. Mon directeur 
de recherche Djemel Ziou a supervise l'ensemble de ces contributions. 
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Abstract 
In this paper, we propose a robust model for tracking in video sequences with non-static back-
grounds. The object boundaries are tracked on each frame of the sequence by minimizing an energy 
functional that combines region, boundary and shape information. The region information is for-
mulated by minimizing the symmetric Kullback-Leibler (KL) distance between the local and global 
statistics of the objects versus the background. The boundary information is formulated using a 
color and texture edge map of the video frames. The shape information is calculated adaptively to 
the dynamic of the moving objects and permits tracking that is robust to background distractions 
and occlusions. Minimization of the energy functional is implemented using the level set method. 
We show the effectiveness of the approach for object tracking in color, infrared (IR), and fused 
color-infrared sequences. 
Keywords: Tracking, region/boundary/shape information, mixture models, KL-distance, level 
sets, color and infrared. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Object tracking is an important problem in computer vision and it has a variety of 
applications, such as coding, video surveillance, robotics, etc. It has been the focus of con-
siderable research work in the last decades, centered around two mainstream approaches. 
In the motion-based approach, 2-D or 3-D motion parameters are estimated for the moving 
objects in a video sequence [1, 2]. Motion models such as similarity, affine or projective 
transformations are commonly used [2-4]. This approach works well when the objects un-
dergo small deformations. However, its efficiency may drastically decrease when there are 
significant object structure changes, e.g., for non-rigid objects. In the model-based approach, 
the tracking of the moving objects on a current frame is performed by using the previous 
frame tracking result as a starting point. The moving objects are then tracked in each video 
frame by fitting a priori known parameters about the appearance of the objects [5, 8-13]. 
Among the model-based tracking methods, active contours have gained popularity in the 
last few years [5-7, 14, 15, 17]. With active contours, non-rigid bodies can be tracked thanks 
to the deformation capacity of the contours. Furthermore, with the advent of the level set 
formalism [18], changes in the topology of the objects are automatically handled. Among 
the tracking methods that used active contours in the past are those that assumed a static 
background for the video sequence. For example, in [15, 16], the authors propose partitioning 
the difference image between two successive frames of the sequence in order to separate the 
moving objects from the background. In [7], a fast boundary-based method is proposed for 
object contour tracking. However, only the edge information is used as a cue for tracking, 
which makes the method sensitive to noise. Among the methods operating without the 
static background assumption, we find those described in [14, 19, 20, 22]. In [14], the author 
proposes tracking an object by finding the correspondence of its pixel intensity between 
successive frames of a sequence. Although the method does not require calculation of object 
motion parameters, it may fail to track objects in the presence of texture, illumination 
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changes and/or occlusions. The authors in [19, 20, 22] propose methods for tracking by 
matching the object intensity histogram between successive frames of a sequence using active 
contours. However, the histogram matching efficiency may drastically decrease if the object 
undergoes intensity variations due to noise or illumination changes. To make active-contour 
tracking robust to noise, the author in [21] uses an autoregressive model for describing object 
shape variation in image sequences. A parametric description for the object silhouettes is, 
however, required for the shape representation. Although this parametrization is realistic for 
a wide range of objects, it cannot be applied to arbitrary non-rigid objects. In general, the 
difficulties encountered by the above active-contour methods fall into three main groups. The 
first of these is related to cluttered backgrounds where the contours may be easily distracted. 
The second problem is related to texture. Indeed, intensity histograms are generally lacking 
in texture information, and thus the tracking models may fail if a moving object contains 
texture or moves over a textured or noisy area. Last, but not least, is the problem of the 
sensitivity of the tracking models to occlusions: the object may be partially or completely 
lost if an occlusion occurs. These three problems, which may or may not occur together in 
a given sequence, can drastically affect the performance of the tracking or even cause it to 
fail. 
The present paper proposes an active-contour method which is capable of tracking mul-
tiple moving objects on non-static and cluttered backgrounds and efficiently handling inter-
object occlusions. The method combines multiple cues from the image to track the objects. 
These cues include the color and texture of the objects, the image edge map and the shape of 
the objects. The tracking is formulated by minimizing an energy functional which combines 
region, boundary and shape information about the objects to find their boundaries in all the 
video frames. The region information is formulated by minimizing the distance between the 
local and global statistics of the objects and the background. The boundary information is 
formulated using a multi-band edge detector, which has the role of aligning the object con-
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tours with pixels having a high discontinuity in the region information. Finally, the shape 
information is formulated using the properties of level set contours, and has the role of 
mitigating distraction of the tracking in cluttered backgrounds and when object occlusions 
are encountered. In the proposed method, the initialization required is only segmentation 
of the objects in the first frame of the sequence. We have successfully applied the method 
for tracking multiple objects in color, IR and fused color-IR video sequences. 
This paper is organized as follows: In section II, we present the proposed method for 
single-object tracking. In section III, we discuss the extension of the method to multiple-
object tracking. In section IV, we show a validation of the approach on examples of single 
and multiple-objects tracking and with different image modalities. In section V, we discuss 
some issues connected with the proposed method and some perspectives for future work. 
II. FORMULATION OF THE MODEL FOR SINGLE-OBJECT TRACKING 
In what follows, we denote by 1^ the nth frame in the image sequence. The aim of the 
proposed tracking method is to localize one or more moving object(s) in all the sequence 
frames 1^(0 < n < oo), given only the segmentation of the objects in the first frame 1^ 
(reference frame), which is performed manually. Without loss of generality, we assume the 
scene is composed of a single object moving on a background (extension of the method to 
multiple objects is described in section III of the paper). Let us denote by Q C Z+ x Z+ the 
domain of frame I^n\ n > 0, where Z+ is the set of positive integers, and let R^ and R^j, 
represent, respectively, the sets of pixels constituting the object and the background in frame 
/("). In what follows, we denote the contour of the object by dw^ and the coordinates of 
a pixel (x,y) by x. The aim of the tracking algorithm is to locate the object boundaries in 
frames /("), n > 0, of the sequence by using a combination of region, boundary and shape 
information about the object, given a priori knowledge of R[^ and RrbJk. Fig. 1 gives an 
outline of how the different information sources are extracted and integrated in the tracking 
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algorithm. In the next sections, we give the details of their calculation and the formulation 
of the region, boundary and shape tracking modules. 
Tracking result 
in previous frames 
Contour 
initialization 
Shape information 
Frame II") 
Color features 
Texture features 
Region information 
Boundarv information 
Object tracking 
by combining 
region, 
boundary and 
shape 
information 
FIG. 1: An outline of the proposed tracking algorithm. 
A. Formulation of the region module 
In principle, for color image sequences, a wide range of features could be used for re-
gion information, including color, texture, motion, etc. However, having a high-dimensional 
region vector may slow down the tracking. Thus, we use only color and texture features. 
For color, we use the CIE-L*a*b* space, which is perceptually uniform. For texture, we use 
features calculated from the correlogram of the pixel neighborhood [23]. An element of the 
matrix Cv'e{ci\ Cj) gives the probability that, given a pixel Xi of color Q, a pixel x2 at dis-
tance v and orientation 8 from xi is of color Cj. From each matrix, we calculate four typical 
features: Inverse-Difference-Moment(IDM), Energy(EN), Entropy(ET) and Correlation(C) 
(see the appendix for details on the calculation of these features). To capture a complete 
structure of the texture, we use four different orientations, 6 € {o , f , f , x}> a n d *wo dis-
placements, v € {1,2}, for the calculation of the correlograms. In what follows, we denote 
by U(x) = ('Ui(x), ...,ttd(x)) the vector composed of the combination of color and texture 
features calculated for the pixel x. This vector contains 7 dimensions (the first 3 components 
are for the color features and the remaining components are for the texture features). Note 
that the above features are used only for color sequences. In the case where the tracking is 
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performed using IR image sequences, the color is replaced by the image intensity and the 
correlograms by the co-occurrence matrices [25]. 
In practice, both object and background may consist of many classes of color and texture. 
Thus, we propose modeling them using two mixtures of Gaussian pdfs: M0bj and Mbck- The 
probability of observing a value of the region feature vector U(x) = (ui(x), ...,«d(x)) in the 
reference frame j(°) is given as follows: 
/ i n(U(x)|eo 6 j) = £ TTipCUCx)^) if (x) e Object. (1) 
i= i 
Mbck 
font(U(x)|G6cfe) = J2 ^ ( U ( x ) l ^ ) if (x) € Background. (2) 
where /,„ and fout designate the mixture probabilities of the object and the background, 
respectively. The terms p(U(x)|0j) and p(\J(x)\ipj) designate the probabilities of multivari-
ate Gaussians, and Mobj and Mbck designate the numbers of classes contained in the object 
and the background mixtures. The symbols 7Tj and £j designate the mixing parameters 
for the two mixture models M0bj and Mbck- The unknown parameters of the mixtures 
®obj = {di,Ki,i = 1, ...,Mobj) and Qbck = ((pj,£j,j = l,...,Mbck) are calculated using Max-
imum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) [26], which consists of getting the parameters of the 
two mixtures by maximizing the likelihood functions C0bj = nxeij(o) /m(U(x)|G0(,j) and 
obj 
C-bck ~ II-V-CRC" /out(U(x)|0(,cfe). The problem of estimation thus becomes: 
*-^
Kbck 
eobj = argmaxQobj [Cobj] (3) 
©bcfc = argmaxebck [Cbck] (4) 
Here, we make the assumption that the region feature distribution for the object is stationary 
from frame "to frame. The background distribution, however, may vary if the camera is not 
static. Therefore, the mixture Mbck is recalculated at regular time intervals. Finally, the 
numbers of classes Mobj and Mbck are calculated automatically by minimizing the MDL 
information-theoretic criterion [27]. 
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For each pixel x in the current frame I^n\n > 0, let us model the region features of its 
neighborhood R(x) using a mixture of pdfs / (x) . The size of the pixel neighborhood is 
chosen sufficiently high to have enough data (e.g., 11 x 11, 13 x 13 pixels, ..., see Fig. 2). 
The parameters of the mixture are calculated similarly to eqs. (3) and (4), by maximizing 
the likelihood of the local mixture on the neighborhood data of the pixel. To move the initial 
object contour from its position in j(" -1) to the new object boundaries in I^n\ we minimize 
the following energy functional according to the contour dRobf 
Er(Robj)= ff T>(f(x),fin)dxdy+ ff D(/(x), fout)dxdy (5) 
JjRob] JjRlb. 
where fin and f^t are the distributions of the region features in the object and background 
of frame I^°\ which are defined respectively by eqs. (1) and (2). In the above functional, 
the region energy is expressed using a symmetric KL-distance which is formulated between 
two distributions pi and p2 by: 
D(pi,P2) = j KL(p1\\p2) + KL(p2\\p1)\ (6) 
with KL(pi\\p2) = fzPi(z)log(pi{z)/p2(z))dz and KL(p2\\p1) = fzp2(z)log(p2(z)/pi(z)) dz, 
where the integrals are calculated over the domain of the variable z. We recall also that 
the KL-distance defines the Mutual Information (MI) between two random variables X and 
Y by: I(X,Y) = KL(p(X,Y)\\p(X)p(Y)). The goal of using the energy functional (5) is 
to track the new boundaries of the object in 1^ such that the resulting local statistics 
for each pixel neighborhood R(x) within the object (resp. background) are "close" to the 
global statistics of the object (resp. background). Theoretically, minimizing the above 
energy amounts in some way to minimizing the description length of the image code [27]. 
A minimal code for a pixel neighborhood R(x) will be attained if we assign the pixel x to 
the object when D ( / , / i n ) < D( / , / o u t ) and to the background, otherwise. Formulating the 
region information in this way has several advantages that we can summarize as follows: 
• The region vector combines texture and color features, which allows for better sepa-
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dRab, - y 
FIG. 2: Illustration of the contour region energy formulated by comparing the local and global 
statistics of the object and the background. 
rability between the object and the background when they contain different textures 
but the same color and vice versa. Further, texture features carry information about 
the local structure of the object (resp. the background) which makes the method more 
robust to noise. 
• Formulating the pixel assignment by using a distance between the local and the global 
statistics is advantageous in that it also increases the method's robustness to noise 
and illumination changes. Note that the approaches in [14, 22] can be considered as 
particular cases of our method since they perform the tracking by using a pixel-wise 
intensity matching between successive frames of a sequence. 
B. Formulation of the boundary module 
In practice, there may be a strong correlation between the object boundaries and the 
image edge map. Moreover, the presence of illumination changes may cause slight variations 
in the region information of the object, but the boundary information can still describe the 
object since it depends only on the image derivatives. Therefore, we propose to exploit the 
boundary information of the image, together with the region features, to steer the object 
tracking. To calculate the boundary information of the multi-band image U(x), we use the 
approach proposed in [28] which defines the boundary plausibility as follows. Consider the 
matrix J formed by the derivatives of the components of the vector U(x) according to the 
coordinates x and y, respectively: 
dui/dx ... dud/dx 
dui/dy ... dud/dy ) 
(7) 
The greatest change in U(x) coincides with the largest eigenvalue (in absolute value) of the 
6n b 
2 x 2-matrix J J T = , given by Xmax = ±(6n + b22 + y/(bn - b22)2 + 46?2)» a n d 
\ hi hi J 
the direction of change coincides with the corresponding eigenvector. The magnitude of 
this change will constitute the boundary plausibility of the multi-band image made of the 
components of the vector U(x) at each pixel x. In what follows, we denote the boundary 
plausibility at pixel x by P(x), which is equal to |Amoi|. To align the object contour dR0bj 
with pixels having high boundary plausibility, we propose to minimize the following energy 
functional: 
rC(dRobj) 
Eb(dRobj) = f g(P(s))ds (8) 
JO 
where s and C(dR0bj) represent, respectively, the arc-length parameter and the length of 
the contour dR0bj- The symbol g denotes a strictly decreasing function which is given by 
g(P(s)) = -p-i—. The boundary energy reaches its local minimum when the contour is 
aligned with pixels having a high boundary plausibility P(s). The minimization of (8) also 
allows the contour to be kept smooth during its evolution [29]. 
C. Formulation of the shape module 
In situations where the moving object and some parts of the background share the same 
color and texture properties, the object contour may be distracted by the erroneous inclusion 
of pixels from the background, thereby drifting away from the real object boundaries. Adding 
prior shape information for the object is valuable in this case to prevent distraction of the 
contour. To formulate the shape information, we resort to the formalism of level sets to 
represent the object contour [18]. Let <& : 3?2 —> 3? be a level set distance function, i.e., 
"3>(x) = ±d(x), where d(x) denotes the Euclidian distance between the pixel x and the 
zero level set. The sign of <&(x) is negative if x is inside the zero level set and positive if 
it is outside. The object contour dR0bj is represented by its zero level set, i.e., dR0t,j = 
{x = (x,y)|$(x) = 0}. In what follows, we denote by <&(") the level set representing the 
object contour in the frame 1^. Following the work proposed in [30], suppose $ and $ ' are 
two level set functions. To minimize the distance between $ and <&', the authors propose 
minimizing the following distance: 
&(») - //n(*(x) - «•(,»•*<*(-» + ^ M ) ^ (9) 
where /i($(x)) = /•/• HWu'vVdudv anc* ^ i s *^e Heaviside function (#(<3>(x)) = 1 if x is in 
the interior of the zero level set, and 0 otherwise). The minimization of the above distance 
according to <£ permits us to align the function $ with $'. Note, however, that directly 
using function (9) in its actual form to maintain the similarity of the object contour $>("•) 
with cE>("-1) is not realistic, since the shape of the object may undergo natural changes due 
to object motion or camera operations such as zooming, tilting, etc. Thus, when applying 
the above shape energy to the contour, we should differentiate between object contour 
modifications due to motion of the object or zooming for example, and modifications due to 
distractions by the background. 
To achieve this goal, we compare the level set $(") to a version of $(n_1) transformed 
using Euclidian similarity transformation with the parameters (r, Rg,T), where r represents 
the scaling factor, and Re and T represent its rotation matrix and translation vector. These 
parameters are estimated based on the object contour in frames /(™-2) and I^n~l\ The 
parameter T is approximated using the difference between the centers of gravity in $(™~2) 
and <&("-1\ that we denote respectively by c and d. The scaling factor is estimated using the 
fraction r = \R^J \/\R0bj\, where || denotes the cardinality of a set and |-R0bj| designates 
the average object size in the L frames preceding j(n _ 1). For the rotation matrix R#, we 
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first calculate the principal axis of the objects represented by $(™~2) and (J>(n_1). The first 
principal axis li is determined by the line joining the farthest pair of points in the object 
contour and passing through its center of gravity. The second axis h is defined by the line 
perpendicular to the first axis that passes through the center of gravity; see Fig. 3 for an 
illustration. Finally, the angle of rotation between <J>(™~2) and $(™_1) is approximated by the 
rotation angle of the coordinate system formed by the axes li and h-
(»-2). 
FIG. 3: Illustration of the calculation of the Euclidian transformation parameters for the object 
contour. 
D. Combined energy functional for tracking 
By combining the region, boundary and shape modules in one module, we obtain the 
following energy functional: 
EtotidR^ = aEr(dR$>) + 0Eb(dR<$) + lEtfR™) (10) 
where a, (3 and 7 are weighting parameters that balance the contribution of the different 
energy terms. The minimization of the above energy is performed using Euler-Lagrange 
equations and implemented using level set functions. The motion equation for the object 
contour <J>(") is given by: 
^ ^ = (aH(*W) + ^V r(*W)+7V;($ ( n ))) | |V* ( n ) | | (11) 
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with 
W » > ) = 5 (P(X) )K(X) + V5(P(x)) • ^ | | ^ (12) 
K($ ( n )) = - D ( / ( x ) , fin) + D(/(x), U) (13) 
ys($W) = -*0(/»($(»)) + hW) - 2Jf*$£l))dx, (*S ~ JJn «gfc(*(w))rfx) (14) 
with $ 0 = ($ ( n ) - $') and 5() is the delta function. In eq. (14), we denote by $ ' the 
transformed level set contour $(™_1) obtained using the transformation parameters calculated 
in the last section. The symbol K designates the curvature of the zero level set, which is given 
by K = div (v$(n)/l|V$(r i ) | |), where div is the vector divergence operator. The numerical 
implementation of eq. (11) is performed using the Narrow-Band algorithm [31.]. In this 
algorithm, all the derivatives in eq. (11) are approximated using finite differences. The 
level set function is re-initialized when the zero level (i.e., the object contour) reaches the 
boundary of the band. In our method, we count the period between two re-initializations 
as one iteration and we recalculate the shape weight 7 for each narrow band, as explained 
in the following paragraph. 
As mentioned before, the shape information is added to mitigate distraction of the object 
contour when the moving object and the background share the same region information. 
To allow for the shape module to play this role, we set the parameter 7 that determines 
the contribution of the shape information as follows. Let us define the parameter •& = 
|i?c£j l/l-Robjl that determines the area change of the object in the current frame I^n\ where 
\R0bj\ is the average size of the object in the last L frames (I{-n^L~l\...,I{-n~1^)- We should 
set a high value for 7 if we have the following situation: (iJ < r or r < iJ), where r is the 
scaling factor estimated in the last section. This is achieved by using the following lenient 
function for setting the parameter 7: 
7( t f )=a( l - (CTV27)- 1exp(-( t f - r ) 2 /2CT 2 ) ) . (15) 
where a controls the sensitivity of 7 to the deviation of the object size, defined by •&, from 
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the tolerated value r. The parameter a controls the contribution of the shape module to eq. 
(11). In Fig. 4, we show the graph of the function 7(1?), setting a = 1, r = 1.5 and a = 0.45. 
Using the function (4) to set the contribution of the shape information in the tracking has 
FIG. 4: Graph of the function 7(1?) with a = 1, r = 1.5 and a = 0.45. 
the objective of maintaining the consistency of the object shape between the last L frames 
and the current frame by penalizing abrupt size changes for the object. 
A remark should be made, however, for the shape constraint in scenarios of movements 
where a rapid shape change occurs (e.g., rapid hand gestures). In fact, the predicted shape 
$ ' with which the current contour is compared (see eq. (9)) may not perfectly reflect the real 
shape of the object in I^n\ Nevertheless, as long as the shape module weight 7 remains low, 
if the change in the area of the object is not large (see eq. (15)), the region and boundary 
modules will make a stronger contribution to drive the object contour, allowing the contour 
to be fitted to the real object boundaries. 
III. EXTENSION TO MULTIPLE-OBJECTS TRACKING 
Here, we assume that the image sequence contains N different moving objects 
Robjl,...,RobjN lying on the background Rbck. The number of objects is given initially by 
the user or can be detected using any background subtraction algorithm, if the camera is 
stable. Following the formulation of single-object tracking, we define a similar energy func-
tional (10) for each object. It remains true, however, that the objects may contact, or even 
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occlude, each other. 
To detect the occurrence of an occlusion, we use the properties of the level set functions 
representing the contours of the objects. The distance function $j[™' of the object R0bjk is 
negative for pixels inside the object and positive for pixels outside. An occlusion occurs 
between an object R^jk and R^jh if some pixels have negative distance values for both of 
the functions $^ and $£ ,'k ^ h. Let N0 be the number of these pixels, which could 
be considered also as the number of occluded pixels of one of the objects. We set the 
constant a in the function (15) for the objects R"2jk and R^jh to a = a0 + N0/\R^jk\ and 
a — a0 + No/\Rrfjh\, where ao is the initial value of the constant a, which we set to 0.3. If 
an occlusion occurs, the weight 7 of the shape module will be pushed to increase according 
to the function (15), which increases the contribution of the shape information in order to 
conserve the shape of the objects momentarily until the end of the occlusion. 
IL 
lit 
FIG. 5: Illustration of the advantage of using shape information in coping with occlusions. The 
first and second rows represent, respectively, the tracking of two objects with and without the use 
of shape information. From left to right in each row, frames 0, 5, 8, 12, 16 and 21 are shown. 
To illustrate how this works, Figs. 5 and 6 show two tracking examples in which two kinds 
of occlusion occur. In Fig. 5, the sequence contains 25 frames and there are two moving 
objects: the ellipse and the rectangle. The rectangle moves from the right to the left side 
of the image and passes behind the ellipse. The first row of the figure shows the tracking 
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results obtained for a sample of frames using our method with the shape information. We 
set a = 0.35 in function (15) and L to 4 frames. The occluded object has kept its shape 
and was not lost after the occlusion. The tracking results shown in the second row of the 
figure have been obtained for the same frames in the top row, but by suppressing the shape 
information in the eq. (11); i.e., we set 7 = 0. The object has been lost after the occlusion 
because of the contour shrinkage. 
The video sequence in Fig. 6 contains 25 frames and the moving object (the rectangle) 
has been totally occluded by the background. Here, the constant a remains unchanged from 
its initial value a0 = 0.3 since the occlusion is not caused by another moving object. Notice 
that although the real object has disappeared its contour remained for a few frames during 
the occlusion because of the shape constraint, and finally disappeared. This permits an 
understanding of the role of the shape module that constrains the object contour to change 
smoothly in shape from frame to frame. That is, if a total occlusion occurs and lasts only 
for a short time, there is a possibility of recovering the occluded object. 
FIG. 6: Illustration of tracking with a total occlusion of the moving object by the background. 
From left to right, frames 0, 4, 8, 13, 18 and 22 are shown. 
IV. EXPERIMENTS 
In all the experiments that we have conducted, in order to reduce the image histogram 
dimension and simplify the calculation of texture information, each band of the color space 
was quantized to 32 bins: {0, ..,31}. We set the size of the neighborhood R(x) to 13 x 13 
pixels. The same neighborhood size was adopted for the calculation of the texture features 
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of each pixel, as shown in section II A. To quantitatively evaluate the performance of the 
proposed method, we used two different criteria. The first criterion measures the accuracy 
of the spatial location of the tracked objects. Suppose n^ is an object location that results 
from the tracking in frame I^n\ and G^j is the ground-truth obtained by hand segmenting 
the object in the same frame. The object location error is given by: 
\G0bj\ + \Robj 
i \ - 0 0 ] --OOJJ - \~~ooj "ooj/\ fia\ 
where " —" denotes the set difference operator. The error ei G [0,1] measures the union of the 
two contours minus their intersection, all divided by the sum of their areas. In other words, 
this error tells us the percentage of misclassified pixels. The second criterion, introduced in 
[32], measures the discrepancy between an object reference histogram Hrej (i.e., in frame 
/(°)) and the histogram of the same object H^ obtained after tracking in frame I^n\ The 
histogram discrepancy is given by: 
£2 = 
ZclnHM(c)-r2Href(c)r . . 
\ Nmn) + NHref { ' 
where r\ and r2 are scaling parameters used to normalize the data when the total number of 
elements in the two histograms is different. They are given by r± = JNH\%, r2 = £-, where 
NH = J2cH^nKc) a n d NHref = Y.cHref(c) (the summation here is made over the color 
bins c). The range of the error e2 is [0,1], where e2 = 0 corresponds to identical histograms. 
Note that when we evaluate the tracking performance in a sequence, the errors €\ and e2 are 
averaged for each frame over the number of tracked objects. 
In the first experiment, we illustrate the importance of the boundary information for our 
object tracking method. Fig. 7 shows an example where we run our tracking algorithm 
with and without using the boundary information (setting a to 0.3 and 0, respectively, in 
eq. (11)). We keep the combination of the region and the shape information. The sequence 
contains 123 frames. The mixture models of the object and the background are made, 
respectively, of three and four components. As an illustration, we show the tracking result 
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in frames 47 and 48: the left image of each row shows the initialization from frame 47, the 
middle and right images, respectively, show the tracking result in frame 48 without and 
with the boundary information. Notice the leak in the object contour in Fig. 7b, where the 
tracking result was obtained without using the boundary information. The object contour 
has erroneously assigned some pixels to the background because the object color in this area 
is similar to that of the background. Having the boundary information allowed us to correct 
the contour position by aligning it with the real object boundaries. Notice also the presence 
of a coarse texture in the background of the images. However, since the region information 
combines color and texture features, the algorithm has succeeded in tracking the feet of the 
walking girl. Finally, we hand segmented the sequence; Fig. 7d shows the graph of the 
object location error ej. Using the boundary information did in fact reduce the error in the 
object location. We should note, however, that setting very high values for a would make 
the tracking very sensitive to spurious edges. After several tests, the values a = 0.3 and 
P = 0.3 gave the best performance and a good compromise between boundary and region 
information. These values are adopted in the rest of the experiments. 
To show the robustness of the proposed method to noise, an example is presented in 
Fig. 8 where a Gaussian noise with zero mean and standard deviation an = 3 was added 
to the sequence shown in Fig. 7. We ran the tracking on the noisy sequence with the 
combination of region, boundary and shape information. We performed the tracking on 
the same sequence using the method proposed in [22], in which the object is tracked by 
matching the object histogram from frame to frame using the level set method. Fig. 9 
shows the graph of errors ei and 62 for the two methods, calculated for the sequence with 
added noise with an = 3 and an — 5, respectively. Compared to histogram matching, we 
note that for both the errors ei and £2, our method permits a more accurate spatial location 
and preservation of the region properties of the object (see the graphs in Fig. 9). Note also 
that, in the graph of ei when an = 5, the error reached the extreme value of 1 for histogram 
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(a) (b) (c) 
— By using boundary information 
" Wilhout using boundary information 
Frame number 
(d) 
FIG. 7: Example showing the importance of boundary information for tracking: (a) represents the 
contour initialization from the previous frame, (b) and (c) show tracking results without and with 
the boundary information. The graph in (d) represents the error e\ for the sequence. 
matching from frame 110, which is reflected in the tracking by the loss of the object. The 
robustness shown by our method can be explained partly by its use of pixel classification 
based on local statistics, which is less sensitive to noise than pixel-wise classification. On 
the other hand, using the prior shape added a constraint to the contour which prevented it 
from having large distractions. 
Fig. 10 shows another example of tracking performed using our method and the method 
proposed in [22]. The video sequence is composed of 260 frames, where the moving object 
(the skater) and the background are modeled using mixtures of two and four components, 
respectively. Here, since the background changes rapidly, we recalculated the mixture of the 
background every five frames. We set the parameters a = 0.35 and ao = 0.3 in function (15), 
L to 4 frames and a = /3 = 0.3 in eq. (11). In the shown frames, 28 and 118, notice a contact 
between the object and a part of the background which has similar region properties to the 
object. Using the method in [22], the contour erroneously included background pixels inside 
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FIG. 8: An example showing robustness of the tracking to noise. In row (a), we show four original 
frames of a sequence (40, 46, 52 and 63, from left to right). In row (b), we show the tracking 
result obtained using the method in [22]. In row (c), we show the tracking result obtained using 
our method. 
the object and we had to re-initialize the object contour twice to continue the tracking. The 
distraction was successfully overcome using our method, where the contour has captured 
the true boundaries of the object thanks to the shape module. The same experiment was 
performed with the "fish" sequence shown in Fig. 11, keeping the same parameters for the 
algorithm. The sequence contains 50 frames and there are two moving objects (the two 
fish), each modeled using a mixture of one component. The background is modeled using a 
mixture of four components. The two objects were successfully tracked using our method, 
whereas a severe distraction occurred with the method in [22]. Fig. 12 shows the graphs of 
the errors ei and 62 for the two sequences. Note how the distraction of the contour for [22] 
increased both errors ei and €2 for the two examples, while for our method they remained 
free of abrupt increases. Note also that in general for both methods the errors increase 
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FIG. 9: Graphs of the errors e\ and e2 for the noisy sequence in Fig. 8: (a) and (b) show the 
graphs of e\ for an = 3 and an — 5; (c) and (d) show the graphs of e% for an = 3 and an = 5, 
respectively. 
slightly with the frame number, which could be explained by the initialization of the object 
contour in the current frame using the most recent tracking result, which has the effect of 
accumulating the errors. 
In Fig. 13, we show a tracking example on an IR video sequence containing 650 frames. 
The sequence is downloaded from the OTCBVS Benchmark Dataset Collection. In the 
sequence, two objects (pedestrians) composed of one class each are tracked on a background 
composed of three classes. An occlusion between the two objects occurs between frames 400 
and 415 of the sequence. We ran the tracking algorithm with the same parameters as in the 
previous examples. The tracking of the two objects was successful for all the frames of the 
sequence. Below each image we show the value of the parameter 7, that we denote by 71 for 
the object that moves from left to right and 72 for the second object. Finally, Fig. 14 shows 
an example of tracking of two objects where we used a combination of region and boundary 
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*~ By using OUT method. 
" By using the method in |22] 
(b) 
— By using our method 
" By using the mat hod in [22] 
10D 120 
10G 120 
(a) (b). 
FIG. 10: First example showing the role of the shape module in mitigating distraction of the object 
contour by the background. The tracking is performed using: (a) the method proposed in [22] and 
(b) our method. We show in (a) and (b), from left to right and top to bottom, the tracking results 
in frames 19, 22, 28, 112, 115 and 118. 
features in the color and IR images of two sequences. The sequences were also downloaded 
from the OTCBVS Benchmark Dataset Collection and contain 1500 frames each. The 
mixtures of the two moving objects are made of two components each, while the mixture of 
the background has five components. Note that performing the tracking using only the color 
sequence is very challenging since the background has similar color features to some parts 
of the objects. Adding the IR information enhanced the discrimination power of the region 
features between the moving objects (pedestrians) and the background. We considered the 
IR image as one band and calculated the texture features using the co-occurrence matrix. 
We concatenated in one vector the color and texture features extracted from the color and 
IR images. In the sequence, an occlusion has occurred between the two tracked objects from 
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(b) 
FIG. 11: Second example showing the role of the shape module in mitigating distraction of the 
object contour by the background. The tracking is performed using: (a) the method proposed in 
[22] and (b) our method. We show in (a) and (b), from left to right and top to bottom, the tracking 
results in frames 2, 7, 11, 15, 20, 25, 30 and 35. 
frame 53 to frame 71. As shown in the figure, the objects were successfully tracked using 
the proposed method. We also show the value of the parameter 7, denoted by 7X for the 
object moving from left to right and by 72 for the object moving from right to left. 
Finally, Table I gives the different parameters involved in the proposed method, with 
their ranges and recommended values for tracking. A column has been included in the table 
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- 8y using our method 
" 8y using this method in [221 
50 100 150 200 250 
- By using our method 
• By using the method in |22[ 
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Frame number 
(a) (b) 
ly using our method 
ly using the method in [22j 
Re-initialize Re-initialize 
~ By using our method 
- By using the method in [22] 
0 5 1D 15 20 25 30 35 4D 45 50 
Frame number 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 
Frame number 
(c) (d) 
FIG. 12: (a) and (b) show the graphs of the errors ei and €2 for the sequence in Figs. 10c and d 
show the same graphs for the sequence in Fig. 11. 
Parameters 
a, P, a0 
N 
|R(x) | ' 
L 
a 
Video resolution 
Range 
[0,1] 
Z+,^0 
9 x 9, ..., 19 x 19 
Z+,^0 
»+, ^ 0 
any 
Recommended 
value 
0.3, 0.3, 0.3 
{1,..., 10} 
13 x 13 
4 to 8 
0.35 
-
Influence on 
computation time 
yes 
yes 
yes (off-line) 
no 
no 
yes 
TABLE I: Table giving the different parameters involved in the method, their ranges and the 
recommended values. 
to indicate whether or not each parameter has an influence on the computation time of the 
algorithm. 
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7i « 0.05, 72 « 0.05 71 « 0.05, 72 « 0.05 71 « 0.05, 72 « 0.05 7J « 0.05, 72 « 0.05 
71 « 0.70, 72 « 0.65 71 « 0.08, 72 « 0.07 71 « 0.05, 72 « 0.05 71 w 0.05, 72 « 0.05 
FIG. 13: Example of multiple object tracking on an IR video sequence using the proposed method. 
The images represent the tracking results iii frames (from left to right and top to bottom) 381, 
389, 391, 399, 402, 418, 425 and 427. 
A. Limitations of the proposed method 
In the preceding examples, we demonstrated the success of the proposed tracking for 
several sequences with noise, cluttered backgrounds and inter-object occlusions. The success 
of the method also results from the satisfaction of our initial assumptions related to the 
constancy of the object's photometric properties (conservation of the object color) and the 
swift, short-lived character of the occlusions. In the absence of these assumptions, the 
tracking may fail, as illustrated in Figs. 15 and 16. In Fig. 15, we show the result of 
an experiment where the tracking sequence contains 53 frames of size 166 x 288 and there 
is a single moving object modeled by a mixture of two components, while the background 
mixture has five components. To show the robustness of our method to illumination changes, 
we changed the brightness of each frame from column 178 to 288 using a Gamma correction; 
that is, we first normalized each color band in the interval [0,1] using a linear dynamic 
change, then we raised the resulting values to different powers u, where 0 < v < 1. Note 
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7i « 0.25, 72 « 00.20 71 « 0.15, 72 « 0.10 
71 w 0.05, 72 « 0.05 71 « 0:05, 72 « 0,05 
FIG. 14: Example of multiple object tracking combining color and IR image features. We show 
the tracking results in frames 44, 52, 59, 67, 75 and 77 (from left to right and top to bottom) of the 
color and IR sequences, respectively. Frames with the same number in the color and IR sequence 
are placed side by side. 
tha t the smaller the value of u, the brighter the resultant image. Finally, we performed 
another linear dynamic change to restore the initial color range {0,1,...,31}. We observe in 
Fig. 15 that the tracking is quite robust for higher values of v. However, accuracy begins 
to drop when the change of the brightness is severe (see Fig. 15d). One solution that we 
propose to address this problem is to use adaptive mixture models to represent objects with 
varying photometric properties. The model in [6] could be adapted, for example, to evolve 
the object contours adaptively to data, and boundary and shape information could be added 
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to the model to cope with background distractions and occlusions. 
Fig. 16 shows two examples of tracking for the the same sequence, synthetically creating 
two occlusions with different width for the moving object. The first occlusion occurred 
between frames 24 and 29 and the object was recovered after the occlusion thanks to the 
shape module. The second occlusion occurred between frames 24 and 37 and the object 
was lost. This example shows one of the main limitations of the proposed method when 
the occlusion is not short-lived. One solution that could be advocated for this problem is 
to combine detection and tracking and automatically re-initialize the contour of the object 
after the occlusion to recover the tracking. 
The last limitation of our method is common to most of active-contour approaches. When 
performing the tracking in a current frame, a part of the tracked object must initially be 
contained within the contour; otherwise, the contour may disappear and the object be lost 
forever. This condition is not always satisfied, e.g. when the movement of the object is 
very fast. To augment the probability of good contour initialization, we can directly use the 
level set function $ ' which gives the best prediction of the current location of the object. 
Fig. 17 shows the tracking result for the ball in the "tennis" video sequence, using the 
previous tracking result contour or the predicted one as initialization. The ball (modeled 
by a mixture of one component) was successfully tracked using the prediction (see row (a)); 
whereas the object contour disappeared when only the previous tracking result was used as 
initialization (see row(b)). We should note, however, that using the contour <£' guarantees 
that the initial contour contains a part of the object only if the latter moves with a relatively 
constant speed. If the object accelerates suddenly between two frames, the object position 
may not be efficiently predicted by using the previous motion speed. 
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(a) (b) (c) (d) 
FIG. 15: Illustration of tracking under illumination change: columns (a) to (d) show the tracking 
result when the Gamma correction parameter v is set to 0.67, 0.40, 0.20 and 0.10, respectively. In 
each column, from top to bottom, we show frames 33, 36, 39, 42 and 48. 
V . S U M M A R Y A N D DISCUSSION 
This paper presents an effective method for combining region, boundary and shape infor-
mation to yield a robust tracking under severe conditions like cluttered backgrounds, noisy 
images and object occlusions. While the region and boundary are extracted statistically 
in the images, the shape information is calculated adaptively to the dynamic of each mov-
ing object. The experimental results demonstrated good tracking performance despite the 
presence of occlusions and the possibility of contour distractions. However, there are still 
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(b) 
FIG. 16: Examples of tracking with two synthetic occlusions: (a) shows an example of tracking 
success with a small synthetic occlusion, (b) shows an example of tracking failure when the occlusion 
is larger. The frames shown in (a) and (b), from left to right and from top to bottom, are 16, 22, 
25, 28, 30 and 38. 
issues and challenges that have to be overcome in the future in order to make the method 
applicable to real-time tracking. 
For the tracking examples presented, the average running time is 2 frames per second 
with an Intel Pentium4 2.5 GHZ processor and 512 MB RAM. Of course, this time does 
not include the computation of the mixture models and the texture and boundary features, 
which are calculated off-line. For the calculation of the mixture models, for example, we 
used the EM algorithm [27], where the time to convergence depends on the number of 
mixture components, the dimensionality of the data and the likelihood function [26, 27]. 
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(a) 
^''rSGil* • ?—•**< ($ 
(b) 
FIG. 17: Example of tracking using as initialization: (a) the contour from the last tracking result, 
(b) the predicted contour. 
Note also that the computation time increases with the resolution of the video, since more 
iterations are required for the level set functions to converge to the object boundaries. In 
future work, we can improve the computation time of the method in two ways. First, using 
multi-resolution analysis, we can speed up the evolution of the object contours and process 
high-resolution videos in less time. Further, using fast numerical schemes for resolving the 
level set in eq. (11) (see [7, 33] and the references given there) can significantly enhance 
the speed of the algorithm. Finally, multiple-object tracking can be implemented in parallel 
programming with a special processing step to handle object occlusions. 
Note also that for all the examples shown in the paper, segmentation of the objects is 
performed manually in the first frame (frame 0). This segmentation could be performed 
automatically, by combining detection and tracking, for example. However, that would 
require that the camera be sufficiently stable for the initial frames of the sequence. Another 
way to perform automatic initialization is to use motion calculation and segmentation in 
order to separate different moving objects, then fit a mixture model for their distribution of 
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color and texture. However, different parts of the same object may move differently, causing 
object over-segmentation. Combining detection and motion would seem to be promising 
way to perform automatic initialization: for instance, one can estimate the motion of the 
camera and use a motion-compensated detection (e.g., inter-frame difference) for segmenting 
the initial objects. 
Finally, features derived from texture Gabor filters, edge orientation or motion could be 
used in addition to the set of features used in this paper in order to enhance the represen-
tation of the objects. In our experiments, for example, we showed an example in Fig. 14 
for tracking by fusing region and boundary information from color and IR image sequences. 
We believe that more work is needed in the future to fuse more cues from the two sensors 
(e.g., wavelets, edge orientation), and apply the method for tracking specific objects such as 
faces, pedestrians and traffic vehicles. 
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VII. APPENDIX 
In what follows, we give the formulas used for calculating the correlogram features. Con-
sider a correlogram matrix calculated using a displacement v and orientation (f>. The En-
ergy (EN), Entropy(ET), Inverse-Difference-Moment(IDM) and CorrelationfC) of the matrix 
are calculated as follows: 
EN{vA) = E(^ fe ; C j ) ) 2 (18) 
Ci,Cj 
ET(v, <f>) = £ - C ^ f o ; cs)log(Cv^(ci; c,-)) (19) 
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IDM(V,4,) = £
 {l_ici_c.rf*l.°>;<K) (20) 
^.^-E^-^T^^fec,) |Sx||Sy| (21) 
where we have 
Ex(t,, </») = £(<* - M X ) T ( Q - Mx) £ Cv'*(ci; cj) 
Ci Cj 
E„(t;, 0 = E ( 9 - My)T(Cj - My) Y, C ^ ( Q ; Cj) 
and |SX | (resp. |S y | ) denotes the determinant of the matrix Sx (resp. Sy ). It is important 
to understand the meaning of each of the above texture features. First, EN describes the 
uniformity of a texture. In a homogeneous image, there are very few dominant color-tone 
transitions. Hence, the correlogram of such image will have fewer entries of large magnitude 
and, therefore, a high energy value. The second feature, ET, measures the randomness of 
the elements of the correlogram. A homogeneous texture will have a low entropy and vice 
versa. The I DM has a high relatively value when the high values of the correlogram are 
near the diagonal (because ||CJ — Cj\\2 is smaller in this part of the matrix). It follows that 
I DM is high when there are small regions in the texture with the same color, which could 
be taken as a measure of the coarseness of the texture. Finally, C measures the correlation 
between the different elements of the correlogram. When C is high the texture is more 
complex than when C is low. 
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Abstract 
In this paper, we propose a novel object tracking algorithm for video sequences, 
based on active contours. The tracking is based on matching the object appearance 
model between successive frames of the sequence using active contours. We formu-
late the tracking as a minimization of an objective function incorporating region, 
boundary and shape information. Further, in order to handle variation in object 
appearance due to self-shadowing, changing illumination conditions and camera ge-
ometry, we propose an adaptive mixture model for the object representation. The 
implementation of the method is based on the level set method. We validate our 
approach on tracking examples using real video sequences, with comparison to two 
recent state-of-the-art methods. 
Key words: Tracking, mixture of pdfs, color, texture, boundary, shape, level sets. 
1 Introduct ion 
Object detection and tracking has a wide range of applications in computer vi-
sion and image analysis, such as video surveillance and monitoring [17,18,27-
30], video object retrieval [24] and robotics [32]. Recently, the use of fore-
ground (object) distribution matching has been investigated for tracking. This 
approach characterizes a photometric variable of the object (e.g., color, in-
tensity, etc) by a model of probability distribution (reference object model) 
[6,34,35,37]. The object is then tracked in each frame of the video by trying 
to find the region in the frame whose interior generates a sample distribution 
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over the relevant variable (target object model) which has the best match 
with the reference model distribution. This approach has the advantage that 
no motion model need to be fitted for the tracked objects. However, the major 
limitation of this approach is that the appearance of the object(s) may vary 
over time (due to changes in illumination and viewing geometry), and the ba-
sic assumption of the approach -similarity between the reference and object 
target appearance- will no longer be valid. 
One way to enhance the robustness of tracking to illumination changes is to 
use color constancy methods [15]. However, these methods can be applied only 
in highly constrained environments. To obtain a segmentation of the moving 
objects in a video sequence, the authors in [5,9,27] propose to dynamically 
model the background of the sequence, using adaptive mixture models. How-
ever, the model assumes the video is acquired by a static camera and that the 
background is stationary over time. Thus, this approach will not work under 
pronounced illumination changes and shadows, for example. Recently, the au-
thors in [21] proposed a stochastic approach to model the color of the tracked 
object(s) over time. In this approach, the model's statistical parameters are 
estimated online to accommodate changes in the appearance of the object (s), 
due to changes in viewing conditions (e.g., illumination, camera geometry and 
camera parameters). In this approach, however, the object is constrained to 
be a square box, which does not allow for accurate tracking of the bound-
aries of deformable objects. Besides, only color information is used as a cue 
object representation, which may cause the failure of tracking in the presence 
of texture and/or cluttered backgrounds. 
In the present paper, we propose an approach for object tracking that combines 
the capabilities of accurately tracking the boundaries of deformable objects 
and accommodating changing in the appearance of the objects. The tracking is 
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formulated by minimizing an energy functional which combines region, bound-
ary and shape information. Using a reference object modeled by a mixture of 
Gaussian distributions, the approach aims at achieving similarity between the 
color/texture distribution of the reference and target objects, while seeking 
for the best fit of the statistical model parameters to the object data. The 
implementation of the method is based on the level set method [22], which al-
lows tracking of objects with changing topology and stable numerical schemes. 
We give several examples showing the effectiveness of the proposed method 
in tracking objects under changing viewing conditions and against cluttered 
backgrounds. 
The structure of this paper is as follows: In Section 2, some work related to 
the proposed method is presented. In Section 3, we present the details of the 
proposed tracking model. In Section 4, we show a validation of the proposed 
approach on examples of object tracking in real video sequences. We end the 
paper with a conclusion and some perspectives for future work. 
2 Related work 
In recent years, there has been substantial research in the area of visual track-
ing [35]. The approach using foreground distribution matching for tracking 
has received particular attention, since it permits for efficient, real-time track-
ing without making important assumptions about the motion of the objects. 
Among the methods proposed in the past, the authors in [10,25,33] use mean-
shift analysis to track the distribution of a target object. The method shows 
good performance in crowded scenes and cluttered backgrounds. However, the 
object shape is constrained to be an ellipse, which restricts the applicability of 
the approach when dealing with deformable objects. Also, the performance of 
the approach drastically decreases under variations in the appearance of the 
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objects. 
To track non-rigid objects, several older methods use active contours. Early 
tracking methods use edge information [16]. However, edge information alone 
is not reliable to track textured objects, or against cluttered backgrounds. In 
order to separate the moving objects from the background, the authors in 
[23,26,31,36] propose, different methods for partitioning the difference image 
between two successive frames of a sequence. However, the approach assumes 
the video contains a static background, which restricts the applicability of 
these methods. In [4,6,34,37], the tracking is performed by matching the dis-
tribution of a reference object (in the first frame of the sequence) and the 
target object. These methods allow the tracking of non-rigid objects moving 
against non-static backgrounds. However, the object histogram may undergo 
variations due to noise, illumination changes and self-shadowing, which may 
decrease the efficiency of distribution matching. 
3 Formulation of the tracking model 
3.1 Object mixture modeling 
Let Q C Z + x Z + be the domain of the image and R0bj be the area of the 
object to be tracked through an image sequence, constituted of the frames 
Ie where 0 < £ < oo. Let M(@e) and M(@e+1) be the two mixture models 
that characterize the object in two consecutive frames Ie and Ie+1, where 0^ 
and @e+1 designate the mixture parameters in those frames, respectively. In 
the first frame of the video, 1° , we suppose the mixture model is calculated 
by manually designating the area of the object and then estimating the pa-
rameters using the maximum likelihood method [14,19]. The object data V 
can be real-valued, such as image intensity, or vector-valued, such as color or 
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texture features. In our case, we use a feature vector U(x) = (iti(x),..., Ud(x)) 
that combines color and texture characteristics, where x represents the pixel 
coordinates (x, y). The probability distribution of the feature vector U(x) in 
the object (i.e., the reference model) is given by 
p(U(x)|0) = f;7rfcp(U(x)|(9fc) (1) 
fe=i 
where K is the number of components in the mixture, which is calculated 
automatically using the AIC criterion [2,3]. © represents the set of mixture 
parameters, which include the mixing parameters TT = (TTI, ..., 7TK) and the pa-
rameters of the mixture densities (d\,..., 8K)- The likelihood function £(D, 0 ) 
is given as follows: 
£ ( P , 0 ) = J ] KU(x) |0) (2) 
The mixture parameters are obtained by minimizing the minus log-likelihood 
function E(&) = —log(£(X>, 0 ) ) according to the parameters 0 : 
0 = a r g m i n J - £ log ($> fcp(U(x)|0 fc)) l (3) 
{ X€Robj \fe=l / J 
Let us denote the area of the object in the consecutive frames Ie and Ie+1 by 
R^j and i?^ 1 , respectively. We formulate our tracking model by minimizing 
the distance between the log-likelihoods E(@e) and E(@e+1) of the object 
in the frames Ie and It+1. Given 7, a planar curve that represents the object 
contour in the frame Ie+1, the tracking model seeks for the optimal curve 7 and 
mixture parameters ®e+1, which maximize the likelihood of the object data 
according to the parameters 0^+ 1 on the one hand, and minimize the distance 
between the object mixture likelihoods in the frames Ie and Ie+1 on the other 
hand. To match the object mixture likelihoods, we propose minimizing the 
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following functional: 
J(7, 0 ' + 1 ) = {£(7, 0£ + 1) - £(©*)} (4) 
Note that, without the contour 7, the functional J is similar to the EM al-
gorithm, which iteratively resolves the maximum likelihood estimation of the 
mixture parameters, where convergence of the algorithm is sought by minimiz-
ing the distance between E(®e+1) and E(Qe) [7,12]. Note, also, that functional 
(4) can be rewritten in a continuous form as follows: 
R
obj 
(5) 
By multiplying the numerator and denominator of the integrand of functional 
(5) by p(#£|U(x)), and using the property of Jensen's inequality for a concave 
function [7] (see Appendix), we obtain the following inequality: 
K ^ + 1 4+V(u(x)|^+1) p(*j|u(x)) 
p(u(x)|e<) P(#|U(X)), 
< - f i^u(x))ioS f ^ m ^ n \ 6 ) 
< ^K^iu(x))iog ^ <mxM) p 
Q(X,©«+i) 
where p(0f|U(x)) = -^K
 e\ I kl t.- Furthermore, using Eqs. (4) and (6) we 
obtain the following equation: 
£(7, ©£+1) < E{@e) + J J Q(x, em)«bc (7) 
y-obj 
Q(7,e<+i) 
where the term Q(x, 0^+1) is given in Eq. (6). As we seek to match the like-
lihoods of the object in the frames Ie and Ie+1, minimizing the functional (4) 
according to the new mixture parameters ©£+1 and the contour 7 will decrease 
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the value of the energy £(7, @e+1) that is lower-bounded by E(@e) and upper-
bounded by E(@e) + Q(7, @ m ) . Thereby, minimizing functional (4) amounts 
to minimizing the term Q(^,@e+1). Given this, and adding the constraint 
that the mixing parameters nek+1 should satisfy the condition J2k=i nek+1 = 1, 
the matching of the log-likelihoods can be obtained by using the following 
minimization: 
(?, 0*+1) = axgmin(J?iem){jr(7, © m ) } (8) 
where Jr(j, @e+1) is given by 
J r ( 7 , 0 ^ ) = / | [ - f : K ^ | U ( x ) ) l o g ( 7 r ^ ( U ( x ) | ^ ) ) 
R •e+i _ 
+ £)p(«flU(x))log (7r^(U(x)|^)) 1 dx + A ( f ^ - 1) (9) 
fc=i fe=i 
Q2(1) Q3(A,7r'<+l) 
where A is a Lagrange multiplier that has the role of adding a constraint to the 
model to obtain a sum of the mixing parameters irk equal to one. Note that the 
term Jr was rewritten in Eq. (9) as a sum of three terms: Q\, which depends 
on the contour and the mixture parameters (7, ®e+1); Q2, which depends only 
on the object contour 7; and Q3, which depends on the mixing parameters of 
the mixture model. Writing Jr in this way simplifies the interpretation of the 
different terms composing functional (8), which is given as follows: 
(1) Minimizing the first term, Qi, according to the new mixture parameters, 
®e+1, leads to the best fit of the parameters to the data inside the contour 
7. Having the mixture probability multiplied by the posterior probability 
of the old mixture parameters is a regularization constraint that prevents 
the new mixture parameters from deviating considerably from the old 
ones. On the other hand, minimizing Qi according to 7 drives the contour 
7 
to capture data maximizing the likelihood of the new mixture parameters. 
(2) The term Q2 does not contribute when minimizing Jr according to the 
new mixture parameters, since it does not depend on them. However, 
minimizing this term according to 7 aims to maximize the likelihood of 
the object data according to the old mixture parameters, which encour-
ages proximity between object appearances in successive frames. Finally, 
the term Q3 depends only on the mixing parameters and its only role is 
to maintain the sum of the mixing parameters at 1. 
3.2 Combining region, boundary and shape information " 
As the tracking is achieved by means of competition between the object and 
the background, conflicts may arise when,the object is in contact with parts 
of the background having the same appearance as the object. In this case, 
basing the tracking on the region information alone can result in contour 
being distracted and deviating from the true object boundaries. 
To enhance the robustness of the tracking model against such distractions, 
we add boundary and shape information about the tracked object to our 
tracking model. Indeed, there generally a strong correlation between the object 
boundaries and the image edge map. We take advantage of this to constrain 
the alignment of the object contour with strong image edges. On the other 
hand, the object shape does not generally change abruptly between successive 
frames of the sequence. Thus, adding a shape constraint that prevents large 
changes in the object shape can enhance the robustness of tracking against 
distraction. In our model, boundary and shape modules are formulated as 
described below. 
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3.2.1 Formulation of the boundary module 
To keep the contour smooth and ensure good alignment with the object bound-
aries, we add a regularization term to functional (9), which contains the bound-
ary information. To detect the edges in the multi-valued image U(x), we use 
the approach proposed in [6,13]. This approach estimates the edge plausibility 
at location x = (x, y) of the image by calculating the strongest first-order 
directional derivative of the image. Let us denote the edge plausibility at x by 
P(x). The boundary energy is added to the model using an additional term 
in functional (9), in a similar fashion to [8]. This term is given by 
MD= j V{?{s))ds (10) 
o 
where s denotes the arc-length parameter and Ltf) is the length of the curve. 
Finally, tp designates a strictly decreasing function of the boundary plausibility 
P(s), which is given by tp(P(s)) =
 1+p(a\- Minimizing (10) aligns the contour 
7 with high discontinuities of color and texture in the image while keeping it 
smooth during its evolution. 
3.2.2 Formulation of the shape module 
To add shape information to the object tracking, we resort to the level set 
formalism where the object contour 7 is given an implicit representation. Given 
a distance function $ : R x 1 -> 1 , where 7 = {x/$(x) = 0}, we can use the 
fact that $(x) < 0 if x is inside contour 7 and $(x) > 0 if x is outside the 
contour. To maintain the consistency of the object shape between successive 
frames during the tracking, we add an energy term to functional (9) based 
on the level set representation of the object contour. This energy term is 
inspired by the work described in [11]. To align a level set <3? with another, <£', 
the authors of that paper propose minimizing the following energy functional 
9 
according to $: 
where /i($(x)) = ^ g^ jx^x ) # is the heaviside function and fi designates 
the domain of the image. Note, however, that we cannot directly apply the 
above energy to our tracking model since the shape of the object may undergo 
changes due intrinsic motion of the object. Thus, in incorporating the shape 
information we should discriminate between object shape variations due to 
intrinsic object motion and those due to potential contour distractions. 
To take the object motion into account, we compare the current object contour 
to the latest tracking result &e modified by using a Euclidian transformation 
approximating the object motion. Let (r, <j>, T) be the parameters of this trans-
formation, where r is the scaling change, <f> is the rotation angle and T is the 
vector of translation. We estimate these parameters by referring to the L lat-
est tracking results (i.e., in the last L frames). For the scale parameter r, let 
us suppose that \R0bj\ is the mean size of the object for the last L tracking 
results. Then we estimate r by r = |i^6j|/|jRobj|- The parameter T is obtained 
by measuring the displacement of the object's center of gravity between frames 
Ie_1 and Ie. We denote these centers of gravity by c and c', respectively, (see 
Fig. 1). Finally, the orientation angle <j> is approximated by the rotation of the 
principal axes of the object shape between frames Ie_1 and Ie. Note that the 
first axis (Ai) is defined by the line passing through the farthest two points 
on the object contour and the object's center of gravity. The second axis\A2) 
is denned by the line perpendicular to the first axis and passing through the 
center of gravity. See the example in Fig. 1 for an illustration. 
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Fig. 1. Shape transformation between successive frames of the sequence. 
3.3 Adaptive tracking using curve evolution 
By putting together the energy terms Jr, J& and Js defined by functional (8), 
(10) and (11), respectively, we obtain the following combined functional: 
4*(7, 0 ' + 1 ) = <*Jbfi, <de+1) + PJr(j, @e+1) + vJstf, Qi+1) (12) 
where the parameters a, (3 and v determine the contributions of the boundary, 
region and shape information, respectively. Tracking of the object is achieved 
by minimizing the functional (12) according to the contour 7 and the new 
mixture parameters ©*+1. To resolve this minimization, we suppose the object 
data distribution model follows a mixture of multivariate Gaussian distribu-
tions, since the object can be constituted of several classes of color and texture. 
The number of components in the mixture is determined automatically using 
the AIC criterion [2]. 
To minimize functional (12), we minimize separately the functional according 
to the contour 7 and the mixture parameters ©*+1. Using Euler-Lagrange 
equations and the gradient descent method, the minimization according to 7 
leads to the following motion equation for the contour: 
d 7 ( x , i ) _ / U>
 + M+V*U\ ( 1 3 ) 
dt \ dy d'y d'y 
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After introducing the level set formalism to represent the contour 7 [22] (see 
Section 3.2.2), Eq. (13) takes the following form: 
d$(x, t) 
dt •a (p($)n + V(p(§) • V$ |V*|| 
+ P 
+ v 
^ /zrflTT, U, K + 1 P ( U ( X ) | ( ^ + 1 ) |V*| 
$o(M*) + /i(*')) -
<J (* ) (*§- Jn^M*) r fx 
2jJuH($)dx 
(14) 
where <I>o(x) = 3>(x) — <3>'(x) and <&' designate the level set <&^  transformed by 
the parameters (r,cf),T) estimated in Section 3.2.2. In Eq. (14), 6() designates 
the Dirac function and K the curvature of the zero level set, which is given by 
K = div (ji^fjiJ, where div stands for the divergence operator. 
To minimize functional (12) according to the mixture parameters, assuming 
a mixture of multivariate Gaussian distributions for the representation of the 
object data involves updating three parameters for each component k (k = 
1,...,K) of the mixture: the mixing parameter 7r£+1, the mean vector ^ + 1 and 
the covariance matrix Ef*"1. The minimization of the functional (12) according 
to these parameters leads to the following updating equations: 
Jk t lp(0£|U(x))dx 
obj 
H+1 = 
Jkff Kfl£|U(*)) [(UW - 4+1)(U(x) - /4+T] rfx 
J r f t l p(^ |U(x) )dx 
obj 
~M-1 _ obj 
Jk t .p(^|U(x))c*x 
JJRM dx 
obj 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
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3.4 The tracking algorithm 
The final tracking algorithm can be summarized as follows. The energy func-
tional (12) is minimized separately on the object contour 7, using Eq. (14), 
and the new mixture parameters, using Eqs. (15) to (17). For the implemen-
tation of the level set propagation, we use the narrow-band method proposed 
in [1]. In this method, the level set is re-initialized periodically to maintain 
the distance function. In our tracking algorithm, we take advantage of this 
step to update the mixture parameters. The complete algorithm is given in 
the following script: 
Algorithm: 
Initialize the object in the first frame 1°. 
For each new frame Ie+1 (0 < £ < 00): 
While (the level set has not converged) do { 
Estimate the parameters [r,<f>,T). 
Propagate the level set function of the object, $, using Eq. (14). 
Update the new mixture parameters using Eqs. (15) to (17). 
} End while. 
Note that convergence of the object contour is detected when the level set 
function reaches stability in its evolution. Convergence is detected when this 
criterion is satisfied: 
Max W x , t ) =o) ( | * (x , i + 1) - $ ( x , t ) | ) < £ (18) 
where £ is a threshold. The above criterion means that contour convergence 
is reached when the maximum change in the zero level set between two suc-
cessive iterations t and t + 1, using Eq. (14), is below the threshold f. On the 
other hand, convergence of statistical parameter updating in the loop of the 
algorithm is detected when the difference between the parameters resulting 
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from two successive iterations t and t + 1, using Eqs. (15) to (17), does not 
exceed a certain threshold e, i.e., ||©^+1 — 0^+1 | | < e, or the updating reaches 
a maximum number of iterations. 
4 Experiments and discussion 
In our experiments, the vector U(x) combines color and texture features. For 
color, we used the RGB color space to represent the object. For texture, we 
used features calculated from the correlogram of the pixel neighborhood [3,6]. 
We recall that an element of the correlogram matrix Cv'w{ci\ Cj) gives the prob-
ability that, given a pixel Xj of color Q, a pixel x2 at distance v and orientation 
u from Xi is of color Cj. We calculate the correlogram for 4 orientations (v,0), 
(v, ~), (v, | J and (v,^-j. We derive from each correlogram three typical 
features, namely: Inverse-Difference-Moment(IDM), Energy(EN) and Corre-
lation^). For our setting v = 2, we end up with 9 dimensions for the feature 
vector U(x). Finally, we experimentally set the weighting parameters a and j3 
to 0.34 for the level set curve evolution in Eq.(14). In the same equation, the 
parameter v is adaptively calculated based on the object contour evolution, 
as explained in the following paragraph. 
Let l-Rob/l b e the size of the object being tracked in a current frame, and 
\RQbj\ be the average size of the same object tracked in the last L frames. The 
parameter v is then calculated using the following formula: 
z, = 0 . 3 4 ^ (19) 
This formula allows us to set the contribution of the shape information in a 
way that prevents abrupt object size changes, relative to the last L tracking 
results. The shape contribution increases when the size of the object signifi-
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cantly increases. This adds, among other things, robustness against contour 
distraction due to cluttered backgrounds. In all the examples shown for track-
ing, we set L experimentally to 4 frames. Furthermore, we experimentally set 
the algorithm thresholds £ and e to 0.05 and 0.05, respectively. Finally, to mea-
sure the tracking accuracy of the proposed method, we define the following 
error measure: 
£t = \(GobJ ~ Riobj) U (Rjbj - Gjb3)\ 
\Ge0bj\ + \Ribj\ 
where "—" stands for the set difference operator and | • | designates the cardi-
nality of a set. Geobj designates the ground truth in the frame Ie, which is the 
segmentation of the object performed manually on the same frame. Basically, 
the error £ gives the percentage of misclassified pixels in the tracking. To com-
pare our method with the state of the art, we implemented two recent methods 
which use mixture models to represent the object region feature distribution, 
and active contours for their implementation. The first of these, proposed in 
[6], uses comparison of local and global object statistics for tracking. The sec-
ond method, proposed in [34], uses region competition between the object and 
the background for tracking. In both of these methods, the mixture models are 
calculated once for the entire tracking (in the first frame of the sequence) and 
no adaptation is made to the mixture parameters to account for variations in 
the color of the object(s). 
To show the effectiveness of the proposed method, Figs. 2 and 3 show two 
examples of tracking in a video where the objects underwent illumination 
changes. In the first example, the video sequence contains 130 frames and the 
tracked object is the skin of the face. The lighting decreases progressively from 
frame 100 to the last frame. In the second example, we artificially changed 
the illumination in the same part of all the sequence frames using a Gamma 
correction (see reference [6] for technical details). Fig. 4 shows four graphs 
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representing, for each example, the RGB color content of the tracked objects, 
in the first frame and all the frames of the sequences. For the first example, 
the color becomes darker over the video sequence, because of the dimming 
of the light, while the color becomes brighter in the second example. We run 
the tracking using the methods proposed in [6,34] and the adaptive tracking 
model proposed in this paper. 
Fig. 5 shows two graphs for each example representing, respectively, the minus 
log-likelihood of the object data (calculated using Eq. (3)) and the error £e, 
in all frames of the sequence, for the three compared methods. Note that the 
likelihood is calculated in [6] and [34] with respect to the mixture parameters 
estimated in the first, frame of the sequence, whereas in the method presented 
here, it is calculated with respect to the adaptive mixture parameters esti-
mated in each frame. It will be observed that, for the methods in [6] and [34], 
the minus log-likelihood starts to decrease for both examples approximately 
when the change of illumination begins. For the adaptive mixture model, the 
minus log-likelihood remains almost unchanged, which demonstrates how the 
adaptive mixture parameters fit the data. 
With regard to the error £e, the method proposed in [34] lost a huge part of 
the objects in the first and second examples at the point where the illumina-
tion change starts (in frame 100 for the first example and 33 for the second 
example). As the change of illumination accentuates, a greater part of the 
objects is lost by the tracking (see, for instance, frame 125 in the first example 
and frame 42 in the second example). Using [6], the tracking is more accurate 
than for [34] in almost all frames of the two examples. This performance can be 
attributed mainly to the use of a combination of region, boundary and shape 
information in [6], which allows for a better localization of the objects. Yet, 
even with this combination, the object is almost lost when the object becomes 
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darker (in the first example) or brighter (in the second example). Indeed, due 
to the variation in the appearance of the objects, the initial mixture model 
becomes less and less representative of the region feature distribution of the 
objects, which pushes the contour to concede a great number of the object 
pixels to the background. By using the proposed adaptive mixture, the ob-
ject in both examples is more accurately located than by the other methods, 
despite the illumination change. 
Fig. 2. First example of object tracking with an illumination change. The first, 
second and third rows show, respectively, the tracking results in frames 1, 75, 115 
and 125 using the method in [34], the method in [6] and the present method. 
Finally, to show the advantage of using boundary and shape information in our 
tracking method, Fig. 6 presents an example of object tracking on a cluttered 
background. The video sequence contains 169 frames and the tracking object is 
the left vehicle, which contains some parts similar in color to the background. 
Notice that, using the method in [34], the contour was diverted from the true 
object boundary in some frames of the sequence (see frame 33, for example). 
The object contour had to be re-initialized manually in order to resume the 
tracking. Using the method in [6] and the one presented in this paper, the 
object contour was less severely distracted thanks to the use of a combination 
of region, boundary and shape information for tracking. 
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Fig. 3. Second example of object tracking with an illumination change. Column (a) 
shows, from top to bottom, original sequence frames 33, 36, 39, 42 and 48. Columns 
(b) to (d) show the tracking results in the same frames with added illumination, 
using the method in [34], the method in [6] and the present method, respectively. 
5 Summary and discussion 
In this paper, we have proposed a novel tracking method based on matching 
mixture models of the objects between successive frames of a video sequence. 
The tracking is performed by combining region, boundary and shape informa-
tion for accurate object localization. The method shows promising results, in 
comparison to recent tracking methods, in that it allows for accurate track-
ing of deformable objects against cluttered backgrounds and under changes in 
viewing conditions. 
In the experiments, we demonstrated the success of the proposed method using 
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First example 
Second example 
Fig. 4. Representation of the color variation of the objects in the first and second 
tracking examples (in Figs. 2 and 3). For each example, the first and second graphs 
show, respectively, the object color in the first frame and all the frames of the 
sequence. 
examples of sequences containing illumination changes. However, the present 
method remains unable to perform real-time tracking, due to the computation 
time required to evolve the contours and update the mixture parameters. 
Practically, the processing capacity of our method is two frames per second 
using a Pentium4 2.5 GHZ processor and 512 MB RAM. Further investigation 
to optimize the computation of the method is required to make the method 
practical in real-time' scenarios. The problem can be handled, for example, by 
using a multi-resolution and fast numerical contour evolution algorithms for 
tracking. 
Another investigation required in future research concerns the statistical mod-
eling of the objects. In this paper, we assumed a constant number of classes 
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Fig. 5. Quantitative performance evaluation of our method. For each example, the 
first and second graphs show, respectively, the -log-likelihood of the object data and 
the error S, for all frames of the sequence. 
in the mixture models representing the objects. An approach allowing more 
flexible statistical models (i.e., with dynamic number of classes) can improve 
the fitting of the statistical models to the object(s) data if existing classes 
disappear from (or new classes appear in) the tracked object(s), due to object 
motion, occlusions,...etc. 
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Appendix: 
Jensen's inequality states that for a concave function f(x) and a given a set 
of numbers A^ > 0 such that £ f e Xk = 1, we have [20]: 
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/ ( £ A ^ J >£Afc/(xfe) (21) 
Given that the function log(x) is concave, we apply Jensen's inequality to 
functional (5) by considering the following equalities: f(x) = log(x) and A^ = 
p(0£|U(x)). We then directly obtain the inequality of Eq. (6). 
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Abstract 
In this paper, we propose a new finite mixture model based on the formalism of the general 
Gaussian distribution (GGD). Because it has the flexibility to adapt to the shape of the data 
better than the Gaussian, the GGD is less prone to over-fitting the number of mixture classes 
when dealing with noisy data. In the first part of this paper, we propose a derivation of the 
maximum likelihood estimation for the parameters of the new mixture model and elaborate an 
information-theoretic approach for the selection of the number of classes. In the second part, we 
validate the proposed model by comparing it to the Gaussian mixture in applications related to 
image and video foreground segmentation. 
Keywords: General Gaussian distribution (GGD), mixture of GGDs, minimum message length 
(MML), image and video foreground segmentation. 
1 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Finite Gaussian mixture models are widely used in various fields of computer vision 
and image processing [6, 7, 16, 19, 27]. This model-based approach to clustering makes it 
possible to validate a given model order in a formal way [17]. However, it is well known 
that the Gaussian density has some drawbacks, such as the rigidity of its shape, which 
prevents it from yielding a good approximation to data with outliers [20]. For this reason, 
many researchers, especially in the signal processing community, have started to use the 
general Gaussian density (GGD) for its flexibility to model data with different shapes. The 
GGD has been used recently in speech modeling [14], wavelet-based texture retrieval [8] 
and video coding [22]. Other applications based on the GGD have also been proposed for 
signal de-convolution [18] and DCT image coding [13]. Recently, the authors in [2] used the 
GGD to estimate reliable location parameters and regression coefficients in data containing 
noise or outliers. However, most of these research efforts have focused on using the GGD 
to model unimodal data; i.e., the data are modeled using a single GGD. In applications 
involving data with many clusters, such as segmentation, a multi-component probabilistic 
model using mixture modeling is required. 
The focus of the present paper is the utilization of the GGD for robust mixture modeling 
in the context of noisy image and video foreground segmentation. A mixture model using 
the formalism of the general Gaussian distribution is proposed, and we denote it by MoGG 
(by analogy to the notation commonly used in the literature for a mixture of Gaussian 
distributions: MoG). Because it has the flexibility to fit the shape of data better than a 
MoG, the new model is capable of yielding a robust mixture representation for noisy data. 
By robustness, we mean the ability of the model to represent the shape of data accurately, 
with less sensitivity to over-fitting the number of classes in the presence of noise or outliers. 
In this regard, we show that the MoGG offers a better performance than the MoG, a finding 
we have validated on applications involving image and video foreground segmentation. 
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This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present the maximum likelihood 
estimation of the parameters of the MoGG. Section III describes the method for model 
selection using the MML criterion. In section IV, we test the performance of the new model 
on examples of segmentation. We end the paper with conclusions and some perspectives. 
II. MIXTURE OF GENERAL GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTIONS (MOGG) 
The general Gaussian distribution for a variable X g R is defined as follows: 
A^/pa / l v ,AN 
p(X|/x,(7,A) = 2 ; r ^ ) ) e x p f - ^ ( A ) X-fi (1) 
where A(X) = £*f^ 2 , T(-) denotes the gamma function, and fj, and a are the distribution 
mean and standard deviation parameters. The parameter A > 1 controls the tails of the pdf 
and determines whether it is peaked or flat: the larger the value of A, the flatter the pdf; 
and the smaller A is, the more peaked the pdf (see Fig. 1). This gives the pdf a flexibility to 
fit the shape of heavy-tailed data [2]. Note that the Laplacian and Gaussian distributions 
are particular cases of the GGD where A — 1 and 2, respectively. With a mixture of M 
GGDs, the probability of random variable X is given by: 
M 
P(x\e) = '£p(x\vLj,(Tj)\j)pj-- (2) 
where 0 < Pj < 1 and Y^jLiPj ~ •"•• The Parameters of the mixture with M classes are 
© = (£1,6,63,60, where & = (/xi, ...,HM), 6 = (c"i, -,VM), 6 = (Ai,...,AM) and £4 = 
(PI,-—,PM) is t n e vector constituted by the mixing parameters. Two important problems 
commonly arise in finite mixture modeling: the estimation of the set of parameters 9 and 
the determination of the number of classes M. When the number of classes is known, 
statistical inferential methods about the parameters can be used, primarily via maximum 
likelihood estimation. For the selection of the number of classes, many approaches have been 
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suggested, such as the minimum message length (MML) [3], Akaike information criterion 
AIC [1], the minimum description length (MDL) [21] and the Laplace empirical criterion 
(LEC) [17]. Several papers have also demonstrated the performance of Bayesian methods 
in the selection of the Gaussian mixture model; for example, [12, 17]. 
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FIG. 1: Different representations of a one-dimensional general Gaussian distribution according to 
the parameter A: \x and a are set to 0 and 1, respectively; (a) A = 1, (b) A = 2 and (c) A = 4. 
A. Maximum likelihood estimation of the MoGG parameters 
Let us consider a set of data X = {X\,X<i,..,,XN}. For the moment, we suppose the 
number of mixture components, M, is known. The maximum likelihood method consists of 
getting the mixture parameters that maximize the log-likelihood function given by: 
[log[ [ Jp^ie) (3) 
with the constraint Ylj=iPj = 1- To take into account this constraint, we use a Lagrange 
multiplier and maximize the following function: 
M 
(4) $(.*,8, A) = log[p(X\Q)) + A(l - Y,Pi) 
where A is the Lagrange multiplier. The estimation of the parameters G is then reduced to 
solving the following two equations: 
d$(X,Q,A) 
d${X,G,A) 
8A 
= 0 
= 0 
(5) 
(6) 
Straightforward manipulations yield the iterative equations: 
* = ^X>0TO W 
^M^)E^iPU\Xi)\Xi-^ll/Xi (9) 
l£iP(;TO 
where p(j\Xi) is the posterior probability of the class j , given the observation Xi. It follows 
that Xi is taken from the class I itp(l\Xi) = argmaXj(p(j\Xi)), which is the Bayes rule, and 
we have: 
Am) - * * ^ , do) 
E;=iPW)P( 
For the parameter \j, we use the Newton-Raphson method, which is based on developing 
the function dlog^^e^ in a power series with respect to the parameter \j. We obtain the 
following updating equation: 
. (dHog{p(X\Q))Yl dlog{p{X\Q)) 
Xi~X*-{ ~d\) J d\j [ ' 
The calculation of the terms a 'og(ffe)) and ^ g * l 9 » is given in Appendix II. 
B. MoGG for multi-dimensional data 
A multi-dimensional generalization of function (1) is not trivial. In the past, multivariate 
elliptically-symmetric distributions, such as Kotz-type [11] or multivariate power exponential 
distributions [15], have been proposed, where the Mahalanobis distance in the exponent is 
raised to a power of a real number. However, such a generalization assumes the same 
shape parameter A for all the dimensions of the data, which is very restrictive if different 
dimensions of the data have different shapes (for illustration, see Fig. 2). Research in the 
past has shown the performance of non-linear regression models, for example, where the 
input variables have different powers, in achieving a good approximation to data [5]. In 
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our case, we seek a multi-dimensional GGD that contains a different shape parameter for 
each dimension. In practice, however, this objective is intractable if the data are correlated. 
To preserve the shape property, we suppose the dimensions are independent, which is a 
common and reasonable choice for high-dimensional data [12]. Given a d-dimensional data 
vector X = (Xi,..., Xd), the probability of the vector X with a GGD is given by: 
— *ky p r r r -v / I r . ... lAfc /r(3/Afc) 
***»•*-n 2 ^ 7 ^ ( T ^ > Xk — ^ k (12) 0"fc 
where fi = (fxi, ...,//<*) and a = (oi, ...,(7d). The parameter A^  > 1 controls the tails of the 
pdf and determines whether it is peaked or flat in the kth dimension. Let us consider a set of 
data X = {Xi,X2,... ,XN}- The parameters to estimate are now 6 = (£1,62, £3, £4), where 
6 = (Pi,--,AM), £2 = (<7I,--,<?M), 6 = (Ai,...,AM) and ^ 4 = (j)U...,pM). Using maximum 
likelihood estimation, we obtain the following parameters for the mixture: 
N 
N 
1  
& = TJUPWXJ (13) 
=1 
U=Mo\Xi)\xik-i,jk\^-2xx ik 
l i i P O - l * ) ! * * - - ^ - 2 
Oik 
^N , . , , - ? M „ ,\.. n 1 A J * 
^kA(Xjk) Ei=iPU\xi)\xik - Vjk\Xik (15) 
ZlMUXi) 
with j = 1,...,N', j — 1,...,M and k = l,...,d. The parameters Xjk are estimated in the 
same fashion as in the one-dimensional case, using the Newton-Raphson method. 
III. MOGG MODEL SELECTION USING THE MML CRITERION 
For the mixture model selection, we use the MML criterion, which is a Bayesian criterion 
that has shown good performance for the Gaussian mixture model [3, 12]. Using the MML, 
the optimal number of classes of the mixture is obtained by minimizing the following function 
[3,25]: 
MessLength(M) ~ -log{p{QM)) - log(p(X\GM)) + \IO9\F{QM)\ - \log(12) + -± (16) 
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(a) (b) (c) (d) 
FIG. 2: Different representations of a two-dimensional general Gaussian distribution with respect 
to the parameter A: fi and a are set to (23,24) and (7,7), respectively; (a) A = (1.1,1.1), (b) 
A = (2,2), (c) A = (1.1,2.8) and (d) A = (2.8,2.8). 
where Np is the number of the parameters in the mixture model and QM is the set of pa-
rameters when the mixture contains M components. In what follows, we drop this notation 
by assuming the calculations are performed for a given M. In function (16), p(0) is the 
prior probability, p(X\@) is the likelihood given in eq. (3), and |F(6) | is the determinant of 
the Fisher information matrix of minus the log-likelihood of the mixture. The estimation of 
the number of classes is carried out by finding the minimum with regard to 0 of the message 
length MessLength. In the following, we give the derivation of the terms p(0) and |F(0)|. 
A. Derivation of the prior distribution p(9) 
We specify a prior p(Q) which expresses the lack of knowledge about the mixture param-
eters. It is reasonable to assume that the parameters of different components in the mixture 
are independent, since having knowledge about a parameter in the class i doesn't provide 
any knowledge about the parameters of a class j . Furthermore, we can assume the parame-
ters £i, £21 £3 a n d £4 a r e mutually independent, which yields the following prior distribution 
over the parameters: 
P ( 6 ) = P ( 6 ) P ( £ 2 ) P ( & ) P ( & ) (17) 
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We now define the four densities p(£i), £(£2). pfa) and p(£4-). We know that the vector £4 
is defined on the simplex defined by {(p1, ...,pM) • YljLi1 Pj < ! } • Thus, a natural prior for 
£4 is the Dirichlet distribution: 
where 17 = (771, •••,r]M) is the parameter vector of the Dirichlet distribution. The choice of 
r)i — 1,...,T}M — 1 gives a uniform prior over the space where pi + ... + pM = 1. This prior 
is formulated by: 
p(&) = ( M - l ) ! (19) 
Note that this uniform prior is defined over the (M — l)-dimensional region of hyper-volume 
1/(M — 1)!. It represents the inverse of the hyper-volume such that the prior integrates to 
1. For the parameter £2, we have: 
M 
P&) = E[P(^) (2°) 
j=i 
where we have assumed the different components of the vector <Tj are independent. Further, 
in the absence of other knowledge about the <Jik, k — l,...,d, we use the principle of 
ignorance by taking a uniform prior. Suppose that a — (<Ti,..., ad) and jl = (fii,..., /x )^ 
are the standard deviation and mean vectors of the entire population (the whole of dataset 
X). Then for each Cjk, we choose the following uniform prior: 
P(*jk) = -J- (21) 
where 0 < ajk < ak, k = 1 , . . . , d. It follows that 
d , 
- p&)=n- (22) 
i l l °k 
By substituting eq. (22) into eq. (20), weobtain: 
M d ., d 
^)=nn^=n^ ^ 
j = l k = 1 ^ ; = i ^ 
Likewise, we take a uniform prior for each fj,jk. Each fijk is chosen to be uniform in the 
region within one standard deviation of the population mean; i.e., fik- Vk< fijk < Mfc + °"fc-
Thus, the prior is given by the following equation: 
M d d
 1 
^)=nn^)=n?^w m 
j=i fe=i *;=i ^ k j 
For the last parameter £3, we adopt for each Xjk a uniform distribution U[0,h], where the 
value of h is chosen sufficiently large. We obtain the following prior: 
M d
 1 
p(6)=nn^)=^ (25) 
j=\ fc=i 
Finally, by substituting eqs. (19), (23), (24) and (25) into eq. (17), we obtain: 
B. Derivation of the determinant of the Fisher information matrix |F(0)| 
The Hessian matrix of a mixture leads to a complicated analytical form of MML, which 
cannot be easily reproduced. Therefore, we approximate it by the complete Fisher informa-
tion matrix [12], which yields the following expression for the determinant |F(G)|: 
M 
\n9)\*\nt*)\nmMn*jW&)\ w) 
j=i 
where |F (^ ) | is the determinant of the Fisher information matrix with regard to the mixing 
parameters, and \F(j2j)\, |F(CTJ)| and |F(Aj)| are the determinants of the Fisher information 
matrices with respect to the vectors flj, Oj and Aj of component j of the mixture. In what 
follows, we compute each of these terms separately. 
For |F(£4)|, it should be noted that the mixing parameters satisfy the constraint 
Y^M=iVj — 1- Consequently, it is possible to consider the generalized Bernoulli process 
with a series of trials, each of which has M possible outcomes labeled first cluster, second 
cluster, ..., Mth cluster. The number of trials of the j t h cluster is, therefore, a multinomial 
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distribution of parameters p1, p2,..., pM, which gives the following determinant of the Fisher 
information matrix: 
| F & ) | = N 
M-l 
nM 7 = 1 P j 
(28) 
where N is the number of data vectors. For |F(fi)|, |F(£2)| and |F(£3)|, let us consider the 
j t h class -Xj = (Xi,... ,Xl+n._x) of the mixture; X3 here denotes the data in class j after 
classifying all the data X using the maximum a posteriori probability defined by eq. (10). 
The choice of the j t h class allows us to simplify the notation without loss of generality. The 
Hessian matrices when we consider the vectors jlj, ad- and Aj- are given by 
d2 F(Pj)k!k2 = •(log(p(Xj\e))) 
F&)*i*2 = ^ 9L (logipiXjlG)) 
(29) 
(30) 
d\jk19Xjk2 ^ ' 
where ki,k% G { 1 , . . . ,d}. After computing the derivatives in equations (29), (30) and (31) 
(see Appendix I), we obtain: 
Ajfe(l — Ajfe M d w)i = nn 
i=x k=i 
M d 
w,)\ - nn 
3=1 fc=l 
M d 
IF(A,)I = n n -
3 = 1 fc=l 
4" -A(Xjk) 
n-i • . . , , s Ajfc(Ajfe + 1) 
l+rij— 1 
i = l 
f+n5—1 
-V/fc-2 
- f + (^A )^-
' j * 
X'fc+2 
^ 
E i* :fc — fJ'jk \ A j /c 
1 = 1 
dHogipiXjie)) 
d2X jk 
(32) 
(33) 
(34) 
The model selection and parameter estimation of the MoGG are summarized in the 
algorithm given below. Given a number of components, the mixture parameters are 
estimated iteratively using the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm [17]. Note 
that convergence of the EM is detected when the distance between the parameters 
resulting from two successive iterations £ and £ + 1 is smaller than a pre-defined threshold 
e; i.e., | |0^+1^ - 0 ^ | | < e. Note also that the initialization of the mixing parameters 
and the mean and standard deviation vectors is performed using the K-Means algorithm [10] 
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Algorithm 1 
For each candidate value of M do: 
• Initialization. 
• Repeat until convergence: 
E-step: Compute the posterior probabilities p(j\Xi). 
M-step: V j = 1, . . . , M, Vfc = 1, . . . , d: 
Update ( \jk,Pj, Hjk, crjk) using eqs.(l l) , (13), 
• Calculate the associated MML criterion 
Select the optimal model M* such that M* 
using eq. (16). 
(14) and (15). 
= argmiriM MessLength(M). 
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION 
A. Application to image segmentation 
Image segmentation is one of the most important problems in computer vision and image 
processing. In the past, mixture models have been used for segmentation, where the aim 
is to build a partition of the image in which each region's data distribution is modeled 
using a component of the mixture [6, 19, 26]. The Gaussian distribution has been used in 
these methods because of its simplicity and practicality. The fact remains, however, that 
with noisy data, the image histogram may be heavy-tailed and the mixture model lose its 
accuracy by over-fitting the actual number of regions in the image. To reduce the problem 
of over-fitting, we propose applying the new mixture model for segmentation. 
To illustrate the problem of mixture over-fitting caused by noise, Figs. 3 and 4 show an 
example of mixture modeling for the intensity distribution of a synthetic image. Figs. 3a 
and 3b show, respectively, the original and noisy images. Here, the noisy image is obtained 
by adding to the original image a Gaussian noise with distribution JV(0, an); we set <rn — 3. 
Fig. 3c shows the histograms of these images, where the original image histogram contains 
four different modes that correspond to the four regions of the image. Notice the effect of 
noise on the histogram, adding tails to the histogram modes and increasing their overlap. 
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FIG. 3: Example with a synthetic image showing the problem of mixture over-fitting: (a) and (b) 
show, respectively, the original image and the noisy version of it; (c) shows the histograms of the 
original and noisy images. 
Fig. 4 shows the values of the MML obtained using a MoG and MoGG to model the intensity 
distribution of the noisy, image. Adding noise resulted in the MoG creating a fifth class to 
better fit the histogram. The MoG model and the pdfs associated with its components are 
shown in Figs. 4c and 4d. In contrast, the MoGG preserved the four classes. Figs. 4e and 
4f show the MoGG model and the pdfs associated with its different components. Notice, for 
example, the right side of the histograms, where an over-fitting occurred for the MoG (see 
Figs. 4c and 4d). The fourth GGD of the MoGG is heavy-tailed, allowing it to fit the data 
in this part of the histogram without adding a new mixture component (see Figs. 4e and 
4f). 
Finally, Fig. 5 shows a real-world image segmentation example (the test image, of size 
180 x 240, was downloaded from a public face database on the internet). From the color 
image in Fig. 5a, we created the noisy image in Fig. 5b by adding a Gaussian noise with 
distribution JV(0, an) to each color band. Similarly to the previous experiment, we set 
an = 3- Figs. 5c and 5d present in 3D graphs of the RGB color values contained in the 
original and noisy images, respectively. Notice in Fig. 5d how adding noise creates overlap 
between the different classes of color contained in the original image. The MML of the 
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MoG gave five components, while it gave only four components for the MoGG (see Fig. 
5e). After segmenting the noisy image using the maximum a posteriori (MAP) criterion 
(i.e., assign a pixel to the class k such that k = argmaXj(p(j\X))), we obtain the results 
shown in Fig. 5f and 5g for the MoG and MoGG models, respectively. Note that for the 
segmentation, we used the optimal number of regions, calculated using the MML, for both 
the MoG and MoGG models. To illustrate the performance of the proposed model, notice 
the over-segmentation of the skin region in the face of the person, obtained using the MoG. 
The same region has clearly been less over-segmented using the MoGG model (see Fig. 5g). 
B. Application to video foreground segmentation 
Recently, adaptive Gaussian mixture models have been used for segmenting video fore-
grounds in sequences acquired using a static camera. The problem consists of segmenting 
the foreground (moving objects) by constructing over time a mixture model for each pixel 
and deciding, in a new input frame, whether the pixel belongs to the foreground or the 
background. The approach showed promising results in [7, 23]. However, major challenges 
remain, such as handling sudden illumination changes, slow moving objects, shadows and 
other phenomena that produce non-stationary backgrounds (outliers), which may cause er-
roneous classification of pixels to the foreground. One part of the problem comes from the 
sensitivity of the Gaussian mixture model in handling false foreground pixels caused by the 
above-mentioned phenomena. In this section, we exploit the properties of the MoGG to 
enhance the robustness of mixture modeling against such phenomena. 
For segmenting the foreground in a video sequence, the authors in [7] propose online 
learning of a Gaussian mixture model for each pixel in the video frames. The components 
that occur frequently in the mixture, i.e., with high prior probability and small variance, 
are used to model the background. To segment the video foreground, the mixture compo-
nents are first ordered by the value of this term: Pj/\\Bj\\, j = 1, ...,M. Then, the first B 
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components are chosen to model the background, such that 
6 
B = argminb(y]pj > T) (35) 
3=1 
where T is a threshold and || • || designates the norm of a vector. 
In what follows, we propose to build an online estimation of the parameters of the MoGG 
model. We suppose the frames of the video are acquired online and numbered 1^, 0 < £ < 
oo, according to the order of their arrival. Following the approach presented in [4, 24, 28], 
an iterative scheme is built for the online estimation of the MoGG parameters for each pixel 
(x, y). We denote by M^(x, y) the mixture model associated with the pixel (x, y) at time I. 
Given the parameters of the mixture model M^(x, y), and a new value for the pixel X^e+r) 
(from a new input frame 7^+1^), the parameters of the mixture are updated as follows: 
J><<+1> = vf + ft (f>Oj*«+") - pf) (36) 
er = ef+0l.PiJlx^>)9^sMipm (37) 
where Pe represents any sequence of positive numbers which decreases to zero. The 
derivatives in eq. (37), with respect to the different parameters of the mixture distributions, 
j2j, &j and A.,-, are given in Appendices I and II. For the selection of the number of classes 
in the mixture model, we use the MML. The algorithm for foreground segmentation works 
as follows. Given an input frame of the sequence, for each pixel, check whether its new 
value matches one of the components of its MoGG mixture. A match to a component 
occurs when the value of the pixel X falls within 2 standard deviations of the mean of the 
component. If no match occurs, we create a new component for the mixture with the mean 
equal to the new value of the pixel. We calculate the MML for the new mixture model: if 
(MessLength(M) > MessLength(M + 1) then M <— M + 1; otherwise, we update the old 
mixture parameters using eqs. (36) and (37). If 3pj < 0, we discard the component j of the 
mixture and set M <— M — 1. The algorithm for foreground segmentation is summed up in 
the following script: 
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Algorithm 2 
Mixture initialization for each pixel x=(x,y): 
• Set M = 1, pi = 1. 
• VA; — 1 , . . . , d: set a\k = 0.2, flu. = X^ and Ai^ = 
For a new frame l(i+1\ I > 0: 
• For each new value X(e+1)
 0 f a pixel (x,y): 
2. 
Verify whether there is a match for the new pixel val 
Update the pixel mixture parameters using eqs. 
• Extract the foreground object according to eq. (35) 
(36) 
ue X(e+1l 
and (37). 
To compare the performance of the MoGG and MoG models, we tested both of them 
using two examples of foreground segmentation. In the first example, the video sequence 
contains shadows casted by the moving objects, whereas in the second example it contains 
a sudden illumination change. The first video is taken in an indoor scene (a subway station) 
and contains 966 frames. The first row in Fig. 6 shows the first frame of the first video. 
In the second row, we show the 2D histogram of the RG colors for three typical pixels, 
characteristic of the following events: 1) no event (background), 2) light shadow, 3) deep 
shadow and 4) moving object (foreground). In the third and fourth rows, we show the result 
of foreground segmentation for frames 120 and 210 of the sequence, with T = 0.3. We can 
see that the MoGG model shows moore resilience than the MoG model against segmenting 
the shadows of the moving objects to the foreground. The second video is also taken in an 
indoor scene (an office) and contains 500 frames. It begins with the person entering the office, 
sitting down, and switching on the light on the desk for 2 seconds (corresponding to 5 frames 
of the video sequence). The first row in Fig. 7 shows the first frame of the second video. The 
second row shows the different profiles for a pixel RG histogram characteristic, respectively, 
of the following events: 1) no event (background), 2) sudden illumination change and 3) 
moving object (foreground). In the last row, we show the result of foreground segmentation 
on frame 306, which belongs to the set of frames where the sudden illumination change 
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occurred; here also, we set T = 0.3. Again, the MoGG model showed less sensitivity to 
illumination change than the MoG model: the major part of the lighted area has been 
segmented correctly to the background for the MoGG model, whereas the MoG assigned it 
to the foreground. 
We should note, finally, that other experiments have also been conducted to evaluate 
the performance of the proposed model. The comparison to the MoG model showed that, 
globally, the MoGG model performs better than the MoG for preserving the optimal number 
of mixture components when the data contains a small proportion of noise or outliers. 
However, when the proportion of noise becomes sufficiently great to create distinct classes, 
the MoGG behaves almost the same as the MoG model. Another issue for the MoGG model 
concerns the computation time. It takes about one to two seconds to estimate the parameters 
of the MoGG than those of the MoG. Nevertheless, for a small cost in computation time, the 
MoGG model provides a better precision than the MoG model, which motivates its use for 
segmentation and, more generally, for any classification problem involving mixture analysis. 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we proposed a new mixture model based on the formalism of the general 
Gaussian distribution. We derived the maximum likelihood estimation and the MML cri-
terion for the selection of the model parameters. Our experiments showed that the new 
model outperforms the MoG model, as it has more tolerance to noise and less sensitivity 
to mixture over-fitting. Tests performed on noisy image and video foreground segmenta-
tion demonstrated the performance of the model. In future work, other applications of the 
proposed model will be investigated for problems involving robust mixture modeling. 
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VI. APPENDICES 
I. Calculation of the derivatives for F(0): 
Note, first, that we can rewrite the likelihood functions in eqs. (29), (30) and (31) as 
follows: 
nj d 
ptXjlflj) oc JJJJerp^Ajfe) 
i=l k=l 
nj d 
J*-ik Afjfc A,-, •jk 
P(Xj\°i) « nE[—exp(A(X jk) 
°jk 
Xik — Hjk 
7 T i uik 
"•j d X 
<Tjk 
/r(3/A j t) 
-I-TTT ^ V r ( V V ) / 
ttii r^) 
) . 
jk . 
Xik — Hjk 
a jk 
Ajfc 
(38) 
(39) 
(40) 
where rij is the number of da ta vectors in the j class of the mixture. For the calculation 
of \F(j2j)\, the following derivatives are required: 
dlogipiXjlQ)) Xj l+rij-l 
dp,_ •jk 
= —0^ ^ sign(Xik - (j,jk)\Xik - Hjk\ A j / c - l 
Ujk i=l 
where sign(x) is equal to 1, if x > 0, and — 1, otherwise. We have also: 
\jk~ 2 
d2iijk 
dHogjp^Q)) 
d/J-jk! dfj,jk2 
'jk i=i 
= 0 
(41) 
(42) 
(43) 
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Using eqs. (41), (42) and (43), we get eq. (32). We perform the same calculations for 
|F(<7j)|, and we get the following equations: 
dlog{p(Xj\e)) _ l+-X' ( 1 ^ XjkA(Xjk) 
da. E 
d2log (p(Xj\Q)) n. 
°* °jl 
X-ik ~ f-jk I V* 
Xjk{l + Xjk) l+n «• —1 
S 2 ^ . jfc 
f - ^ ( V ) " A^+z" ' 2 ^ lAifc-Mj*l 
yj"fc ^fc 
V* 
a2^(p(^|e)) 
= o 
(44) 
(45) 
(46) 
dajkldajk2 
Using eqs. (44), (45) and (46), we get eq. (33). Finally, for the calculation of |F(Aj)| we 
need the following equations: 
dX Aik ^ A „ t 
dlog (p{Xj\e)) rij Zrij 
•jfc jfc 2 j.fc 
l+n j — l 
-A(Xjk) J2 
i=l 
l+nj-1 
~B(Xjk) J2 
i=l 
Xjk — fljk 
0~jk 
Xik — fljk 
^k 
log Xik — fijk 
<?ik 
&jk 
\jfc 
with 
B(\Sk) = 
dA(Xjk) _ 1 
dX jk 
T(3/Xjk)\ l09[WI^))\—% 3tf(3/Ajfe) + 3fr(l/Ajfc) •jk ^"jk 
We have also: 
d2log (p{Xj\Q)) _ nj 3rij 
d2X •jk A2 + ^  (*(i/xjk) - mxjk)) - ^wxjk) 
Xik — fj,jk 
jk ^jk 
l+n j — l 
-2B(Xjk) £ 
i-l 
l+n j — l 
-A(Xjk) J2 
i=i 
\-*-ik — f-jk 
93L,Tf// 
Xik — fijk 
^jk 
log 
0~jk 
•\jfc 
log 
X%k — \ijk 
°~jk 
Xik — fijk 
0~jk )1 
-c(xjk) J2 
i=l (Tjk jk 
with 
C(A jk) d
2A{Xjk) 
d2Xjk 
(47) 
(48) 
(49) 
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± - (*(1/Aifc) - 3*(3/Ajfc)) + ^ r (9*'(3/Ajfc) - *'(1/Ajfc)) 
, /r(3/A,-Q\ 3$(3/Ajfe) fr(l/Ajfc) 
.
 y V r ( l / A i f c ) / 2A i fc 2Xjk (50) 
where we have *(x) - M M
 a n d # ' ( x ) = ^ W , i n addition, we have: 
dXjkld\jk2 ^ 
This yields eq. (34). 
II. Calculation of the derivatives for the estimation of Xjk using the maximum 
likelihood method: 
The following equations are required in eq. (11): 
8Xjk = y ^ M dX3k ™ 
dHog(p{X\Q)) _ A ~ dHogipjXiie)) , dpjJlXj) dlogjpjX^Q)) 
where we have: 
**g>- rtii,),. -*| i ())«S (54) 
Note finally that the terms a 'ogff; | e ) ) and ^Mfj&IQ)) in eq. (52) and (53) can be directly 
deduced from eqs. (47) and (49). 
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FIG. 4: Example showing the sensitivity of the MML of the MoG and MoGG models to noise: 
(a) and (b) show the values of the MML for the two models using the original and noisy im-
age data, respectively; (c) and (e) show the approximation of the noisy image histogram using 
the MoG and MoGG models, respectively; (d) and (f) show the pdfs (dashed lines) compos-
ing the MoG and MoGG models (solid lines), respectively. The estimated MoGG parameters 
are 6 = (46.1,79.1,108.9,149.6), & = (11.7,7.64,8.9,11.03), & = (1.96,1.98,1.97,1.92) and 
£4 = (0.27,0.22,0.25,0.26), while those of the MoG are 6 = (46.5,79.12,108.8,145.31,149.8), 
£2 = (11.7,7.68,8.9,20.1,8.4) and £4 = (0.27,0.22,0.24,0.08,0.19). 
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FIG. 5: Comparing the performance of the MoG and MoGG models using an example of real-
world image segmentation: (a) and (b) show the original and noisy images; (c), (d) and (e) show, 
respectively, the RGB color values contained in the original and noisy images, and the MML 
value obtained for the MoG and MoGG models using the noisy image data; (f) and (g) show the 
segmentation of the noisy image using the MoG and MoGG models, respectively. 
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FIG. 6: Example of foreground segmentation in a video sequence containing shadows. The second 
row shows the different pixel histogram profiles in the sequence. The second and third rows show 
the result of foreground segmentation for two frames containing shadows, using the MoG and 
MoGG models. 
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FIG. 7: Example of foreground segmentation in a video sequence containing a sudden illumination 
change. The first row shows the first frame of the sequence. The second row shows different 
pixel RG histogram profiles in the sequence. The third row shows frames 217, 306 and 341 of the 
sequence. The last row shows the result of foreground segmentation in: (a) frame 217 and (b) 
frame 306 using the MoG model, and (c) frame 306 using the MoGG model. 
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Image and Video Segmentation by Combining 
Unsupervised Generalized Gaussian Mixture 
Modeling and Feature Selection 
Mohand Said Allili , Djemel Ziou, Nizar Bouguila, Sabri Boutemedjet 
Abstract 
Feature clustering is a popular approach for image/video segmentation. A major problem limiting the perfor-
mance of this approach is the difficulty to discriminate the real regions in the presence of noise and high-dimensional 
feature vectors, generally leading to image/video under/over-segmentation. In this paper, we propose a clustering 
model that efficiently mitigates under/over-segmentation, by combining generalized Gaussian mixture modeling and 
feature selection. The generalized Gaussian mixture has several advantages in that it has flexibility to accurately 
represent noisy and heavy-tailed image/video histograms, while being robust against over-estimation of the number 
of regions. On the other hand, feature selection allows to automatically discard uninformative features, leading to 
better discrimination and localization of regions in high-dimensional spaces. The estimation of our model parameters 
is performed in an unsupervised way, by minimizing an objective function based on the minimum message length 
criterion (MML). Experimental results on a database of real-world images and videos showed us the effectiveness 
of the proposed approach. 
Index Terms 
Image/video segmentation, mixture of generalized Gaussian distributions (MoGG), feature selection, MML. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Segmentation is an important topic in computer vision and image/video processing. It is essential for 
many applications, such as object recognition [36], surveillance [3], [13], [40], object coding [35], [42], 
and content-based image/video retrieval and indexing [10]. For example, newly-established multimedia 
standards, such as MPEG-4 and MPEG-7, are based on the object-content of videos [35]. Therefore, 
successful representation and processing in these standards require efficient segmentation algorithms. 
This efficiency lies - among other things- on the capacity of the segmentation to yield meaningful regions, 
while being less sensitive to noise and over/under-segmentation [20], [43]. Over-segmentation refers to 
the case where the number of regions is over-estimated, leading to insignificant small regions; whereas 
under-segmentation occurs when big regions are formed by erroneous fusion of two or more real regions. 
Both problems may compromise the application using segmentation. For instance, efficient video coding 
and indexing require the shape of the moving objects to be accurately defined [43]. Therefore, having 
over/under-segmentation of the image/video may compromise the extraction of those shapes. Finally, 
segmentation algorithms which admit generalization, in the sense that they can be applied to different 
types of images and videos (e.g., color, medical, infrared, etc.) and using different features (color, texture, 
motion, etc.), can be required (in segmentation of image/video collections, for example). 
Several approaches have been proposed in literature to address the segmentation problem [26]. Boundary-
based approaches use image edge information to localize the region boundaries [11], [18], [24]. However, 
they are sensitive to noise and generally yield discontinuous boundaries. On the other hand, region-
based approaches aim at grouping pixels into homogeneous regions, and they are generally more robust 
to noise [1], [10], [45]. Note that homogeneous regions in videos are defined in the spatiotemporal 
volumes, constituted of the moving objects and the background. Supervised and unsupervised feature-
space clustering is one technique that has been extensively used to achieve such a segmentation. In this 
approach, image features (color, texture, motion, etc.) are assumed to have similar values within each 
region and different values between different regions. Segmentation, then, amounts to dividing the feature 
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space into different compact clusters which correspond to the regions in the image/video space [17]. 
Based on the clustering definition of segmentation, finite mixture models have been established as a 
powerful technique to achieve, in unsupervised fashion, the partitioning of images/videos into homoge-
neous regions [1], [10], [12], [28], [40]. According to this technique, the clusters are represented by the 
different components of the mixture, and the number of components can be automatically determined using 
several criteria, such as the minimum description length (MDL), the Akaike (AIC), etc [29]. Recently, 
the authors in [3] introduced a new mixture model based on the generalized Gaussian distribution (GGD) 
(called MoGG), for which the number of components is determined using the MML criterion [41]. The 
MML is used in this model for its flexibility to include prior knowledge about the model parameters. 
The MoGG has the good property of mitigating over-segmentation of images and videos induced by 
features with non-Gaussian distribution. We recall that non-Gaussianity is an intrinsic property of a 
variety of image/video features distribution (e.g., Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) coefficients, the 
wavelet transform coefficients, pixels difference, etc.) [8], [37]. Also, the presence of noise and/or outliers 
in image/video data may produce non-Gaussian data [3], [5]. In both cases, multi-modal non-Gaussian 
data arise in heavy-tailed image/video histograms, with sharped or flat-shaped modes. Since the number 
of mixture components is determined automatically, such histograms can be easily overfitted using the 
Gaussian mixture model (i.e., over-estimation of the number of regions), which causes over-segmentation 
of the image/video [3]. 
In general, the use of multiple features (e.g., color, texture, etc.) ensures better performance for 
segmentation. However, high-dimensional data may also affect the performance of mixture modeling 
in several ways and cause over/under-segmentation of the image/video. First, both the computational 
complexity induced, and the number of observations required for learning the mixture model, increase with 
the number of features used [23]. Second, the distribution of the regions in the image/video may be "fully 
identified" using only a subset of relevant features [19]. It has been shown in the past that the performance 
of mixture modeling may be substantially deteriorated in the presence of many irrelevant features [30]. In 
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segmentation, for instance, texture features on one particular orientation may discriminate a texture pattern 
in an image/video, while features on other orientations are uniform (i.e. irrelevant) and useless for this 
segmentation. Therefore, introducing a feature selection (FS) mechanism, to remove irrelevant features, is 
of prominent importance to estimate the real number of regions and achieve better segmentation [21]. To 
illustrate the importance of FS, Fig. 1 shows the effect of combining a uniformly-distributed feature with 
another feature discriminating well among different regions composing the image. Clearly, increasing the 
contribution of the uniform feature produces under-segmentation of the squares in the middle of the image, 
and over-segmentation inside the resulted regions. Finally, note that due to the inter-relation between the 
chosen feature subset and the number of mixture components, FS should be established in unsupervised 
way and simultaneously with model learning (i.e., the number of regions with their parameters) [9], [25]. 
Supervised FS has been used in the past to improve the performance of segmentation [2], [4], [33] and 
object tracking [13]. However, to the best of our knowledge, unsupervised FS together with mixture model 
learning have not been addressed so far for image/video segmentation. 
In this work, we propose an efficient segmentation framework which incorporates unsupervised FS in the 
MoGG model. This combination aims at enhancing the representation of non-Gaussian data and eliminating 
irrelevant features, leading to significant reduction of over/under-segmentation in images/videos. Our model 
performs automatically the selection of the optimal number of regions with their parameters, and the 
subset of relevant features, by optimizing an objective based on the MML criterion [41]. This unified 
objective allows for accurate discrimination and identification of the real image/video regions inside high-
dimensional feature vectors, while penalizing mixture overfilling. 
This paper is organized as follows: In Section II, an outline of the proposed model for segmentation 
is presented. In Section III, we present the details of our learning algorithm. Section IV shows some 
experiments on the application of the proposed approach for image and video segmentation. We end the 
paper with a conclusion and some future work perspectives. 
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Fig. 1. A synthetic example showing the influence of a uniformly-distributed feature on segmentation: (a) and (c) show the images of the 
relevant and uniformly-distributed features, respectively; (b) and(d) show the histograms associated with the images (a) and (b), respectively, 
(e) to (h) show segmentations obtained by combining the features with the following weights (01,0:2): (0.2,0.8), (0.5,0.5), (0.6,0.4) and 
(0.8,0.2), respectively. The segmentations are obtained using the K-means algorithm, where at is used to weight the K-means distance 
according to the feature i (i = 1,2). 
II. THE PROPOSED MODEL 
The authors in [3] proposed a multi-dimensional version of the GGD, where each feature distribution 
is allowed to have its own shape parameter. Given a D-dimensional feature space, the GGD distribution 
of a feature vector x — (xx,..., xD) e RD is defined as follows: 
D XiK(Xt) p(x|/iI<r>A) = n ^ ^ e x p ^ - > l ( A , ) 
1=1 
2<7l 
xi -Hi 
<?l 
(1) 
where \i = (//1, ...,fxD), a — (cri,...,aD) and A = (Xi,...,XD) are vectors of location, scale and shape 
parameters. Also, we have K(X) = wi/U an<* A(\) = r(3/A) r(i/A) , with T(-) denoting the gamma 
function. Each parameter A; > 0, / = 1 , . . . , D, controls the shape of the GGD and determines whether it 
is peaked or fiat in the I'th dimension of the image/video feature vector [3]. 
Given that M regions are present in the image/video, the goal of segmentation is to assign each pixel 
described by a visual feature vector x^ to one of the M regions. This assignment is defined by a label 
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Fig. 2. Different representations of a one-dimensional general Gaussian distribution according to the parameter A. We set here fi and a to 
0 and 1, respectively. 
zi — (zn, zi2i • • •, ZIM) such that Zij € {0,1} and Ylf=i zij = 1> where Zy = 1 if a;, belongs to region j , 
and 0 otherwise. Since each region is defined by a single component in mixture-based segmentation, the 
conditional distribution of Xi given the region label z, is given by a MoGG, as follows [3]: 
M 
p(xi\zi,G)=YI ( n^ ' i 6 ^) 
j=l V = l 
(2) 
where Oji = (\jUjijhaji), and p(xu\9ji) denotes a univariate GGD component. Since the Zij's constitute 
the missing information, they can be identified for a given 0 using the Bayes rule as p(zij\xi,@) = 
p(xi, Zij\@)/p(xi\@) oc pjp(xi\zij, 0 ) with pj = p{zij). Therefore, for a given number of components 
M, the core step of the segmentation process is to estimate 0* = (p*, #*,), (j = 1, . . . , M and = 1, . . . , D), 
as the optimum of a certain objective such as the likelihood of all image/video data [10], [29]. 
Note that the MoGG defined by Eq. (2) assumes that all the features have equal importance. How-
ever, with high-dimensional descriptors such as color, texture, etc., features do not contribute equally in 
discriminating among the exiting regions. Indeed, some features may be uniform or unimodal and their 
distributions independent of the region labels [31], [33]. These "noisy" features may, on the one hand, 
confuse the inference by increasing the complexity of the model (i.e., overfitting the model) [25], and, 
on the other hand, compromise the distinction between the real regions. Therefore, we extend the MoGG 
model by modeling the discrimination power of each feature separately. Let 4>i be a binary variable, set 
to 0 when the I'th feature is irrelevant (i.e., uniform) and to 1 otherwise. Then, the distribution of each 
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xu, given the component label Zij, can be approximated as follows [9], [25]: 
p(xa\Bji,(p*i,^i)^[p(xii\9ji)j [p(xu\(fii)j , (3) 
where now 0* = (Pj,0ji,<p*i)- The star superscript denotes the unknown true distribution of the I'th 
feature of the region, and both p(.\6ji) and p(xu\ipi) are univariate GGDs. In Eq. (3), fa is a hidden 
variable set to 1 from the data in every case where the I'th feature is multimodal. However, this model 
leads to false positives (i.e., uninformative features that are identified as relevant) when a feature is defined 
by only overlapped components that cannot distinguish among the real image/video regions [9]. Therefore, 
we generalize the definition of feature's relevance by considering the irrelevant component p(.\<fii) as a 
common mixture of GGDs independent of the region labels z,. This choice is also motivated by the 
ability of the mixture to approximate almost any arbitrary distribution of the irrelevant features [6], [29]. 
We consider K as the number of components in this common mixture, with the parameters ipu,..., ipxi 
for each feature, respectively. Let wilk € {0,1}, where J2k=iwnk = 1, be the component label of an 
irrelevant feature, where wtik = 1 if xu is generated by the k'th component of the common mixture, and 
0 otherwise. From this, it is straightforward to show that the distribution p{.\zr, 0 ) given by Eq. (2) can 
be rewritten as follows: 
p(xi\zi,^,{wil},@) = [[{[[[p(xil\eji)j {ll(p(xu\(Pki)) ) J , (4) 
j=l ^ ( = 1 fc=l ' 
where the variables zu $ and {wu} are discrete and multinomial, and constitute the missing information. 
In practice, it is convenient to define the likelihood of observations p(xi\®) by marginalizing the complete 
likelihood p{xi,zi,wii) $ | 0 ) over the hidden variables ziy $ and {wu}. For this goal, we need first to 
define the following prior distributions: 
M D K
 1 _ , 
j=i i=i fe=i 
where each fa is a Bernoulli variable with parameters p(fa = 1) = pa and p(fa — 0) = pa, such that 
Pn + Pa = 1- The symbol 7rfc; (with Yl^i^ki — 1) denotes the prior probability that xu is generated by 
the k'th component of the common mixture, given that the I'th feature is irrelevant (i.e., fa=0). Finally, the 
distribution p(xi\@) is obtained by marginalizing the complete likelihood successively over the parameters 
zu $ and {wu}, and we obtain our final model for segmentation with FS as: 
M D / K \ 
p{xi\@) = J ^ P j f J ( PiiP(xu\6ji) + pn^KkiPixulVki) ) (6) 
j= i 1=1 \ fc=i / 
In what follows, we consider the notations p = (PI,--,PM), PI — (Pii,Ptt) and nt = (irn, ...,TTIK). 
Image/video segmentation with FS can now be achieved by optimizing a certain objective with respect 
to the set of all model's parameters 0 = (p, 8ji, fki,^i)> where j = 1,..., M and I = 1,..., D. Note that 
both M and K are unknown parameters and need to be identified from the data. 
III. MODEL LEARNING 
A. A unified objective for unsupervised feature selection 
The maximum likelihood method (ML) is the most commonly used approach for the estimation of 
0 [3], [10]. The natural choice for finding ML estimates for models with missing information (z, w 
and <& in our case) is the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [14], [29]. The log-likelihood of iV 
independent and identically distributed feature vectors X = {xi,x2, •.. ,xN} in the image/video is given 
by: 
N M D K 
logp(#|0) = J^log \Y^Pj n \PiiP{xu\Qji) + Pi2^2^kip(xu\fki)j (7) 
i = l j=l 1=1 fc=l 
Note that maximization of the log-likelihood is not appropriate as a way to achieve segmentation. In fact, 
the choice of features and number of components M (regions) and K are two highly dependent problems. 
The estimation obtained by optimizing the likelihood function will be biased since the log-likelihood favors 
both higher dimensions and complex models (i.e., with high values of K and M), which leads to over-
segmentation [16]. Also, the EM algorithm is an iterative procedure that requires a "good" initialization 
heuristic (e.g., K-means [15]) to converge to the best local optimum of the likelihood function. 
To achieve a fully unsupervised segmentation and penalize very complex models, we follow a similar 
approach to [9], [25] by optimizing the message length of the data [41]. Therefore, the optimal number of 
components M and K and model's parameters 0 correspond to the MML. Furthermore, we initialize the 
EM algorithm with a fixed number of potential components (M and K). During EM iterations, the weights 
Pj, pn and <pki corresponding to unwanted components are forced to zero. By this way, our approach will 
be less sensitive to initialization and will penalize overfitting during estimation. The message length of 
the image/video data is given by: 
MessLen ~ - logp(0) + l- log | / ( 0 ) | + | ( 1 + log -L) - l o g p ( * | 0 ) , (8) 
where p ( 0 ) , | / (©) | and p(X\&) denote the prior distribution, the Fisher information and the likelihood, 
respectively. The constant c = M + 3D + KD + 3DM + 3DK in Eq. (8) is the total number of parameters. 
We recall that the Fisher information of a given parameter is the expectation of the second derivatives of 
the minus log-likelihood with respect to the same parameter. To facilitate the calculation of the MML, 
it is common sense to assume the independence of the different groups of parameters, which factorizes 
both 17(0) | and p ( 0 ) over the Fisher and prior distribution of these groups. Given that the parameters 
p, pi and -KI are defined on the simplexes {(pi,...,pM) : Y!jL~i Pj < ! } . {(pn,Pi2) • Pn < 1}, and 
{(71-/1,... ,ITIK) '• ^2k=i ^fc < 1}' respectively, a natural choice as a conjugate prior for these vectors is 
the Dirichlet distribution with hyper-parameters set to 0.5 (i.e., uninformative Jeffrey's prior [32]). These 
distributions are given by: 
1 1 1 
K P ) O C P(P') <*-TTO/2' P f a ) < * = * iT* (9) 
Uj=iPj Pn Pn llfc=i7rw 
Finally, we approximate the Fisher information in Eq. (8) using the complete likelihood which assumes 
the knowledge of the hidden variables z, w and $ for each observation [7]. The Fisher information of 
the 6ji is computed by considering the second derivatives of minus log-likelihood of the I'th feature. By 
replacing the prior and Fisher information in (8), and discarding the first order terms, the MML objective 
to be minimized on the image/video data for segmentation is given by the following equation: 
*, r , i , TSS M + K + D + 3MD + 3KD,
 Ar 3 D A , 3 M ^ , 
MessLen(M,K) = logiV + — ^ l o g p ^ + — - ^ l o g p a + 2 2 ^ °rj 2 
3K D „ D K 
X>g«2 + | E E l o g ^ +1(!+ log^) - logp(<*i0) (10) 
2 ^ ^ 0r>* 2 ^ ^ ° 2V ° 1 2 ; 
i=i i=i k=i 
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B. Parameter estimation 
In the previous section, we have defined the MML objective for both feature and model selection. In 
this section, we summarize the algorithm for the minimization of the MML objective with the constraints 
0 < Pj < 1, 0 < pn < 1, 0 < irki < 1 and Ylf=iPj — 1' S/b=i ^ki = 1- This algorithm takes as input 
an image/video feature set X and the numbers Mmin (resp. Kmin) and Mmax (resp. Kmax), which denote 
the lower and upper bounds of M (resp. K). We introduce Lagrange multipliers in Eq. (10) to satisfy the 
previous constraints and optimize a new objective S(Q,X) using the EM algorithm. This objective as 
well as the equations of the EM algorithm are given in the Appendix. Note that the convergence rate of 
the EM algorithm in our case is quadratic [44]. Finally, to initialize the EM we use the Fuzzy C-means 
algorithm. The following script summarizes the main steps of model selection for segmentation. 
Algorithm 
For each candidate value of M and K (Mmin < M < Mmax, Kmin < K < Kmax) do: 
• Initialize the parameters using the Fuzzy C-means algorithm. 
• Repeat until convergence: 
E-step: Compute the posterior probabilities p(j\xi) using Eq. (14). 
M-step: - Calculate the feature relevance using Eq. (15). 
- Update the mixture parameters using Eqs. (16) to (22). 
• Calculate the associated MML criterion using Eq. (13). 
Select the optimal model M* and K*, such that (M*, K*) = argminM KS(0, X). 
Build the segmentation map by labelling each pixel in the image/video according to the optimal model. 
IV. EXPERIMENTS 
To show the performance of our approach, we conducted experiments on several examples of image and 
video segmentation. Due to the plethora of existing segmentation techniques, we restrict the comparison 
of our model to only mixture-based approaches for segmentation, where the most popular ones are based 
on the MoG model [10], [17], [45]. Thus, we compared the segmentation results obtained using the 
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proposed model (denoted by MoGG+FS) with those obtained using: 1) a MoGG model without FS [3], 2) 
a Gaussian mixture model (denoted by MoG) [10], and 3) a MoG with FS (denoted by MoG+FS). Note 
that since FS has not been used so far in mixture-based segmentation, we build the MoG+FS model (a 
special case of the MoGG+FS) by fixing the shape parameter of each distribution in the MoGG+FS to 2. 
In what follows, we develop the applications of image and video segmentation in two separate subsections. 
A. Application to color/texture image segmentation 
Real-world images contain in general regions with different content of color and texture. Therefore, to 
have a good representation of regions, it is preferable to use a feature vector x(u, v) for each pixel (it, v), 
which combines color and texture information of the image [17]. For color, we use the RGB color space. 
For texture, we use 24 features calculated from the color correlogram (CC) of the pixel neighborhood 
[1]. We recall that an element Cd,w{ci\ Cj) of the CC matrix gives the probability that two pixels (ui, vx) 
and (1*2,^ 2). where (1*2,^ 2) is at distance d and orientation u> from (u-[,Vi), are of color c$ and Cj, 
respectively. We calculate the CC for 2 distances, d e {1,3}, and 4 orientations, u e {0, f, f, x } - F o r 
each orientation, we took the average of the two distances. We derive from each CC the following texture 
features: Inverse-Difference-Moment (IDM), Energy (EN), Contrast (CT), Variance (VR), Homogeneity 
(HG) and Correlation (CR). 
To test the performance of the proposed method, we compared the segmentation accuracy of all the 
tested models, against the ground truth (i.e., segmentation performed manually). For this, we use the 
Berkeley Benchmark color image dataset [27], where the manual segmentations are available. We enlarged 
the dataset with images downloaded from the Corel dataset and the Internet, making a database of 400 
images. To quantitatively measure how the segmentation model output is meaningful and close to the 
human segmentation, we use the following objective criteria: 
• The boundary localization error (ei): This criterion measures the misalignment of the region contours 
between each tested segmentation and the ground truth. Let us define by S = {Si,..., SL} and 
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S' = {S[,..., S'L,} the sets of segments1 composing the segmentation of a tested method and the 
ground truth. The region boundary localization error is defined by [27]: 
ei = ^^min{ e K , )(T1S,GT) )e ( U ) , )(GT )r>S)} (11) 
(u,v) 
where Si(u,v) and Sj(u,v) are the segments that contain the pixel (u,v) in a tested segmentation 
model (TS) and the ground truth (GT), respectively. The errors e^v){TS,GT) and e{UtV)(GT,TS) 
are given by: e{u<v)(TS,GT) = ^ g ^ , e{u,v)(GT,TS) = l-^~, where " - " is the set difference 
operator, and iV is the number of pixels in the image. 
• The amount of over/under-segmentation (£2): This criterion measures the amount of region over/under-
segmentation produced by each tested segmentation, by comparison to the ground truth. According to 
previous definition of segments, a set of segments 5m l , . . . , Sme (2 < £ < L) in the TS over-segment 
a segment S'm in the GT iff [22]: Vi e {1, ...,£} : \SminS'm\ > k\Smi\ and £f=1 \SminS'J > k\S'J, 
where k is a threshold that we set here to 0.75 as suggested in [22]. We define the error e2 as the 
sum of the number of segments in the GT that are over-segmented in the TS, and the number of 
segments in the TS that are over-segmented in the GT (i.e., instances of under-segmentation). 
In the segmentation examples presented below, for each image we run the tested models 10 times and we 
report the average (£,=1,2) and the standard deviation (crei=12) of the error values obtained. 
To illustrate the capacity of our approach to accurately identify the number of regions, Fig. 3 shows a 
typical example of MML calculation and segmentation of an image from the Berkeley dataset. The real 
number of regions in the image is 5. The final optimal number of components minimizing the MML for 
the MoGG+FS model is M = 5 and K = 2 (see Fig. 3.a), and M = 4 for MoGG (K does not exist for the 
MoGG model, see Fig. 3.b). The feature histograms and their mixture fitting are shown in Fig. 5, where, 
to facilitate visualization, we averaged the frequencies of each feature over the different orientations. We 
put the histograms of the relevant and irrelevant features (i.e., those with pt2 ~ 0 and pt2 ~ 1, respectively) 
'A segment S, where |S| > r, is a connected set of equally labeled pixels. The symbol "| • |" denotes the cardinality of a set. T is a 
threshold set to 05. 
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(a) (b) 
lufl ™H ^ ^ iLi^ l 
;cflHMIIM ( d ) H H M I (e)H^HBM <i>lF!^H»fl 
Fig. 3. A typical example of image segmentation comparing the MoGG and MoGG+FS models against the ground truth: (a) and (b) 
represent the MML calculated for the MoGG+FS and MoGG models, respectively; (c) to (f) represent the original image, the ground truth, 
the segmentation result using MoGG, and using MoGG+FS, respectively. The graphs and the segmentations are shown for the first execution 
of each model. The values of [ei ±CTE1 , e2±ae2] obtained for (e) and (f) are [0.15±0.04, 06± 1.03] and [0.08±0.02, 03± 1.02], respectively. 
in two separate graphs. In this example, all color features were considered as relevant by our approach. 
However, among all the used texture features (shown in Fig. 4), only HG is considered as relevant for 
segmentation. The remaining texture features were considered irrelevant and have been assigned to the 
common mixture model (see Fig. 5). The effect of this on segmentation can be seen in Figs. 3.e and 
3.f, where by using FS, the sweater of the lady has been better segmented than without using FS 2. As 
expected, the errors ei and e2 confirm the amount of over/under-segmentation produced in this example. 
Here we present the evaluation of the segmentation models for a sample of images in our dataset, 
shown in Fig. 6. In Fig. 7, we show the result of the first execution of each model, where a pixel in each 
2see the color version of the manuscript. 
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CT CR EN HG VR ICM 
Fig. 4. Different texture features calculated for the image in Fig. 3.b. From top to bottom row in each column, the images represent texture 
features calculated for UJ equals to 0, J , £, and ^ , respectively. 
segmentation map takes the color mean value in the mixture component (region) to which the pixel is 
assigned. Tab. I gives the values of t\ and e2 for the shown examples, and the rest of the dataset. Two 
conclusions can be drawn from the table. First, the MoGG (resp. MoGG+FS) generally outperforms the 
MoG (resp. MoG+FS) in both performance criteria. We noticed in some images that over-segmentation 
can be caused by specularity (see example 6) or self-shadowing (see examples 3 and 8). In those images, 
homogeneity of color inside a region can be altered if the region is partially illuminated, or contains 
specularity/shadow. The flexibility of the MoGG allows to include those areas inside the regions, while 
the MoG has a tendency to create small regions to fit them. Second, using FS in both MoGG and MoG 
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Fig. 5. Illustration of histogram mixture fitting for the image features: (a) and (b) show the histograms of relevant features and their 
M-components mixture fitting, (c) and (d) show the histograms of irrelevant features with their if-components common mixture fitting. In 
the graphs, x denotes the feature value, h(x) and p(x) denotes, respectively, the normalized frequency and the probability of the feature 
value x. 
models yields better performance than without using FS (see the values of the errors ei and e2). This can 
be noticed, for instance, in example 5 (separation of the sky from the mountain), example 6 (separation 
of the horses from the shadow area) and example 7 (separation of the face of the person from the rest of 
the body). 
Finally, the last row of Tab. I shows the values of ei and e2 obtained by each model for the whole dataset. 
We can see that the added performance using the MoGG model, with respect to ei, is approximately 44% 
against the MoG model, 25% against the MoG+FS model, and 35% against the MoGG model. With 
respect to e2, the added performance is 51% against the MoG model, 30% against the MoG+FS model, 
and 39.5% against the MoGG model. These results clearly demonstrate the advantage of combining FS 
and GGD mixture modeling for reducing over/under-segmentation. 
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Fig. 6. A sample of images for the test dataset. 
B. Application to video segmentation 
Video segmentation is an important task for a variety of applications, such as video summarization [39], 
video coding and editing [42], video indexing and retrieval [38], to name a few. In those applications, 
the basic units manipulated are objects. Concretely, an object corresponds to a set of pixels in successive 
frames of the sequence, which represent a projection of a real moving object in the scene to the frames. 
Object-based segmentation aims at decomposing a video shot3 into meaningful objects and the background. 
In the past, mixture models have been used for segmenting videos into regions [39]. Then, grouping the 
resulting regions into semantically meaningful objects can be performed as proposed in [34]. In real-world 
videos, however, irrelevant data (i.e., outliers) can be present and they can be induced, for instance, by 
noise, shadowing, or even insignificant objects entering momentarily in the scene or its borders. These 
may decrease the accuracy of statistical modeling of the real objects and degrade their segmentation. 
To mitigate the effect of outliers in segmentation, we propose to use the MoGG+FS model for video 
segmentation. Given the flexibility of the shape of GGD and the FS mechanism, we aim to enhance 
the robustness of mixture modeling against video under/over-segmentation that can be caused by the 
aforementioned irrelevant data. To this end, we modify our model in Eq. (3) as follows. Let M be the 
3
 A video shot contains a sequence of frames taken by the same camera without interruption, which we suppose has the same object 
content. 
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Image 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Total 
dataset 
[ei .^i] 
MoG 
[0.25, 0.04] 
[0.18,0.03] 
[0.40, 0.05] 
[0.28, 0.03] 
[0.29, 0.02] 
[0.20, 0.05] 
[0.31,0.04] 
[0.35, 0.07] 
[0.27, 0.09] 
MoG+FS 
[0.16,0.04] 
[0.11,0.05] 
[0.29, 0.06] 
[0.18,0.04] 
[0.21,0.03] 
[0.17,0.05] 
[0.22,0.04] 
[0.29, 0.05] 
[0.20, 0.05] 
MoGG 
[0.20,0.05] 
[0.13,0.04] 
[0.32, 0.05] 
[0.20,0.02] 
[0.22,0.04] 
[0.16,0.01] 
[0.26,0.05] 
[0.28,0.02] 
[0.22,0.04] 
MoGG+FS 
[0.13,0.04] 
[0.09, 0.04] 
[0.20, 0.05] 
[0.16,0.04] 
[0.14,0.03] 
[0.09,0.07] 
[0.17,0.05] 
[0.19,0.09] 
[0.15,0.07] 
[e2,0-e2] 
MoG 
[17.4,0.6] 
[15.7,1.5] 
[19.4,1.5] 
[13.5,1.3] 
[18.9,1.4] 
[08.2,1.0] 
[12.4,1.2] 
[18.1,1.8] 
[15.9,1.8] 
MoG+FS 
[13.6,1.2] 
[13.8,1.4] 
[13.9,1.4] 
[08.3,1.2] 
[11.1,1.2] 
[06.3,1.4] 
[10.8,1.2] 
[14.1,1.2] 
[11.2,1.4] 
MoGG 
[12.6,1.2] 
[14.5,1.3] 
[15.2,1.5] 
[10.9,1.3] 
[13.6,1.6] 
[06.3,1.2] 
[13.1,1.8] 
[14.7,1.8] 
[12.9,1.7] 
MoGG+FS 
[08.9,1.4] 
[07.5,1.3] 
[07.7,1.3] 
[06.9,1.5] 
[08.8,1.1] 
[02.2,1.2] 
[08.2,1.3] 
[08.8,1.8] 
[07.8,1.5] 
TABLE I 
VALUES OF THE ERRORS ei AND e2 FOR THE COMPARED SEGMENTATION MODELS. 
real number of spatiotemporal regions that compose the moving objects and the background, and T the 
number of frames in the video shot. An efficient way to remove the outlying data is by selecting the best 
(relevant) frames that exhibit a good separation among the moving objects in the video shot. That is to 
say, the frames where the objects are not well separated (because of object occlusions, noise, etc.) will see 
their contribution decreased in the segmentation. By including frame relevance in our mixture modeling, 
the formulation of the video segmentation becomes as follows: 
P(Xit\zit, 
.7=1 ^ fc=l ' 
where t designates time (i.e., frame number). From Eq. (12), the value of a pixel xu on frame t can 
be generated either by a component of the mixture of the real objects or by the common mixture (i.e., 
modeling the features distribution in the irrelevant frames). In other words, the frames become the features 
among which selection is performed. The estimation of the parameters of the model is performed in the 
same way as for image segmentation, by using the EM algorithm given in Section III-B. 
Figs. 8 and 9 show two examples of video segmentation using the tested models. In both examples, the 
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video contains 25 frames. After segmentation, we use the method in [34] to regroup in each frame the 
segmented regions into meaningful objects. In the segmentation maps, we show only parts corresponding 
to the objects of interest (OOIs), which are the skater body in the first example and the skin part of 
the lady in the second example. We put the rest of the frames to gray. We define the performance of 
segmentation by the degree to which the OOIs appear visually well-segmented from the background. 
In the first example, we can clearly see that, comparatively to other models, MoG+FS and MoGG+FS 
included less parts of the background (having similar color with the skater object) in the object (see for 
instance, frames 5 and 9). The same remark can be stated about the second example, where, in almost 
all the shown frames, the skin area has been more accurately segmented when FS is used. This confirms 
the enhancement of region separability brought by the FS mechanism. Nevertheless, the MoGG+FS 
outperformed the MoG+FS, essentially in removing more parts of the background and shadow areas 
from the OOI. This can be noticed in all the shown frames in the first example, and in frames 7 and 13 
of the second example where the MoG+FS considered some cloth area on the hand as skin. 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
We proposed a new model which combines the GGD formulation and FS in robust mixture modeling 
for segmentation. We gave a principled framework for the estimation of the model parameters in an 
unsupervised fashion. The shown results demonstrate the usefulness and the effectiveness of the proposed 
model in reducing over/under-segmentation, and yielding accurate image/video segmentation, when using 
heavy-tailed and high-dimensional data. Future work will investigate other applications involving heavy-
tailed and multiple-features data modeling (e.g., collection of images/videos, filter-banks, wavelets, etc.). 
Also, adding spatial information is an important issue to handle toward yielding more semantically 
meaningful segmentation. Finally, the output of segmentation can be enriched by including multi-resolution 
analysis and hierarchical segmentation schemes, where multiple outputs of segmentation can be used, for 
example, in object recognition. 
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VI. APPENDIX 
The objective function to minimize is given by: 
M „ „ , D
 nrs D 
lPl2 
o n m oM
 u
 ^K 
s(e,x) = iog(MAie))-^5>gP , -^5>gp a-^5>g 
j=i 1=1 1=1 
„ D K M D 
~ 2 E Elog7Tkl + v^ ~ 53p^ + 5 3 ^ ~ pn ~ pl2^ 
i=i k=\ j=i ; = i 
D M D 
+ 53 ^(i - 5Z tv) + 53 ^  + 5 1 7 / ^ (13) 
/ = i *; j = i i=i 
where rj, du v\, xpj and 7; (J — 1,...,M, / = 1,...,D) are Lagrange multipliers. The minimization of 
5 (0 , X) using the EM algorithm is performed as follows. 
In the E-step, the expectation of the posterior is given by: 
PjUiLi Pifai) 
zn = P(J\Xi) = —-. r—p ~^, (14) 
J2f=iPjUf=i 0j(xu) 
where (3j{xu) = pap^u^i) + pi2p(xu\<fi), and p(xu\<Pi) = Ef=i *kip{xu\Vki) 
In the M-step, the update formulas for the feature relevance parameters and the mixing weights are 
given as follows: 
m a x f v ^ TM z.. m2L*a}!£il _ ML Q] m a x i 2_,i=i 2^j=i zij pj(Xii) 2 ' u l 
—
 = 1 +
 7 \ 
m a x I 2_j=i 2vj=i z y ft(xvi) 2 ' 
(15) 
Pa 
p, = ^— ^ - (16) 
m a X
 { Ei=l Ej=l % Pl2Kklv{Xil\<Pkl) _ 3 n 
^ = — /—~ r-;—;—~^r (!') 
EK m a v / ' v A f \ ^ M y Pl2^klP{^il\Vkl) 3 rA 
fc=1 max ^ 2^i=l 2 ^ = 1 *T? ^ ( ^ j 2' UJ 
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At this stage, a component of the main (resp. common) mixture model is removed, whenever its mixing 
parameter goes to zero (i.e., the component will not be considered in the next iteration of the EM). 
The M-step updating formulas for the location and scale parameters are given as follows (the superscript 
of the parameters indicate whether the parameter is for the main mixture (with parameters ©) or the 
common mixture (with parameters ipi), respectively): 
A*j/ = 
i = l % Pjfal) -xu 
N ~ Papfodfl j^lsj i -Mjj jl £f=i* Pjfril) 
aJl •v N 
Y^ TV ^P/iPfe(l^()A^A(A^)|xi( \9 
^ = 1 0O (xit) 
Y^N zi3piip(xu\eji) 
(18) 
(19) 
%7V v \
xk)-2 
£& = *£<[&(*«)] 
i = l 2 ^ 1 = 1 
^([ft'^il)] 
i-<P * ' 
OX; = 'kl 
\ 
.if 
E N s^M ^^ (^ f c^k i l -P - j i l klPl2irklZjj i=i 2^ j= i ft-(»u) 
i = l 2 ^ j = l ^(Xi,) 
(20) 
(21) 
To estimate the shape parameters A? and Aj£, with j = 1, ...,M and A; = 1, ...,if, we use the Newton-
Raphson (NR) method. First, we develop the term dS^l into power series with respect to the elements 
of the vector A:- (the symbol * stands for either the superscript 9 or cp), and we obtain the following 
updating equation: 
A: ; * Ai 
d2\og(S(®,x)) 
dK? 
'dS(e,x) (22) 
where the symbol o refers to either the index j or k. To perform the above updating, we need the following 
derivatives: 
N dlog(p(X\&)) _ ^ . PnmrP(x«\e3i) 
5AJ = £ • i = l Pj(xa) 
d 
— 2_> *^i 3A£ i = l PjM 
(23) 
(24) 
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where we have: 
d\ogp(xu\*oi) 
dx = MKi) ol 
Xil ~ (iol 
'ol 
log I Xu - H °l + 
'ol 
xu ~ till | 
A
ol lAol 
(25) 
and ^(x) = -isiLEwi. Finally, the elements of the Hessian matrix for Fisher information are given by: 
dHog((x\e)) 
— /_^ Zij 
Ph SrsP{xii\Oji) (j>nSrp(xu\0ji)) 
Pj{xu) (Pj(xu)r 
(26) 
02k>g(p(*|e)) 
dKi 
N M „ 
_ v ^ V ^ zijPl2nkl 
i=l j=l Pj(xu) 
&p{xu\<Pki) pl2nkl 
d\l Pj{xu) 
(27) 
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Fig. 7. Examples of real-world color/texture image segmentation. In each row, (a) represents the ground truth, (b) to (e) represent, respectively, 
segmentation results obtained by using the MoG model, the MoG+FS model, the MoGG model, and the MoGG+FS model. 
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Fig. 8. First example of video segmentation: (a) from left to right, we show frames 5, 9, 15 and 20 of the sequence; from top to bottom, (b) 
to (e) show, respectively, the OOI segmentation obtained using the MoG model, the MoG+FS model, the MoGG model, and the MoGG+FS 
model. 
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Fig. 9. Second example of video segmentation using: (a) from left to right, we show frames 01, 07, 13 and 23 of "Sign-Irene" sequence; 
from to to bottom, (b) to (e) show, respectively, the OOI segmentation obtained using the MoG model, the MoG+FS model, the MoGG 
model, and the MoGG+FS model. 
Conclusion 
Dans cette these, nous avons aborde le probleme de segmentation d'images et de suivi 
d'objets dans les videos, en proposant plusieurs approches variationnelles et statistiques. 
En resume, trois limites ont ete identifiers dans les modeles existants, et pour lesquelles 
nous avons propose des solutions. En premier lieu, nous avons aborde le probleme d'ex-
tension, de maniere non-supervisee, en un nombre arbitraire de regions la segmentation 
par contours actifs. Une approche, a la fois automatique et adaptative, est proposee. Nous 
avons ensuite propose une approche qui tient compte de la selection de caracteristiques 
pertinentes et la prise en charge de la semantique dans la segmentation d'objets d'interet. 
En deuxieme lieu, nous avons applique les modeles variationnels proposes pour le suivi 
d'objets dans les videos. En dernier lieu, nous avons aborde le probleme de la modelisation 
robuste de donnees dans la segmentation. Nous decrivons le resume de chaque contribu-
tion comme suit : 
Dans le premier chapitre de la these, nous avons propose un modele pour la segmenta-
tion non-supervisee d'images couleur/texture en utilisant les contours actifs. Ce modele 
est base sur une methode d'initialisation automatique des contours actifs et l'adaptation 
de l'information de regions a revolution de ces derniers. Des tests conduits sur des bases 
de donnees d'images ont permis d'evaluer la performance du modele propose, et de mon-
trer son avantage par rapport a l'etat de l'art. 
Dans le deuxieme chapitre, nous avons aborde le probleme de la selection de ca-
racteristiques pertinentes dans la segmentation d'objets d'interet. L'approche proposee 
utilise les exemples positifs et negatifs d'objets pour l'apprentissage de la pertinence 
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des caracteristiques, et ensuite integrer cette derniere dans la segmentation de nouvelles 
images. Ceci nous a permis de constater que, non seulement la segmentation s'ameliore 
sensiblement par rapport aux methodes depourvues de la selection de caracteristiques, 
mais aussi la semantique peut etre integree dans la segmentation. Une exploration plus 
approfondie est, cependant, requise dans le futur pour combiner, par exemple, la detection 
et la segmentation d'objets. Enfin, utiliser des techniques d'apprentissage (e.g. AdaBoost, 
KNN, etc.) est une autre voie d'exploration pour ameliorer le modele dans le futur. 
Dans le troisieme chapitre, nous avons etendu nos approches variationnelles de seg-
mentation pour le suivi d'objets dans les videos. Deux approches ont ete proposees. La 
premiere est capable de suivre les objets dans des environnements bruites et avec des 
fonds de videos encombres. Elle permet aussi une meilleure robustesse du suivi d'objets 
aux occlusions de courtes durees. Dans la seconde approche, nous avons propose une 
solution pour prendre en charge les changements d'apparence des objets suivis. II reste 
encore que ces approches peuvent etre ameliorees pour prendre en charge des problemes, 
tels les disparitions/apparitions d'objets, le suivi d'objets dans des sequences de longues 
durees, etc. Par exemple, utiliser des methodes de detection de changements pourrait 
etre une solution envisageable pour le premier probleme. 
Dans le quatrieme chapitre, nous avons propose un modele statistique, base sur le for-
malisme de la Gaussienne generalised, pour la representation robuste de donnees bruitees 
et dans les espaces de grandes dimensions de donnees. Nous avons applique ce modele 
pour la segmentation d'images bruitees et d'objets en mouvement dans les videos. Plu-
sieurs tests on montre que le modele est moins sensible a la sur-segmentation qu'en 
utilisant la mixture de Gaussiennes, lorsqu'il y a presence de bruit, d'ombrage et/ou de 
changements soudains d'illumination. Dans le futur, plusieurs applications peuvent etre 
developpees en utilisant ce modele. Ces applications peuvent etre la modelisation d'autres 
caracteristiques d'images/videos pour la segmentation ou le suivi d'objets, ainsi que la 
modelisation de donnees dans la recheche d'images/videos basee sur le contenu. 
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